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ONE

WHAT IS LINEAPY?

LineaPy is a Python package for capturing, analyzing, and automating data science workflows. At a high level, LineaPy traces the sequence of code execution to form a comprehensive understanding of the code and its context. This
understanding allows LineaPy to provide a set of tools that help data scientists bring their work to production more
quickly and easily, with just two lines of code.
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Chapter 1. What is LineaPy?

CHAPTER

TWO

WHY USE LINEAPY?

Going from data science development to production is full of friction. The engineering process to make messy development code production-ready is manual and time-consuming. LineaPy creates a frictionless path for taking your data
science work from development to production with just two lines of code.

2.1 Use Case 1: Cleaning Messy Notebooks
When working in a Jupyter notebook day after day, it’s easy to write messy code — You might execute cells out of order,
execute the same cell repeatedly, and edit or delete cells until you’ve acquired good results, especially when generating
tables, models, and charts. This highly dynamic and interactive notebook use, however, can introduce some issues.
Our colleagues may not be able to reproduce our results by rerunning our notebook, and worse still, we ourselves may
forget the steps required to produce our previous results.
One way to avoid this problem is to keep the notebook in sequential order by constantly re-executing the entire notebook
during development. This approach, however, interrupts our natural workflows and stream of thoughts, decreasing our
productivity. Therefore, it is much more common to clean up the notebook after development. This is a time-consuming
process that is not immune from the reproducibility issues caused by deleted cells and out-of-order cell executions.
Note: To see how LineaPy can help here, check out cleaning up a messy notebook demo.

2.2 Use Case 2: Revisiting Previous Work
Data science is often a team effort where one person’s work relies on results from another’s. For example, a data scientist
building a model may use features engineered by other colleagues. When using results generated by other people, we
may encounter data quality issues including missing values, suspicious numbers, and unintelligible variable names.
When we encounter these issues, we may need to check how these results came into being in the first place. Often, this
means tracing back the code that was used to generate the result in question. In practice, this can be a challenging task
because we may not know who produced the result. Even if we know who to ask, that person might not remember where
the exact version of the code is stored, or worse, may have overwritten the code without version control. Additionally,
the person may no longer be at the organization and may not have handed over the relevant knowledge. In any of these
cases, it becomes extremely difficult to identify the root any issues, rendering the result unreliable and even unusable.
Note: To see how LineaPy can help here, check out discovering and tracing past work demo.
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2.3 Use Case 3: Building Pipelines
As our notebooks become more mature, we may use them like pipelines. For example, our notebook might process
the latest data to update a dashboard, or pre-process data and dump it into the file system for downstream model
development. To keep our results up-to-date, we might be expected to re-execute these processes on a regular basis.
Running notebooks manually is a brittle process that’s prone to errors, so we may want to set up proper pipelines for
production. If relevant engineering support is not available, we need to clean up and refactor our notebook code so
that it can be used in orchestration systems or job schedulers, such as cron, Apache Airflow, or Prefect. Of course, this
assumes that we already know how these tools work and how to use them — If not, we need to spend time learning
about them in the first place! All this operational work is time-consuming, and detracts from the time that we can spend
on our core duties as a data scientist.
Note: To see how LineaPy can help here, check out creating pipelines demo.

2.3.1 Getting Started with LineaPy
Welcome to LineaPy! LineaPy is a Python package for capturing, analyzing, and automating data science workflows.
At a high level, LineaPy traces the sequence of code execution to form a comprehensive understanding of the code and
its context. This understanding allows LineaPy to provide a set of tools that help data scientists bring their work to
production more quickly and easily, with as little as two lines of code.
In this tutorial, we will look at a simple example using the Iris dataset to demonstrate how to use LineaPy to 1) store a
variable’s history, 2) get its cleaned-up code, and 3) build an executable pipeline for the variable.
Table of Contents
• Installing LineaPy
• Running LineaPy
• Example
• Recap
• What Next
If you encounter issues you cannot resolve, simply ask in our Slack community’s #support channel. We are always
happy and ready to help you!

You can ignore # NBVAL_* comments in certain cell blocks. They are for passing unit tests only, which we do to make
sure the examples are always functional as we update the codebase.
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Installing LineaPy
To install LineaPy, run pip install lineapy, like so (adapted to install from Jupyter, along with other packages for
the tutorial):
[ ]: #NBVAL_SKIP
!pip -q install lineapy~=0.2 scikit-learn pandas matplotlib

For more information about installation, check this page in the project documentation.

Running LineaPy
To use LineaPy in an interactive computing environment such as Jupyter Notebook/Lab or IPython, load its extension
by executing %load_ext lineapy at the top of your session, like so:
[ ]: #NBVAL_SKIP
%load_ext lineapy
Please note:
• You must run this as the first command in a given session. Executing it in the middle of a session will lead to
erroneous behaviors by LineaPy.
• This command loads the extension for the current session only. It does not carry over to different sessions, so
you will need to repeat it for each new session.
For information about running LineaPy in different interfaces, check this page in the project documentation.

Example
The following development code fits a linear regression model to the Iris dataset:
[1]: # NBVAL_IGNORE_OUTPUT
import lineapy
import pandas as pd
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
from sklearn.linear_model import LinearRegression
# Load data
url = "https://raw.githubusercontent.com/LineaLabs/lineapy/main/examples/tutorials/data/
˓→iris.csv"
df = pd.read_csv(url)
# Map each species to a color
color_map = {"Setosa": "green", "Versicolor": "blue", "Virginica": "red"}
df["variety_color"] = df["variety"].map(color_map)
# Plot petal vs. sepal width by species
df.plot.scatter("petal.width", "sepal.width", c="variety_color")
(continues on next page)

2.3. Use Case 3: Building Pipelines
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(continued from previous page)

plt.show()
# Create dummy variables encoding species
df["d_versicolor"] = df["variety"].apply(lambda x: 1 if x == "Versicolor" else 0)
df["d_virginica"] = df["variety"].apply(lambda x: 1 if x == "Virginica" else 0)
# Initiate the model
mod = LinearRegression()
# Fit the model
mod.fit(
X=df[["petal.width", "d_versicolor", "d_virginica"]],
y=df["sepal.width"],
)

[1]: LinearRegression()
Let’s say you’re happy with your above code, and you’ve decided to save the trained model. You can store the model
as a LineaPy artifact with the following code:
[2]: # NBVAL_IGNORE_OUTPUT
# Save the model as an artifact
lineapy.save(mod, "iris_model")
[2]: LineaArtifact(name='iris_model', _version=0)
A LineaPy artifact encapsulates both the value and code, so you can easily retrieve the model’s code, like so:
[3]: # Retrieve the model artifact
artifact = lineapy.get("iris_model")
# Check code for the model artifact
print(artifact.get_code())
import pandas as pd
from sklearn.linear_model import LinearRegression
(continues on next page)
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(continued from previous page)

url = "https://raw.githubusercontent.com/LineaLabs/lineapy/main/examples/tutorials/data/
˓→iris.csv"
df = pd.read_csv(url)
color_map = {"Setosa": "green", "Versicolor": "blue", "Virginica": "red"}
df["variety_color"] = df["variety"].map(color_map)
df["d_versicolor"] = df["variety"].apply(lambda x: 1 if x == "Versicolor" else 0)
df["d_virginica"] = df["variety"].apply(lambda x: 1 if x == "Virginica" else 0)
mod = LinearRegression()
mod.fit(
X=df[["petal.width", "d_versicolor", "d_virginica"]],
y=df["sepal.width"],
)

Note that these are the minimal essential steps to produce the model. That is, LineaPy has automatically cleaned up
the original code by removing extraneous operations that do not affect the model (e.g., plotting).
To learn more about LineaPy artifacts and how to work with them, check this tutorial.
Let’s say you’re asked to retrain the model on a regular basis to account for any updates in the source data. You need
to set up a pipeline to train the model — LineaPy makes this as simple as a single function call:
[4]: # NBVAL_IGNORE_OUTPUT
# Build an Airflow pipeline using artifact(s)
lineapy.to_pipeline(
artifacts=["iris_model"],
input_parameters=["url"], # Specify variable(s) to parametrize
pipeline_name="iris_model_pipeline",
output_dir="output/",
framework="AIRFLOW",
)
Generated
Generated
Generated
Generated

module file: output/iris_model_pipeline_module.py
requirements file: output/iris_model_pipeline_requirements.txt
DAG file: output/iris_model_pipeline_dag.py
Docker file: output/iris_model_pipeline_Dockerfile

[4]: PosixPath('output')
This command generates several files that can be used to execute the pipeline from the UI or CLI:
[5]: # NBVAL_IGNORE_OUTPUT
# Check the generated files for running the pipeline
import os
os.listdir("output/")
[5]: ['iris_model_pipeline_Dockerfile',
'iris_model_pipeline_dag.py',
'iris_model_pipeline_module.py',
'iris_model_pipeline_requirements.txt']

2.3. Use Case 3: Building Pipelines
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In short, LineaPy automates time-consuming, manual steps in a data science workflow, helping us get our work to
production more quickly and easily.
To learn more about LineaPy’s pipeline support, check this tutorial.

Recap
What makes LineaPy special is that it treats an artifact as both code and value. That is, when storing an artifact, LineaPy
not only records the state (i.e., value) of the variable but also traces and saves all relevant operations leading to this
state — as code. Such a complete development history or lineage then allows LineaPy to fully reproduce the given
artifact. Furthermore, it provides the ground to automate time-consuming, manual steps in a data science workflow
such as code cleanup and pipeline building, facilitating transition to production and impact.
What Next
Excited? Continue to learn basic functionalities of LineaPy artifacts in this tutorial.

2.3.2 Artifact
In LineaPy, an artifact refers to any intermediate result from the development process. Most often, an artifact manifests
as a variable that stores data in a specific state (e.g., my_num = your_num + 10). In the data science workflow, an
artifact can be a model, a chart, a statistic, or a dataframe, or a feature function.
What makes LineaPy special is that it treats an artifact as both code and value. That is, when storing an artifact, LineaPy
not only records the state (i.e., value) of the variable but also traces and saves all relevant operations leading to this state
— as code. Such a complete development history or lineage then allows LineaPy to fully reproduce the given artifact.
Furthermore, it provides the ground to automate data engineering work to bring data science from development to
production.

2.3.3 Artifact Store
LineaPy saves artifacts in the artifact store, which is a centralized repository for artifacts and their metadata (e.g.,
creation time, version). Under the hood, it is a collection of two data structures:
• Serialized artifact values (i.e., pickle files)
• Database that stores artifact metadata (e.g., timestamp, version, code, pointer to the serialized value)
Encapsulating both value and code, as well as other metadata such as creation time and version, LineaPy’s artifact store
provides a more unified and streamlined experience to save, manage, and reuse works from different people over time.
Contrast this with a typical setup where the team stores their outputs in one place (e.g., a key-value store) and the code
in another (e.g., GitHub repo) — we can imagine how difficult it would be to maintain correlations between the two.
LineaPy simplifies lineage tracking by storing all correlations in one framework: artifact store.
LineaPy’s artifact store is globally accessible, which means the user can view, load, and build on artifacts across
different development sessions and even different projects. This unified global storage is designed to accelerate the
overall development process, which is iterative in nature. Moreover, it can facilitate collaboration between different
teams as it provides a single source of truth for all prior relevant work.
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2.3.4 Pipeline
In the context of data science, a pipeline refers to a series of steps that transform data into useful information/product.
For instance, a common end-to-end machine learning pipeline includes data preprocessing, model training, and model
evaluation steps. These pipelines are often developed one component at a time. Once the individual components are
developed, they are connected to form an end-to-end pipeline.
In LineaPy, each component is represented as an artifact, and LineaPy provides APIs to create pipelines from a group
of artifacts. These pipelines can then be run through specific orchestration engines to handle new data.
Note that the pipelines created by LineaPy are meant to be reviewed and accepted by developers before they go into
production, and we provide mechanisms to verify the generated pipelines in the development environment for validation.

2.3.5 Working with LineaPy Artifacts
In LineaPy, an artifact refers to any intermediate result from the development process. Most often, an artifact manifests
as a variable that stores data in a specific state (e.g., my_num = your_num + 10). In the data science workflow, an
artifact can be a model, a chart, a statistic, or a dataframe, or a feature function.
What makes LineaPy special is that it treats an artifact as both code and value. That is, when storing an artifact, LineaPy
not only records the state (i.e., value) of the variable but also traces and saves all relevant operations leading to this state
— as code. Such a complete development history or lineage then allows LineaPy to fully reproduce the given artifact.
Furthermore, it provides the ground to automate data engineering work to bring data science from development to
production.
In this tutorial, we will use simple examples to learn basic functionalities supported by LineaPy artifacts.
Table of Contents
• Storing an artifact with save()
• Listing artifacts with artifact_store()
• Retrieving an artifact with get()
• Deleting an artifact with delete()
|LineaPy\_artifact|
If you encounter issues you cannot resolve, simply ask in our Slack community’s #support channel. We are always
happy and ready to help you!

You can ignore # NBVAL_* comments in certain cell blocks. They are for passing unit tests only, which we do to make
sure the examples are always functional as we update the codebase.
[ ]: #NBVAL_SKIP
%%capture
!pip -q install lineapy~=0.2
[ ]: #NBVAL_SKIP
%load_ext lineapy

2.3. Use Case 3: Building Pipelines
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[1]: # NBVAL_IGNORE_OUTPUT
import
import
import
import

os
lineapy
pandas as pd
matplotlib.pyplot as plt

lineapy.tag("API Basics Demo")

Exploring data
Let’s load the toy data to use.
[2]: # NBVAL_IGNORE_OUTPUT
# Load data
df = pd.read_csv("https://raw.githubusercontent.com/LineaLabs/lineapy/main/examples/
˓→tutorials/data/iris.csv")
[3]: # View data
df
[3]:
0
1
2
3
4
..
145
146
147
148
149

sepal.length
5.1
4.9
4.7
4.6
5.0
...
6.7
6.3
6.5
6.2
5.9

sepal.width
3.5
3.0
3.2
3.1
3.6
...
3.0
2.5
3.0
3.4
3.0

petal.length
1.4
1.4
1.3
1.5
1.4
...
5.2
5.0
5.2
5.4
5.1

petal.width
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
...
2.3
1.9
2.0
2.3
1.8

variety
Setosa
Setosa
Setosa
Setosa
Setosa
...
Virginica
Virginica
Virginica
Virginica
Virginica

[150 rows x 5 columns]
Now, we might be interested in seeing if the data reflects differences between iris types. Let’s compare their petal traits.
[4]: # Plot petal length/width by iris type
fig, ax = plt.subplots(1, 2, figsize=(10, 5))
df.boxplot("petal.length", "variety", ax=ax[0])
df.boxplot("petal.width", "variety", ax=ax[1])
plt.show()
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Overall, we observe noticeable differences between iris types, especially between Setosa and Virginica. Let’s quantify
differences between the two types.
[5]: # Calculate averages for Setosa
avg_length_setosa = df.query("variety == 'Setosa'")["petal.length"].mean()
avg_width_setosa = df.query("variety == 'Setosa'")["petal.width"].mean()
# Calculate averages for Virginica
avg_length_virginica = df.query("variety == 'Virginica'")["petal.length"].mean()
avg_width_virginica = df.query("variety == 'Virginica'")["petal.width"].mean()
# Calculate differences
diff_avg_length = avg_length_setosa - avg_length_virginica
diff_avg_width = avg_width_setosa - avg_width_virginica
[6]: # NBVAL_IGNORE_OUTPUT
# View result
print("Difference in average length:", diff_avg_length)
print("Difference in average width:", diff_avg_width)
Difference in average length: -4.09
Difference in average width: -1.7800000000000002

2.3. Use Case 3: Building Pipelines
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Storing an artifact with save()
Say we are particularly interested in tracking the average length difference between Setosa and Virginica. For instance,
we might want to use this variable later for population-level modeling of the two species.
The save() method allows us to store a variable’s value and history as a data type called LineaArtifact. Note that
LineaArtifact holds more than the final state of the variable — it also captures the complete development process
behind the variable, which allows for full reproducibility. For more information about artifacts in LineaPy, please check
the Concepts section.
The method requires two arguments: the variable to save and the string name to save it as. It returns the saved artifact.
[7]: # NBVAL_IGNORE_OUTPUT
# Store the variable as an artifact
length_artifact = lineapy.save(diff_avg_length, "iris_diff_avg_length")
# Check object type
print(type(length_artifact))
<class 'lineapy.api.models.linea_artifact.LineaArtifact'>
LineaArtifact object has two key APIs:
• .get_value() returns value of the artifact, e.g., an integer or a dataframe
• .get_code() returns minimal essential code to create the value
Hence, for the current artifacts, we see:
[8]: # Check the value of the artifact
print(length_artifact.get_value())
-4.09

[FEATURE] Retrieve artifact value
[9]: # Check minimal essential code to generate the artifact
print(length_artifact.get_code())
import pandas as pd
df = pd.read_csv(
"https://raw.githubusercontent.com/LineaLabs/lineapy/main/examples/tutorials/data/
˓→iris.csv"
)
avg_length_setosa = df.query("variety == 'Setosa'")["petal.length"].mean()
avg_length_virginica = df.query("variety == 'Virginica'")["petal.length"].mean()
diff_avg_length = avg_length_setosa - avg_length_virginica

[FEATURE] Retrieve cleaned artifact code
Note that irrelevant code has been stripped out (e.g., operations relating to diff_avg_width only).
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Note: If you want, you can retrieve the artifact’s full original code with artifact.get_session_code().

Listing artifacts with artifact_store()
Of course, with time passing, we may not remember what artifacts we saved and under what names.
artifact_store() method allows us to see the list of all previously saved artifacts, like so:

The

[10]: # NBVAL_IGNORE_OUTPUT
# List all saved artifacts
lineapy.artifact_store()
[10]: iris_diff_avg_length:0 created on 2022-09-25 22:20:07.542825

[FEATURE] Retrieve all artifacts
Note that the artifact store records each artifact’s creation time, which means that multiple versions can be stored under
the same artifact name. Hence, if we save iris_diff_avg_length artifact again, we get:
[11]: # NBVAL_IGNORE_OUTPUT
# Save the same artifact again
lineapy.save(diff_avg_length, "iris_diff_avg_length")
# List all saved artifacts
lineapy.artifact_store()
[11]: iris_diff_avg_length:0 created on 2022-09-25 22:20:07.542825
iris_diff_avg_length:1 created on 2022-09-25 22:20:07.690403

Retrieving an artifact with get()
We can retrieve any stored artifact using the get() method. This comes in handy when we work across multiple
sessions/phases of a project (or even across different projects) as we can easily build on the previous work.
For example, say we have done other exploratory analyses and are finally starting our work on population-level modeling. This is likely done in a new Jupyter notebook (possibly in a different subdirectory) and we need an easy way to
load artifacts from our past work. We can use the get() method for this.
The method takes the string name of the artifact as its argument and returns the corresponding artifact, like so:
[12]: # Retrieve a saved artifact
length_artifact2 = lineapy.get("iris_diff_avg_length")
# Confirm the artifact holds the same value and code as before
print(length_artifact2.get_value())
print(length_artifact2.get_code())
-4.09
import pandas as pd
(continues on next page)

2.3. Use Case 3: Building Pipelines
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(continued from previous page)

df = pd.read_csv(
"https://raw.githubusercontent.com/LineaLabs/lineapy/main/examples/tutorials/data/
˓→iris.csv"
)
avg_length_setosa = df.query("variety == 'Setosa'")["petal.length"].mean()
avg_length_virginica = df.query("variety == 'Virginica'")["petal.length"].mean()
diff_avg_length = avg_length_setosa - avg_length_virginica

By default, the get() method retrieves the latest version of the given artifact. To retrieve a particular version of the
artifact, we can specify the value of the optional argument version, like so:
[13]: # NBVAL_IGNORE_OUTPUT
# Get version info of the retrieved artifact
desired_version = length_artifact2.version
# Check the version info
print(desired_version)
print(type(desired_version))
1
<class 'int'>
[14]: # NBVAL_IGNORE_OUTPUT
# Retrieve the same version of the artifact
length_artifact3 = lineapy.get("iris_diff_avg_length", version=desired_version)
# Confirm the right version has been retrieved
print(length_artifact3.name)
print(length_artifact3.version)
iris_diff_avg_length
1

Deleting an artifact with delete()
With time passing, it is likely that the artifact store contains many artifacts, including some that we no longer need/want.
We can use the delete() API to remove such undesired artifacts. For instance, we currently have two versions of
iris_diff_avg_length artifact, like so:
[15]: # NBVAL_IGNORE_OUTPUT
# List all saved artifacts
lineapy.artifact_store()
[15]: iris_diff_avg_length:0 created on 2022-09-25 22:20:07.542825
iris_diff_avg_length:1 created on 2022-09-25 22:20:07.690403
Let’s say we no longer need version 1. We can remove it by calling the delete() API with the artifact name and
version, as the following:
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[16]: # NBVAL_IGNORE_OUTPUT
# Delete a specific artifact
lineapy.delete("iris_diff_avg_length", version=1)
Deleted Artifact: iris_diff_avg_length version: 1
If we check the artifact store again, we no longer see the artifact:
[17]: # NBVAL_IGNORE_OUTPUT
# List all saved artifacts
lineapy.artifact_store()
[17]: iris_diff_avg_length:0 created on 2022-09-25 22:20:07.542825
Note that we can also pass a string value to version: - version="latest" will delete the latest version of the artifact
- version="all" will delete all versions of the artifact
Recap
In this tutorial, we learned basic functionalities of LineaPy including how to save, browse, retrieve, and delete an
artifact. We saw that a LineaPy artifact stores not only the value of a variable but also its full development code.
This then enables automation of time-consuming, manual steps in a data science workflow such as code cleanup and
pipeline building (check the relevant tutorial here), hence helping data scientists move faster towards productionization
and impact.
If you want to learn more about how LineaPy artifacts can help your work, check out the project documentation.

2.3.6 Creating a Pipeline with LineaPy
Table of Contents
• Intro
• Demo
– Exploration and Pre-processing
– Modeling
– Pipeline Building
– Running Pipelines Locally
• Recap

2.3. Use Case 3: Building Pipelines
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Intro
Scenario
As notebooks become more mature, they may get used like pipelines. For instance, notebooks that do the following
things:
• Process latest data and update dashboards/graphs/charts/reports
• Preprocess new data and dump it to the filesystem or database for downstream model development
• Create updated versions of models using latest data
• Run inference on new data using standard model
may be expected to be re-executed as a pipeline on a regular or ad-hoc basis.
However, you may not have the proper engineering support to set up these pipelines for production.
What might happen next?
If this is the case, any of the following may happen:
• You spend a lot of time copying and pasting and cleaning your code to make your pipeline work in orchestration
systems or job schedulers (cron, Apache Airflow, Prefect, etc.).
• It takes forever to make your pipeline work and you end up running your pipelines manually whenever you need
to or get asked to.
• Your runtime environment is changed due to other experiments you are running and your pipeline is no longer
working.
• You make some changes to your pipeline and now you find out you need to restart the above processes again.
As more notebooks and pipelines need to be maintained, data scientists will need to spend more time on the operation
side to make sure every notebook is running at the right time successfully. This operational burden will consume a lot
of time from the data scientist, which decreases productivity and innovation.
How can LineaPy help here?
LineaPy can help to set up and maintain pipelines with minimal effort.
import lineapy
........................
.
. your original notebook
.
........................
lineapy.save(object, 'artifact name')
lineapy.to_pipeline(['artifact name', 'other artifact name', ... ], framework, pipeline_
˓→name, output_dir)
With just these three lines of code, LineaPy enables data scientists to produce runnable pipelines. For some orchestration systems, like Apache Airflow, LineaPy is even able to upload the runnable pipeline without any manual interaction.
The rest of this notebook will use a concrete example to walk you through how this can be done.
16
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Demo
If you encounter issues you cannot resolve, simply ask in our Slack community’s #support channel. We are always
happy and ready to help you!

You can ignore # NBVAL_* comments in certain cell blocks. They are for passing unit tests only, which we do to make
sure the examples are always functional as we update the codebase.
[ ]: #NBVAL_SKIP
%%capture
!pip -q install lineapy~=0.2 scikit-learn pandas matplotlib
[ ]: #NBVAL_SKIP
%load_ext lineapy
[1]: # NBVAL_IGNORE_OUTPUT
import os
import lineapy
import pandas as pd
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
from sklearn.metrics import classification_report
from sklearn.linear_model import LogisticRegression
from sklearn.model_selection import train_test_split
lineapy.tag("Pipeline End-to-End Demo")

Exploration and Pre-processing
We are a botanist working in an ecology lab, and we recently obtained a data set to explore. Let’s see what it contains.
[2]: # Load data
url = "https://raw.githubusercontent.com/LineaLabs/lineapy/main/examples/tutorials/data/
˓→iris.csv"
df = pd.read_csv(url)
[3]: # View data
df
[3]:
0
1
2
3
4
..
145
146

sepal.length
5.1
4.9
4.7
4.6
5.0
...
6.7
6.3

sepal.width
3.5
3.0
3.2
3.1
3.6
...
3.0
2.5

petal.length
1.4
1.4
1.3
1.5
1.4
...
5.2
5.0

petal.width
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
...
2.3
1.9

variety
Setosa
Setosa
Setosa
Setosa
Setosa
...
Virginica
Virginica
(continues on next page)
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147
148
149

6.5
6.2
5.9

3.0
3.4
3.0

5.2
5.4
5.1

2.0
2.3
1.8

Virginica
Virginica
Virginica

[150 rows x 5 columns]
It is simple data that contains different iris species and their physical measurements. Our common sense dictates that
petal length and width may have an association. Let’s quickly check.
[4]: # NBVAL_IGNORE_OUTPUT
# Plot petal vs. sepal width
df.plot.scatter("petal.length", "petal.width")
plt.show()

We visually confirm that there is a strong positive relationship between petal length and width.
More interestingly, we see a distinct cluster of observations at the lower left side fof the plot, which suggests that these
observations may correspond to a specific species. Let’s plot observations by species.
[5]: # Check species and their counts
df["variety"].value_counts()
[5]: Setosa
50
Versicolor
50
Virginica
50
Name: variety, dtype: int64
[6]: # NBVAL_IGNORE_OUTPUT
# Map each species to a color
color_map = {"Setosa": "green", "Versicolor": "blue", "Virginica": "red"}
df["variety_color"] = df["variety"].map(color_map)
# Plot petal length vs. width by species
df.plot.scatter("petal.length", "petal.width", c="variety_color")
(continues on next page)
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plt.show()

We indeed confirm that each species forms a quite distinct cluster based on petal traits.
To make our analysis more interesting, let’s try some formal modeling, where we will try to identify the species of a
given iris based on its petal traits.
[7]: # For modeling, map each species to a number
num_map = {"Setosa": 0, "Versicolor": 1, "Virginica": 2}
df["variety_num"] = df["variety"].map(num_map)
[8]: # View data
df
[8]:
0
1
2
3
4
..
145
146
147
148
149

sepal.length
5.1
4.9
4.7
4.6
5.0
...
6.7
6.3
6.5
6.2
5.9

sepal.width
3.5
3.0
3.2
3.1
3.6
...
3.0
2.5
3.0
3.4
3.0

0
1
2
3
4
..
145
146

variety_color
green
green
green
green
green
...
red
red

variety_num
0
0
0
0
0
...
2
2

petal.length
1.4
1.4
1.3
1.5
1.4
...
5.2
5.0
5.2
5.4
5.1

petal.width
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
...
2.3
1.9
2.0
2.3
1.8

variety
Setosa
Setosa
Setosa
Setosa
Setosa
...
Virginica
Virginica
Virginica
Virginica
Virginica

\

(continues on next page)
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147
148
149

red
red
red

2
2
2

[150 rows x 7 columns]
Let’s store the pre-processed data as an artifact since we may want to reuse/recompute it later.
[9]: # NBVAL_IGNORE_OUTPUT
# Save side effects as an artifact
lineapy.save(df, "iris_preprocessed")
[9]: LineaArtifact(name='iris_preprocessed', _version=0)

In LineaPy, an artifact is both code and value. That is, when storing an artifact, LineaPy not only records the state (i.e.,
value) of the variable but also traces and saves all relevant operations leading to this state — as code. Such a complete
development history or lineage then allows LineaPy to fully reproduce the given artifact. Learn more about LineaPy
artifacts here.

Modeling
For model building and evaluation, we need to split the data into training and test sets.
[10]: # Identify predictor and outcome variables
X = df[["petal.length", "petal.width"]]
y = df["variety_num"]
# Specify parameters of data split
test_size = 0.33
random_state = 42
# Split the data
split_samples = train_test_split(X, y, test_size=test_size, random_state=random_state)
X_train = split_samples[0]
X_test = split_samples[1]
y_train = split_samples[2]
y_test = split_samples[3]
With the data split, we can now proceed to model training. Ours is a classification problem, so we can use multinomial
logistic regression.
[11]: # NBVAL_IGNORE_OUTPUT
# Initiate the model
mod = LogisticRegression(multi_class="multinomial")
# Fit the model
mod.fit(X_train, y_train)
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[11]: LogisticRegression(multi_class='multinomial')
Let’s examine the model’s accuracy, first on the training data and then on the test data.
[12]: # NBVAL_IGNORE_OUTPUT
# Examine model accuracy on training data
y_train_pred = mod.predict(X_train)
mod_eval_train = classification_report(y_train, y_train_pred, digits=3)
print(mod_eval_train)
precision

recall

f1-score

support

0
1
2

1.000
0.941
0.914

1.000
0.914
0.941

1.000
0.928
0.928

31
35
34

accuracy
macro avg
weighted avg

0.952
0.950

0.952
0.950

0.950
0.952
0.950

100
100
100

[13]: # NBVAL_IGNORE_OUTPUT
# Examine model accuracy on test data
y_test_pred = mod.predict(X_test)
mod_eval_test = classification_report(y_test, y_test_pred, digits=3)
print(mod_eval_test)
precision

recall

f1-score

support

0
1
2

1.000
1.000
1.000

1.000
1.000
1.000

1.000
1.000
1.000

19
15
16

accuracy
macro avg
weighted avg

1.000
1.000

1.000
1.000

1.000
1.000
1.000

50
50
50

Overall, results indicate our model is very accurate with all correct predictions on the test data!
We are quite content with the model, so let’s save it as an artifact.
[14]: # NBVAL_IGNORE_OUTPUT
# Save the fitted model as an artifact
lineapy.save(mod, "iris_model")
[14]: LineaArtifact(name='iris_model', _version=0)
Let’s also save the model evaluation result so we can reference it later as needed. For instance, this information may
help model comparison and selection.
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[15]: # NBVAL_IGNORE_OUTPUT
# Save the model evaluation result as an artifact
lineapy.save(mod_eval_test, "iris_model_evaluation")
[15]: LineaArtifact(name='iris_model_evaluation', _version=0)

Pipeline Building
Say we expect rerunning the above processes again in the future. For instance, our source data (iris.csv) may get
new observations added. Or, we may want to train the model with a different source data. Or, we may want to train the
model with a different randomization setup (i.e., different random_state). For these, we can simply update and rerun
our original development scripts/notebooks, of course. However, this is a brittle process that’s prone to errors, so we
may want to instead set up a proper pipeline.
Normally, this would involve finding our old code, cleaning it up, and transforming it into a deployable pipeline — all
manually. Thankfully, we had already captured the relevant development history across LineaPy artifacts, so, for us,
building a pipeline reduces to “stitching” these artifacts, like so:
[16]: # NBVAL_IGNORE_OUTPUT
# Build an Airflow pipeline using artifacts
lineapy.to_pipeline(
pipeline_name="iris_pipeline",
artifacts=["iris_preprocessed", "iris_model", "iris_model_evaluation"],
dependencies={
"iris_model_evaluation": {"iris_model"},
"iris_model": {"iris_preprocessed"}
},
input_parameters=["url", "test_size", "random_state"],
output_dir="./pipeline_example/",
framework="AIRFLOW",
)
Generated
Generated
Generated
Generated

module file: pipeline_example/iris_pipeline_module.py
requirements file: pipeline_example/iris_pipeline_requirements.txt
DAG file: pipeline_example/iris_pipeline_dag.py
Docker file: pipeline_example/iris_pipeline_Dockerfile

[16]: PosixPath('pipeline_example')
where
• artifacts is the list of artifact names to be used for the pipeline
• pipeline_name is the name of the pipeline
• dependencies is the dependency graph among artifacts
– If artifact A depends on artifacts B and C, then the graph is specified as { A: { B, C } }
– If A depends on B and B depends on C, then the graph is specified as { A: { B }, B: { C } }
• input_parameters is the list of variable names (in the code) to be turned into tunable parameters of the pipeline
• output_dir is the location to put the files for running the pipeline
• framework is the name of orchestration framework to use
22
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– LineaPy currently supports "AIRFLOW" and "SCRIPT"
– If "AIRFLOW", it will generate files that can run Airflow DAGs
– If "SCRIPT", it will generate files that can run the pipeline as a Python script
The API call above generates several files including:
[17]: # NBVAL_IGNORE_OUTPUT
# Check the generated files for running the pipeline
os.listdir("./pipeline_example/")
[17]: ['iris_pipeline_dag.py',
'iris_pipeline_Dockerfile',
'iris_pipeline_module.py',
'iris_pipeline_requirements.txt']
where
• [pipeline_name]_module.py contains the artifact code packaged as a function module
• [pipeline_name]_dag.py uses the packaged function(s) to define the pipeline
• [pipeline_name]_requirements.txt lists any package dependencies for running the pipeline
• [pipeline_name]_Dockerfile contains commands to set up the environment to run the pipeline
Module File
Specifically, in the current case, we have iris_pipeline_module.py looking as follows:
[18]: # Uncomment and run next line to view full file content
# %cat ./pipeline_example/iris_pipeline_module.py
# ./pipeline_example/iris_pipeline_module.py
[...]
def get_iris_preprocessed(url):
df = pd.read_csv(url)
color_map = {"Setosa": "green", "Versicolor": "blue", "Virginica": "red"}
df["variety_color"] = df["variety"].map(color_map)
num_map = {"Setosa": 0, "Versicolor": 1, "Virginica": 2}
df["variety_num"] = df["variety"].map(num_map)
return df

def get_split_samples_for_artifact_iris_model_and_downstream(
df, random_state, test_size
):
X = df[["petal.length", "petal.width"]]
y = df["variety_num"]
split_samples = train_test_split(
X, y, test_size=test_size, random_state=random_state
)
(continues on next page)
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return split_samples

def get_iris_model(split_samples):
X_train = split_samples[0]
y_train = split_samples[2]
mod = LogisticRegression(multi_class="multinomial")
mod.fit(X_train, y_train)
return mod

def get_iris_model_evaluation(mod, split_samples):
X_test = split_samples[1]
y_test = split_samples[3]
y_test_pred = mod.predict(X_test)
mod_eval_test = classification_report(y_test, y_test_pred, digits=3)
return mod_eval_test
[...]
We can see that LineaPy used artifacts to automatically 1) clean up their code to retain only essential operations and
2) package the cleaned-up code into importable functions. For instance, we see that get_iris_preprocessed() can
re-calculate the iris_preprocessed artifact, but in a more succinct way (e.g., irrelevant plotting code is now gone).
Note that some function signatures have parameters (e.g., def get_iris_preprocessed(url)), and this is to support the pipeline parametrization we requested during our pipeline API call earlier.
Note also that LineaPy has smartly identified the “common” computation between iris_model and
iris_model_evaluation artifacts, which has been automatically factored out into its own function, i.e.,
get_split_samples_for_artifact_iris_model_and_downstream(); if this were a step involving a heavy
computation, the current modularization would have saved much time and resource. This way, LineaPy minimizes
duplicate processes in a pipeline, making it more efficient to run.
In case you are wondering how LineaPy does this “magic”: LineaPy represents user’s code as a graph, where each
node is a certain execution (e.g., variable assignment). Thanks to this graph representation, LineaPy can traverse user’s
code to identify dependency relations between parts of the code, which is the basis for code cleanup as well as “smart”
refactoring (i.e., factoring out common code blocks between artifacts into a separate function). For illustration, the
following shows an example of how user’s code may map onto LineaPy’s graph representation:
|code\_visavis\_graph|
As shown, agg_df (red) and summary_df (blue) share a common set of operations (green), so LineaPy will detect this
overlap and factor it out into a separate function during code refactor.
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DAG File
These functions in the module file are then imported and used by iris_pipeline_dag.py to compose an Airflow
DAG:
[19]: # Uncomment and run next line to view full file content
# %cat ./pipeline_example/iris_pipeline_dag.py
# ./pipeline_example/iris_pipeline_dag.py
[...]
import iris_pipeline_module
[...]
def task_iris_preprocessed(url):
url = str(url)
df = iris_pipeline_module.get_iris_preprocessed(url)
pickle.dump(df, open("/tmp/iris_pipeline/variable_df.pickle", "wb"))

def task_split_samples_for_artifact_iris_model_and_downstream(random_state, test_size):
random_state = int(random_state)
test_size = float(test_size)
df = pickle.load(open("/tmp/iris_pipeline/variable_df.pickle", "rb"))
split_samples = (
iris_pipeline_module.get_split_samples_for_artifact_iris_model_and_downstream(
df, random_state, test_size
)
)
pickle.dump(
split_samples, open("/tmp/iris_pipeline/variable_split_samples.pickle", "wb")
)
[...]
default_dag_args = {
"owner": "airflow",
"retries": 2,
"start_date": days_ago(1),
"params": {
"url": "https://raw.githubusercontent.com/LineaLabs/lineapy/main/examples/
˓→tutorials/data/iris.csv",
"test_size": 0.33,
(continues on next page)
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"random_state": 42,
},
}
with DAG(
dag_id="iris_pipeline_dag",
schedule_interval="*/15 * * * *",
max_active_runs=1,
catchup=False,
default_args=default_dag_args,
) as dag:
[...]
iris_preprocessed = PythonOperator(
task_id="iris_preprocessed_task",
python_callable=task_iris_preprocessed,
op_kwargs={"url": "{{ params.url }}"},
)
split_samples_for_artifact_iris_model_and_downstream = PythonOperator(
task_id="split_samples_for_artifact_iris_model_and_downstream_task",
python_callable=task_split_samples_for_artifact_iris_model_and_downstream,
op_kwargs={
"random_state": "{{ params.random_state }}",
"test_size": "{{ params.test_size }}",
},
)
[...]
iris_preprocessed >> split_samples_for_artifact_iris_model_and_downstream
[...]
As shown, the DAG file defines “tasks” (e.g., iris_preprocessed_task) using functions from the module file, and
then puts them together into an executable graph (dependency relationships are expressed through >>).
Note that these tasks in the DAG file also reflect our requested pipeline parameters (e.g., url), which will eventually
allow us to run the pipeline with different values.
Requirements File
To ensure that the code runs as it did during development, iris_pipeline_requirements.txt has captured the
relevant package dependencies, like so:
[20]: # NBVAL_IGNORE_OUTPUT
%cat ./pipeline_example/iris_pipeline_requirements.txt
pandas==1.3.5
scikit-learn==1.0.2
Note that this list is much shorter than all imports that we did during development (e.g., it does not include
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matplotlib). This is because LineaPy has identified and kept necessary package dependencies only, hence making
the setup as lean and efficient as possible.
Dockerfile
Finally, iris_pipeline_Dockerfile further facilitates pipeline execution by containerizing/automating environment setup and launch.
[21]: # NBVAL_IGNORE_OUTPUT
%cat ./pipeline_example/iris_pipeline_Dockerfile
FROM apache/airflow:latest-python3.10
RUN mkdir /tmp/installers
WORKDIR /tmp/installers
# copy all the requirements to run the current dag
COPY ./iris_pipeline_requirements.txt ./
# install the required libs
RUN pip install -r ./iris_pipeline_requirements.txt
WORKDIR /opt/airflow/dags
COPY . .
WORKDIR /opt/airflow
CMD [ "standalone" ]

Running Pipelines Locally
With these automatically generated files, we can quickly test running the pipeline locally. First, we run the following
command to build a Docker image:
docker build -t [image_name] . -f iris_pipeline_Dockerfile
where [image_name] is the image name of our choice.
We then stand up a container instance with the following command:
docker run -it -p 8080:8080 [image_name]
In the current example where we set framework="AIRFLOW", this will result in an Airflow instance with an executable
DAG in it.

2.3. Use Case 3: Building Pipelines
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Recap
Data science workflows revolve around building and refining pipelines, i.e. series of processes that transform data into
useful information/product. Traditionally, this is often manual and time-consuming work as data scientists (or other
engineers) need to clean up messy development code and transform it into deployable scripts for the target system (e.g.,
Airflow). This tutorial demonstrated that LineaPy, having the complete development process stored in artifacts, can
automate such code transformation, accelerating transition from development to production.
If you want to learn more about LineaPy’s pipeline support, check out the project documentation.

2.3.7 Installation
If you encounter issues you cannot resolve, simply ask in our Slack community’s #support channel. We are always
happy and ready to help you!

Prerequisites
LineaPy runs on Python>=3.7 and IPython>=7.0.0. It does not come with a Jupyter installation, so you will need
to install one for interactive computing.
Basics
To install LineaPy, run:
pip install lineapy
If you want to run the latest version of LineaPy directly from the source, follow instructions here.
Note: By default, LineaPy uses SQLite for artifact store, which keeps the package light and simple. However, SQLite
has several limitations, one of which is that it does not support multiple concurrent writes to a database (it will result
in a database lock). If you want to use a more robust database, please follow instructions for using PostgreSQL.

Extras
LineaPy offers several extras to extend its core capabilities:
Version
minimal
dev
s3
graph
postgres
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Installation Command
pip install lineapy[minimal]
pip install lineapy[dev]
pip install lineapy[s3]
pip install lineapy[graph]
pip install lineapy[postgres]

Enables
Minimal dependencies for LineaPy
All LineaPy dependencies for testing and development
Dependencies to use S3 to save artifact
Dependencies to visualize LineaPy node graph
Dependencies to use PostgreSQL backend
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Note: The minimal version of LineaPy does not include black or isort, which may result in less organized output
code and scripts.

JupyterHub
LineaPy works with JupyterHub!
If LineaPy is installed by an admin, it will be accessible to every user. The admin can set the LineaPy extension to be
automatically loaded by adding c.InteractiveShellApp.extensions = ["lineapy"] in ipython_config.py.
If LineaPy is installed by an individual user, it will be accessible to that particular user only as long as they do not have
a write permission on the shared environment. In this case, the user will need to run %load_ext lineapy at the top
of their session as explained below.

2.3.8 Configuration
To help to meet the user’s unique needs, LineaPy supports several configuration options such as logging and storage
location.
Overview
If you encounter issues you cannot resolve, simply ask in our Slack community’s #support channel. We are always
happy and ready to help you!
This page contains all the LineaPy configuration items that you can set in lineapy_config.json, environment variables, and CLI options when starting LineaPy with lineapy command. These items are determined by the
following order:
• CLI options
• Environment variables
• Configuration file
• Default values
• Core LineaPy configuration items
name
home_dir

usage
LineaPy
base
folder
artiartifact
saving
fact_storage_dir
folder
database_url
LineaPy db connection string
cususer annotations
tomized_annotation_folder
folder
do_not_track
disable user analytics
logging_level
logging level
logging_file
logging file path

2.3. Use Case 3: Building Pipelines

type
Path

default
$HOME/.lineapy

environmental variables
LINEAPY_HOME_DIR

Path

$LINLINEAPY_HOME_DIR/linea_picklesEAPY_ARTIFACT_STORAGE_DIR
string sqlite:///$LINEAPY_HOME_DIR/db.sqlite
LINEAPY_DATABASE_URL
Path

$LINLINEAPY_HOME_DIR/customized_annotations
EAPY_CUSTOMIZED_ANNOTATION_FOLDER
booleanfalse
LINEAPY_DO_NOT_TRACK
string INFO
LINEAPY_LOGGING_LEVEL
Path $LINLINEAPY_LOGGING_FILE
EAPY_HOME_DIR/lineapy.log
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• Configuration item for integration with other tools
name

usage

mlflow_tracking_uri
mlflow tracking
mlflow_registry_uri
mlflow registry
dedefault storage backend
fault_ml_models_storage_backend
for ml models

type default
string None
string None
string mlflow

environmental variables

LINEAPY_MLFLOW_TRACKING_URI
LINEAPY_MLFLOW_REGISTRY_URI
LINEAPY_DEFAULT_ML_MODELS_STORAGE_BACKEND

All LineaPy configuration items follow following naming convention; in configuration file, all variable name should be
lower case with underscore, all environmental variable name should be upper case with underscore and all CLI options
should be lower case. For instance, all the following options will achieve the same effect of changing to change the
LineaPy base folder to /lineapy and start ipython.
• Adding {"home_dir": "/lineapy"} in configuration file: and run lineapy ipython
• In environmental variable: export LINEAPY_HOME_DIR=/lineapy && lineapy ipython
• In CLI options: lineapy --home-dir='/lineapy' ipython
LineaPy also provides a CLI command to generate the configuration file (as a json file) based on your environmental
variables and CLI options for example:
$ lineapy --home-dir='/lineapy' init
The configuration file shall look like this:
{
"home_dir": "/lineapy",
"artifact_storage_dir": "/lineapy/linea_pickles",
"database_url": "sqlite:///lineapy/db.sqlite",
"customized_annotation_folder": "/lineapy/customized_annotations",
"do_not_track": false,
"logging_level": "INFO",
"logging_file": "/lineapy/lineapy.log"
}

Note: During an interactive session, you can see current configuration items by typing lineapy.options.
You can also change the lineapy configuration items listed above with lineapy.options.set(key, value). However, it only makes sense to reset the session when the backend database is changed since you cannot retrieve previous
information from the new database. Thus, the only place to change the LineaPy database is at the beginning of the
notebook.
Note that, you need to make sure whenever you are setting LINEAPY_DATABASE_URL, you point to the LINEAPY_ARTIFACT_STORAGE_DIR. If not, Artifact.get_value might return an error that is related cannot find
underlying pickle object.
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Changing Storage Location
If you encounter issues you cannot resolve, simply ask in our Slack community’s #support channel. We are always
happy and ready to help you!
By default, the serialized values and the metadata are stored in .lineapy/linea_pickles/ and .lineapy/db.
sqlite, respectively, where .lineapy/ is created under the system’s home directory.
This default location can be overridden by modifying the configuration file:
{
"artifact_storage_dir": [NEW-PATH-TO-STORE-SERIALIZED-VALUES],
"database_url": [NEW-DATABASE-URL-FOR-STORING-METADATA],
...
}
or making these updates in each interactive session:
lineapy.options.set('artifact_storage_dir', [NEW-PATH-TO-STORE-SERIALIZED-VALUES])
lineapy.options.set('database_url', [NEW-DATABASE-URL-FOR-STORING-METADATA])
The best way to configure these filesystems is through the ways officially recommended by the cloud storage providers.
For instance, if you want to configure your AWS credential to use an S3 bucket as your artifact storage directory, you
should configure your AWS account just like official using tools(AWS CLI or boto3) you are using to access AWS, and
LineaPy will use the default AWS credentials to access the S3 bucket just like pandas and fsspec.
Some filesystems might need extra configuration. In pandas, you can pass these configurations as storage_options
in pandas.DataFrame.to_csv(storage_options={some storage options}), where the storage_options is a
filesystem-specific dictionary pass into fsspec.filesystem . In LineaPy, you can use exactly the same storage_options
to handle these extra configuration items, and you can set them with
lineapy.options.set('storage_options',{'same storage_options as you use in pandas.io.
˓→read_csv'})
or you can put them in the LineaPy configuration files.
Note that, LineaPy does not support configuring these items as LINEAPY environmental variables or CLI options,
since passing a dictionary through these two methods are a little bit awkward. Instead, if you want ot use environmental
variables, you should configure it through the official way from the storage provider and LineaPy should be able to
handle these extra configuration items directly.
Note that, which storage_options items you can set are depends on the filesystem you are using.
Storing Artifact Metadata in PostgreSQL
By default, LineaPy uses SQLite to store artifact metadata (e.g., name, version, code), which keeps the package light
and simple. Given the limitations of SQLite (e.g., single write access to a database at a time), however, we may want
to use a more advanced database such as PostgreSQL.

2.3. Use Case 3: Building Pipelines
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Run PostgreSQL with Docker
The easiest way to use PostgreSQL with LineaPy is through Docker. We can spin up a PostgreSQL instance with
Docker using the following command:
$ docker run --name lineaPostgres -p 15432:5432 -e POSTGRES_USER=postgresuser -e␣
˓→POSTGRES_PASSWORD=postgrespwd -e POSTGRES_DB=postgresdb -d postgres
where
• --name lineaPostgres sets the Docker container name as lineaPostgres
• -p 15432:5432 exposes PostgreSQL at port 15432 (5432 is the default PostgreSQL port within the Docker
image)
• -e POSTGRES_USER=postgresuser sets the username as postgresuser
• -e POSTGRES_PASSWORD=postgrespwd sets the password as postgrespwd
• -e POSTGRES_DB=postgresdb sets the database name as postgresdb
• -d postgres specifies the name of the official PostgreSQL Docker image
To validate whether the Docker container has been started successfully, run:
$ docker ps -a | grep lineaPostgres
which will show the container information if it exists, as the following:
1b68ae97e029
postgres
"docker-entrypoint.s..."
˓→15432->5432/tcp
lineaPostgres

6 hours ago

Up 6 hours

0.0.0.0:

Note: You may experience trouble launching the container if the container name or port is already occupied. If
so, simply change the container name or port and relaunch the container as instructed above. Or, you can remove the
conflicting container with docker rm -f CONTAINER_ID where CONTAINER_ID is the ID of the conflicting container
to remove (e.g., 1b68ae97e029 above).

Install Database Adapter
To support interaction between Python and PostgreSQL, we need to install a database adapter. A popular choice is a
Python package called psycopg2, which can be installed as follows:
$ pip install psycopg2-binary

Connect LineaPy with PostgreSQL
Now that the new database is in place, we need to make LineaPy recognize and use it. We can do this by exporting the
database connection string into an environmental variable LINEAPY_DATABASE_URL, like so:
$ export LINEAPY_DATABASE_URL=postgresql://postgresuser:postgrespwd@localhost:15432/
˓→postgresdb
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Note that this has to be done prior to using LineaPy so that the environment variable exists in runtime.
Note: If you want to use PostgreSQL as the default backend, you can make the environment variable persist across
sessions by defining it in .bashrc or .zshrc.
You can check the connection between LineaPy and PostgreSQL with:
>>> from lineapy.db.db import RelationalLineaDB
>>> print(RelationalLineaDB.from_environment().url)
which will print:
postgresql://postgresuser:postgrespwd@localhost:15432/postgresdb
if successful. Otherwise, it will default back to SQLite and print:
sqlite:///.lineapy/db.sqlite

Known Issues
If you are using PostgreSQL as your database, you might encounter the following error:
NoSuchModuleError: Can't load plugin: sqlalchemy.dialects:postgres
This is caused by a change in SQLAlchemy where they dropped support for DB URLs of the form postgres://.
Using postgresql:// instead should fix this error.
Storing Artifact Values in Amazon S3
To use S3 as LineaPy’s serialized value location, you can run the following command in your notebook to change your
storage backend:
lineapy.options.set('artifact_storage_dir', 's3://your-bucket/your-artifact-folder')
You should configure your AWS account just like you would for AWS CLI or boto3, and LineaPy will use the default
AWS credentials to access the S3 bucket.
If you want to use other profiles available in your AWS configuration, you can set the profile name with:
lineapy.options.set('storage_options', {'profile': 'ANOTHER_AWS_PROFILE'})
which is equivalent to setting your environment variable AWS_PROFILE to the profile name.
If you really need to set your AWS credentials directly in the running session (strongly discouraged as it may result in
accidentally saving these credentials in plain text), you can set them with:
lineapy.options.set('storage_options', {'key': 'AWS KEY', 'secret': 'AWS SECRET'})
which is equivalent to setting environment variables AWS_ACCESS_KEY_ID and AWS_SECRET_ACCESS_KEY.
To learn more about which S3 configuration items that you can set in storage_options, you can see the parameters
of s3fs.S3FileSystem since fsspec is passing storage_options items to s3fs.S3FileSystem to access S3 under
the hood.
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Changing Storage Backend
If you encounter issues you cannot resolve, simply ask in our Slack community’s #support channel. We are always
happy and ready to help you!
Out of the box, LineaPy is the default storage backend for all artifacts. For certain storage backends in use (e.g.,
storing model artifacts in MLflow), saving one more copy of the same artifact into LineaPy causes sync issue between
the two systems. Thus, LineaPy supports using different storage backends for certain data types (e.g., ML models). This
support is essential for users to leverage functionalities from both LineaPy and other familiar toolkit (e.g., MLflow).
Note: Storage backend refers to the overall system handling storage and should be distinguished from specific storage
locations such as Amazon S3. For instance, LineaPy is a storage backend that can use different storage locations.

Saving ML Models to MLflow Backend
By default, LineaPy uses LineaPy to save artifacts for all object types. However, for users who have access to MLflow,
MLflow might be their first choice to save the ML model. Thus, we enable using MLflow as the backend storage for
ML models.
Configure MLflow
Depend on how our MLflow is configured. We might need to specify tracking URI and (optional) ``registry URI``in
MLflow to start using MLflow.
mlflow.set_tracking_uri('your_mlflow_tracking_uri')
mlflow.set_registry_uri('your_mlflow_registry_uri')
To let LineaPy be aware of the existence of MLflow, we need to set corresponding config items if we want to use
MLflow as the storage backend for ML models.
lineapy.options.set('mlflow_tracking_uri','your_mlflow_tracking_uri')
lineapy.options.set('mlflow_registry_uri','your_mlflow_registry_uri')

Note: For objects not supported by MLflow, it will fall back to using LineaPy as the storage backend as usual.

Set Default Storage Backend for ML Models
Each user might have a different usage pattern for MLflow; some might use it for logging purposes and record all developing models. Some might treat it as a public space and only publish models that meet specific criteria to MLflow. In the
first case, users want to use MLflow to save artifacts(ML models) by default, and in the second case, users only want to
use MLflow to save artifacts when they want. Thus, we provide an option(default_ml_models_storage_backend)
to let users decide the default storage backend for ML models when mlflow_tracking_uri has been set.
Here are behaviors about which storage backend to use for ML models:
• Only set mlflow_tracking_uri but not default_ml_models_storage_backend
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lineapy.options.set("mlflow_tracking_uri", "databricks")
lineapy.save(model, 'model') # Use MLflow (if mlflow_tracking_uri is set, default value␣
˓→of default_ml_models_storage_backend is mlflow )
lineapy.save(model, 'model', storage_backend='mlflow') # Use MLflow
lineapy.save(model, 'model', storage_backend='lineapy') # Use LineaPy
• Set mlflow_tracking_uri and default_ml_models_storage_backend=='mlflow'
lineapy.options.set("mlflow_tracking_uri", "databricks")
lineapy.options.set("default_ml_models_storage_backend", "mlflow")
lineapy.save(model, 'model') # Use MLflow
lineapy.save(model, 'model', storage_backend='mlflow') # Use MLflow
lineapy.save(model, 'model', storage_backend='lineapy') # Use LineaPy
• Set mlflow_tracking_uri and default_ml_models_storage_backend=='lineapy'
lineapy.options.set("mlflow_tracking_uri", "databricks")
lineapy.options.set("default_ml_models_storage_backend", "lineapy")
lineapy.save(model, 'model') # Use LineaPy
lineapy.save(model, 'model', storage_backend='mlflow') # Use MLflow
lineapy.save(model, 'model', storage_backend='lineapy') # Use LineaPy
Note that when using MLflow as storage backend, lineapy.save is wrapping mlflow.flavor.log_model under
the hood. Users can use all the arguments in mlflow.flavor.log_model in lineapy.save as well. For instance, if
we want to specify registered_model_name, we can write the save statement as:
lineapy.save(model, name="model", storage_backend="mlflow", registered_model_name="clf")

Retrieve Artifact from Both LineaPy and MLflow
Depend on what users want to do (or be familiar with). Users can retrieve the same artifact(ML model) from LineaPy
API and MLflow API once users execute lineapy.save with mlflow as the storage backend to save the artifact.
• Retrieve artifact(model) with LineaPy API
artifact = lineapy.get('model')
lineapy_model = artifact.get_value()
• Retrieve artifact(model) with Mlflow API
client = mlflow.MlflowClient()
latest_version = client.search_model_versions("name='clf'")[0].version
# This is exactly the same object as `lineapy_model` in previous session
mlflow_model = mlflow.sklearn.load_model(f'models:/clf/{latest_version}')
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Which MLflow Model Flavor is Supported
Currently, we are supporting following flavors: sklearn, xgboost, prophet and statsmodels. We plan to support
all MLflow supported model flavors soon.

2.3.9 Running LineaPy
If you encounter issues you cannot resolve, simply ask in our Slack community’s #support channel. We are always
happy and ready to help you!

Jupyter and IPython
To use LineaPy in an interactive computing environment such as Jupyter Notebook/Lab or IPython, load its extension
by executing the following command at the top of your session:
%load_ext lineapy
Please note:
• You must run this as the first command in a given session. Executing it in the middle of a session will lead to
erroneous behaviors by LineaPy.
• This command loads the extension for the current session only. It does not carry over to different sessions, so
you will need to repeat it for each new session.
Alternatively, you can launch the environment with the lineapy command, like so:
lineapy jupyter notebook
lineapy jupyter lab
lineapy ipython
This will automatically load the LineaPy extension in the corresponding interactive shell application, and you will not
need to manually load it for every new session.
Note: If your Jupyter environment has multiple kernels, choose Python 3 (ipykernel) which lineapy defaults
to.

Hosted Jupyter Environment
In hosted Jupyter notebook environments such as JupyterHub, Google Colab, Kaggle, Databricks or in any other environments that are not started using CLI (such as Jupyter extension within VS Code), you need to install lineapy
directly within your notebook first via:
!pip install lineapy
Then you can manually load lineapy extension with :
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%load_ext lineapy

Note: For environments with IPython<7.0, you need to upgrade the package before the above steps:
!pip install --upgrade ipython
and restart the notebook runtime:

CLI
You can also use LineaPy as a CLI command or runnable Python module. To see available options, run the following
commands:
# LineaPy as a CLI command
lineapy python --help
or
# LineaPy as a runnable Python module
python -m lineapy --help

2.3.10 Cleaning up Messy Development Code
If you encounter issues you cannot resolve, simply ask in our Slack community’s #support channel. We are always
happy and ready to help you!
Data science development is characterized by nimble, iterative experimentation and exploratory data analysis,
which often results in a messy development code. Code cleanup is hence an essential step for moving data science
work into production. With the complete development history stored in artifacts, LineaPy enables automatic code
cleanup, facilitating transition to production.
First, identify the variable of interest in the development code. For instance, we might be interested in cleaning up the
development code for model3 in it.
Then, store the variable as an artifact:
artifact = lineapy.save(model3, "best_model")
And simply ask for its cleaned-up code:
print(artifact.get_code())
This will return code relevant to the artifact only. That is, LineaPy has condensed the original code by removing
extraneous operations that do not affect the artifact we care about (e.g., plotting and print statements).
Note: This does not mean that we lost other parts of the development code. We can still access the artifact’s full
session code (including comments) with artifact.get_session_code(). This should come in handy when trying
to remember or understand the original development context of a given artifact.
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Known Issues
We discuss few cases in which LineaPy’s code cleanup might lead to issues, and what steps can be taken by the user to
get around them.
Unvisited Conditional
Suppose we have a code which has conditionals in them, for example:
import lineapy
lst = []
var = 10
if var > 5:
lst.append(10)
var += 10
else:
lst.append(20)
var += 20
lineapy.save(var, 'variable')
In this example, if we try to obtain the cleaned up code for the artifact as follows:
artifact = lineapy.get('variable')
print(artifact.get_code())
We note that the cleaned-up code outputted is as follows:
var = 10
if var > 5:
var += 10
else:
lst.append(20)
var += 20
Note that in case we visit the else branch in the cleaned-up code, we would encounter a Runtime Error saying that the
name lst is not defined. The reason for this behavior is that while creating the Linea Graph, LineaPy executes the user
code to obtain run-time information, which enables LineaPy to create fairly accurate cleaned-up code. However, in the
case of conditionals, only one branch would be visited and hence we would not have accurate run-time information
about the instructions in the non-visited branch. We make an approximation in this case, which is to include all the
instructions in the branches which are not visited.
Since we are not able to perform analysis within the non-visited branch, we do not have the information required to
know that the variable lst which is being included due to the non-included else branch, is defined outside the if
block, and hence the definition of lst gets sliced out as it is not required for the final collected artifact.
To get around this behavior, the user can manually edit the source code by deleting the instruction within the non-visited
branch which does not contribute to the artifact, or as an alternative, the user can add dummy variable declarations to
ensure the code does not crash, as shown below:
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import lineapy
lst = []
var = 10
if var > 5:
lst.append(10)
var += 10
else:
var += 20
lineapy.save(var, 'variable')
OR
import lineapy
lst = []
var = 10
if var > 5:
lst.append(10)
var += 10
else:
lst = []
lst.append(20)
var += 20
lineapy.save(var, 'variable')

2.3.11 Annotating Third-Party APIs
If you encounter issues you cannot resolve, simply ask in our Slack community’s #support channel. We are always
happy and ready to help you!
Python ecosystem offers a lot of interesting and useful packages that are not part of the core distribution. These
third-party packages often come with their own new APIs, and LineaPy is not guaranteed to handle all of them properly
when removing extraneous code. For such “unrecognized” APIs, we can add instructions for LineaPy, which we call
“package annotation”.
For instance, without relevant package annotation, running
import pyperclip
pyperclip.copy("This wont show up without annotations")
tmp_var = pyperclip.paste()
artifact = lineapy.save(tmp_var, "annotated_text")
print(artifact.get_code())
would display
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import pyperclip
tmp_var = pyperclip.paste()
where the pyperclip.copy step is missing. This is because lineapy does not recognize it as an API that modifies
the caller (pyperclip, in this case) and hence skips it during the relevant code cleanup.
We can annotate the pyperclip package by creating a YAML file looking as follows:
# ./pyperclip.annotations.yaml
- module: pyperclip
annotations:
- criteria:
function_names:
- copy
- paste
side_effects:
- mutated_value:
self_ref: SELF_REF
where
• module refers to the third-party package/module that the annotation is associated with.
• criteria specifies what each annotation is for. In this example, it instructs that the annotation is for copy and
paste functions in the module.
• side_effects specifies what each annotation is about. In this example, it instructs that the annotation is about
mutation of the function caller.
In sum, these instructions tell lineapy to recognize copy and paste functions in the pyperclip module as APIs that
mutate their caller, and to treat them as such in relevant downstream tasks such as code cleanup.
Note: For more details on annotation keywords, check this page.
To make the annotation take effect, we run:
lineapy annotate add "./pyperclip.annotations.yaml" --name="pyperclip_annotations"
where "pyperclip_annotations" is a name of our choice.
Now, if we reload lineapy and run the original code above, we get the correct code cleanup displayed:
import pyperclip
pyperclip.copy("This wont show up without annotations")
tmp_var = pyperclip.paste()

Warning: Annotations added this way are valid in the local environment only. To integrate new annotations into
the lineapy source code, the YAML file should be created or updated in lineapy/annotations/external/, following
contribution instructions here.
To view imported annotations, run:
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lineapy annotate list
To delete imported annotations, run:
lineapy annotate delete --name=[NAME-OF-ANNOTATION]
where [NAME-OF-ANNOTATION] is "pyperclip_annotations" in this example.

2.3.12 Discovering and Reusing Past Work
If you encounter issues you cannot resolve, simply ask in our Slack community’s #support channel. We are always
happy and ready to help you!
Once connected to an artifact store (it can be an individual or shared one), we can query existing artifacts, like so:
lineapy.artifact_store()
which would print a list looking as the following:
iris_preprocessed:0 created on 2022-09-29 01:22:39.612871
iris_preprocessed:1 created on 2022-09-29 01:22:41.336159
iris_preprocessed:2 created on 2022-09-29 01:22:43.511112
iris_model:0 created on 2022-09-29 01:22:45.381132
iris_model:1 created on 2022-09-29 01:22:46.786414
iris_model:2 created on 2022-09-29 01:22:47.990517
iris_model:3 created on 2022-09-29 01:22:49.366484
toy_artifact:0 created on 2022-09-29 01:22:50.189060
toy_artifact:1 created on 2022-09-29 01:22:50.676276
toy_artifact:2 created on 2022-09-29 01:22:51.084704
Each line contains three pieces of information about an existing artifact: its name, version, and time of creation. Hence,
for an artifact named iris_model, we have four versions created at different times.
Now, say we are interested in reusing the first version of this artifact. We can retrieve the desired artifact as follows:
model_artifact = lineapy.get("iris_model", version=0)
Note that what has been retrieved and saved in model_artifact is not the model itself; it is the model artifact, which
contains more than the model itself, e.g., the code that was used to generate the model. Hence, to resuse the model, we
need to extract the artifact’s value:
model = model_artifact.get_value()
However, we actually do not fully know how to reuse this model as we are missing the memory (or knowledge, if the
artifact was created by someone else) of its context such as input details. Thankfully, the artifact also stores the code
that was used to generate its value, so we can check it out:
print(data_artifact.get_code())
which prints:
import lineapy
from sklearn.linear_model import LinearRegression
(continues on next page)
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art_df_processed = lineapy.get("iris_preprocessed", version=2)
df_processed = art_df_processed.get_value()
mod = LinearRegression()
mod.fit(
X=df_processed[["petal.width", "d_versicolor", "d_virginica"]],
y=df_processed["sepal.width"],
)
With this, we now know the source and shape of the data that was used to train this model, which enables us to adapt and
reuse the model in our context. Specifically, we can check out the training data by loading the corresponding artifact,
like so:
art_df_processed = lineapy.get("iris_preprocessed", version=2)
df_processed = art_df_processed.get_value()
print(df_processed)
Based on the values in the data, we would have a more concrete understanding of the model and its job, which would
enable us to make new predictions, like so:
import pandas as pd
# Create data to make predictions on
df = pd.DataFrame({
"petal.width": [1.3, 5.2, 0.3, 1.5, 4.9],
"d_versicolor": [1, 0, 0, 1, 0],
"d_virginica": [0, 1, 0, 0, 1],
})
# Make new predictions
df["sepal.width.pred"] = model.predict(df)
This example illustrates the benefit of LineaPy’s unified storage framework: encapsulating both value and code as well
as other metadata, LineaPy’s artifact store enables the user to explore the history and relations among different works,
hence rendering them more reusable.

2.3.13 Building a Pipeline from Development Code
If you encounter issues you cannot resolve, simply ask in our Slack community’s #support channel. We are always
happy and ready to help you!
To generate a pipeline from development code, first ensure variable(s) of interest have been stored as LineaPy
artifacts:
lineapy.save(<VARIABLE-NAME>, "<artifact_name>")
Then, building a pipeline reduces to “stitching” these artifacts, like so:
lineapy.to_pipeline(
pipeline_name="<pipeline_name>",
artifacts=["<artifact_name>", ...],
dependencies={
"<artifact_name>": {"<artifact_name>", ...},
(continues on next page)
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...
},
output_dir="<output_dirpath>",
framework="<framework_name>",
)
where
• pipeline_name is the name of the pipeline
• artifacts is the list of artifact names to be used for the pipeline
• dependencies is the dependency graph among artifacts
– If artifact A depends on artifacts B and C, then the graph is specified as { A: { B, C } }
– If A depends on B and B depends on C, then the graph is specified as { A: { B }, B: { C } }
• output_dir is the location to put the files for running the pipeline
• framework is the name of orchestration framework to use
– LineaPy currently supports "AIRFLOW" and "SCRIPT"
– If "AIRFLOW", it will generate files that can run Airflow DAGs
– If "SCRIPT", it will generate files that can run the pipeline as a Python script
Note: Check lineapy.to_pipeline() for more detailed API information.

Airflow Example
For example, consider a simple pipeline that 1) pre-processes raw data and 2) trains a model with the pre-processed
data.

With the pre-processed data and the trained model stored as LineaPy artifacts (which can be done during development
sessions), building an Airflow pipeline becomes as simple as the following:
lineapy.to_pipeline(
pipeline_name="iris_pipeline",
artifacts=["iris_preprocessed", "iris_model"],
dependencies={"iris_model": {"iris_preprocessed"}},
(continues on next page)
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output_dir="~/airflow/dags/",
framework="AIRFLOW",
)
where {"iris_model": {"iris_preprocessed"}} is a way to indicate that the "iris_model" artifact depends
on the "iris_preprocessed" artifact.
Running this creates files (under output_dir) that can be used to execute the pipeline as an Airflow DAG, including:
• <pipeline_name>_module.py: Contains the artifact code refactored and packaged as function(s)
• <pipeline_name>_dag.py: Uses the packaged function(s) to define the framework-specific pipeline
• <pipeline_name>_requirements.txt: Lists any package dependencies for running the pipeline
• <pipeline_name>_Dockerfile: Contains commands to set up the environment to run the pipeline
where <pipeline_name> is iris_pipeline in the current example.
Running Locally
With the pipeline files generated, we can quickly test running the pipeline locally. First, run the following command to
build a Docker image:
docker build -t <image_name> . -f <pipeline_name>_Dockerfile
where <pipeline_name>_Dockerfile is the name of the automatically generated Dockerfile and <image_name> is
the image name of our choice.
We then stand up a container instance with the following command:
docker run -it -p 8080:8080 <image_name>
For framework="AIRFLOW", this will result in an Airflow instance with an executable DAG in it.

2.3.14 Running a Pipeline with Different Parameters
If you encounter issues you cannot resolve, simply ask in our Slack community’s #support channel. We are always
happy and ready to help you!
Oftentimes, data scientists/engineers need to run the same pipeline with different parameters. For instance, they may
want to use a different data set for model training. To produce a parametrized pipeline, use pipeline API’s (optional)
input_parameters argument, like so:
lineapy.to_pipeline(
...
input_parameters=["<VARNAME1>", ...],
)
where <VARNAME1> is the name of the variable to be turned into a tunable parameter of the pipeline.
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Airflow Example
For example, the following creates an Airflow pipeline that can train a model on different data sources:
lineapy.to_pipeline(
pipeline_name="iris_pipeline_parametrized",
artifacts=["iris_preprocessed", "iris_model"],
dependencies={"iris_model": {"iris_preprocessed"}},
input_parameters=["url"],
output_dir="~/airflow/dags/",
framework="AIRFLOW",
)
where url is a variable in the artifact code that references the source data URL.
To execute the generated Airflow pipeline with a different value of url, run:
airflow dags trigger --conf '{"url": "<NEW-DATA-URL>"}' <pipeline_name>_dag
where <pipeline_name> is iris_pipeline_parametrized in the current example.
Or, if running Airflow on UI, trigger the DAG with {"url": "<NEW-DATA-URL>"} passed as a config JSON.
Limitations
Currently, input_parameters only accepts variables from literal assignment such as a = "123". For each variable
to be parametrized, there should be only one literal assignment across all artifact code for the pipeline. For instance,
if both a = "123" and a = "abc" exist in the pipeline’s artifact code, we cannot make a an input parameter since its
reference is ambiguous, i.e., we are not sure which literal assignment a refers to.

2.3.15 Testing a Generated Pipeline
If you encounter issues you cannot resolve, simply ask in our Slack community’s #support channel. We are always
happy and ready to help you!
When building a pipeline, LineaPy transforms the user’s original code into modularized functions where extraneous
operations are removed. With such changes, the user may want to ensure that the transformed code is valid and reliable
before actually using it. To support this, LineaPy’s pipeline API provides an optional generate_test argument
(default set to False).
Creating Pipeline Test
To create tests for a pipeline, set generate_test=True, like so:
lineapy.to_pipeline(
pipeline_name="iris_pipeline",
artifacts=["iris_preprocessed", "iris_model"],
dependencies={"iris_model": {"iris_preprocessed"}},
output_dir="~/airflow/dags/",
framework="AIRFLOW",
generate_test=True,
)
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Running this will produce, along with usual pipeline files, an additional file for pipeline testing
(test_<pipeline_name>.py where <pipeline_name> is iris_pipeline in the above example), which
may look as follows:
# /Users/username/airflow/dags/test_iris_pipeline.py
import os
import pickle
import unittest
import warnings
from pathlib import Path
from typing import Callable
from iris_pipeline_module import get_iris_model, get_iris_preprocessed
[...]
class TestIrisPipeline(unittest.TestCase):
[...]
def test_get_iris_preprocessed(self) -> None:
"""
NOTE: The code below is provided as scaffold/template.
Please adapt it to your specific testing context.
"""
# Prepare function input (adapt as needed)
pass
# Generate function output (adapt as needed)
sample_output_generated = get_iris_preprocessed()
# Perform tests (add/adapt as needed)
sample_output_expected = safe_load_pickle(
path_to_file=(self.art_pkl_dir / "iris_preprocessed.pkl"),
alt_val_func=lambda: FileNotFoundError,
)
try:
self.assertEqual(sample_output_generated, sample_output_expected)
except Exception:
warnings.warn(
"Test failed, but this may be due to our limited templating. "
"Please adapt the test as needed."
)
def test_get_iris_model(self) -> None:
"""
NOTE: The code below is provided as scaffold/template.
Please adapt it to your specific testing context.
"""
# Prepare function input (adapt as needed)
df = safe_load_pickle(
path_to_file=(self.art_pkl_dir / "iris_preprocessed.pkl"),
(continues on next page)
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alt_val_func=lambda: get_iris_preprocessed(),
save_alt_val=True,
)
# Generate function output (adapt as needed)
sample_output_generated = get_iris_model(df)
# Perform tests (add/adapt as needed)
sample_output_expected = safe_load_pickle(
path_to_file=(self.art_pkl_dir / "iris_model.pkl"),
alt_val_func=lambda: FileNotFoundError,
)
try:
self.assertEqual(sample_output_generated, sample_output_expected)
except Exception:
warnings.warn(
"Test failed, but this may be due to our limited templating. "
"Please adapt the test as needed."
)
As shown, the file contains test methods (e.g., TestIrisPipeline.test_get_iris_preprocessed()) that each
examine validity of the corresponding function in the module file (e.g., get_iris_preprocessed()). Specifically,
each test method attempts to check whether running the target function generates the same output (i.e., artifact value
such as pre-processed data) as the original one saved in the artifact store (which gets copied over to a new local subfolder,
e.g., ~/airflow/dags/sample_output/ in this case, during pipeline generation).
Note: safe_load_pickle() is a helper function (defined in the same testing file) that first tries to load the
pickle file at path_to_file and, if the file does not exist, uses alt_val_func to re-calculate the value on the
fly. If save_alt_val is set to True (default set to False), the value produced from alt_val_func is saved at
path_to_file so that it can be used by other related test methods without having to re-calculate it again (this “recycling” becomes critical when the value involves long computation).
For alt_val_func, the desired execution should be wrapped inside a lambda function to delay actual execution until
needed (i.e., when safe_load_pickle() realizes that the pickle file does not exist and that it needs to re-calculate
the value).
As indicated by docstrings and comments such as adapt as needed, these test methods are provided as a scaffold/template rather than a final version of pipeline testing. For instance, out of the box, all test methods rely on
unittest’s assertEqual() to evaluate equality between the generated vs. expected output values (of the function run), which may not be the right way to perform equality evaluation for certain objects such as a NumPy
array (calling assertEqual() on two NumPy arrays would return an array of multiple Boolean values instead
of a single Boolean value). Accordingly, the user is expected to customize the code to suit their own testing
needs/contexts. For example, if the tested function’s output is a NumPy array, then the user can replace the
templated self.assertEqual(sample_output_generated, sample_output_expected) with the customized
assert all(sample_output_generated == sample_output_expected), which would result in proper equality evaluation.
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Running Pipeline Test
With such limitations in templating, most test methods out of the box are bound to fail. However, to avoid any potential
interference with the user’s system, test failures are wrapped inside the try-except block, which makes all test methods
run successfully without erroring out. Instead, the user is informed of failed test methods via warning messages that
ask the user to check the code and adapt it if needed.
Hence, for the iris_pipeline example discussed here, running
cd ~/airflow/dags/
python -m unittest test_iris_pipeline.TestIrisPipeline
would result in
/Users/username/airflow/dags/test_iris_pipeline.py:108: UserWarning: Test failed, but␣
˓→this may be due to our limited templating. Please adapt the test as needed.
warnings.warn(
./Users/username/airflow/dags/test_iris_pipeline.py:79: UserWarning: Test failed, but␣
˓→this may be due to our limited templating. Please adapt the test as needed.
warnings.warn(
.
---------------------------------------------------------------------Ran 2 tests in 0.262s
OK

Warning: Tests may involve long compute and/or large storage, so please take care in running them.

Adapting Pipeline Test
As shown, both test methods “failed” (i.e., warning messages raised) for iris_pipeline. This is not surprising
because, again, the scaffold is relying on a naive mode of equality evaluation via unittest’s assertEqual(),
which does not work for more sophisticated object types such as pandas.DataFrame and sklearn.linear_model.
LinearRegression. For more proper equality evaluation, we may replace existing try-except blocks with new
assert statements, like so (updates highlighted in yellow):
# /Users/username/airflow/dags/test_iris_pipeline.py
import os
import pickle
import unittest
import warnings
from pathlib import Path
from typing import Callable
from iris_pipeline_module import get_iris_model, get_iris_preprocessed
[...]
class TestIrisPipeline(unittest.TestCase):
[...]
(continues on next page)
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def test_get_iris_preprocessed(self) -> None:
"""
NOTE: The code below is provided as scaffold/template.
Please adapt it to your specific testing context.
"""
# Prepare function input (adapt as needed)
pass
# Generate function output (adapt as needed)
sample_output_generated = get_iris_preprocessed()
# Perform tests (add/adapt as needed)
sample_output_expected = safe_load_pickle(
path_to_file=(self.art_pkl_dir / "iris_preprocessed.pkl"),
alt_val_func=lambda: FileNotFoundError,
)
assert sample_output_generated.equals(sample_output_expected)
def test_get_iris_model(self) -> None:
"""
NOTE: The code below is provided as scaffold/template.
Please adapt it to your specific testing context.
"""
# Prepare function input (adapt as needed)
df = safe_load_pickle(
path_to_file=(self.art_pkl_dir / "iris_preprocessed.pkl"),
alt_val_func=lambda: get_iris_preprocessed(),
save_alt_val=True,
)
# Generate function output (adapt as needed)
sample_output_generated = get_iris_model(df)
# Perform tests (add/adapt as needed)
sample_output_expected = safe_load_pickle(
path_to_file=(self.art_pkl_dir / "iris_model.pkl"),
alt_val_func=lambda: FileNotFoundError,
)
assert sample_output_generated.intercept_ == sample_output_expected.intercept_
assert all(sample_output_generated.coef_ == sample_output_expected.coef_)
With these changes, running the test would result in success without any warning messages raised:
..
---------------------------------------------------------------------Ran 2 tests in 0.103s
OK
Note that the user is free to use their own input and (expected) output values to suit their testing needs. For instance,
with the example above, say the user happens to have new pre-processed data stored as a CSV file, along with the corresponding model’s parameter estimates recorded. Then, the user may further customize testing of get_iris_model()
2.3. Use Case 3: Building Pipelines
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as the following (newer updates highlighted in yellow):
# /Users/username/airflow/dags/test_iris_pipeline.py
import os
import pickle
import unittest
import warnings
from pathlib import Path
from typing import Callable
import numpy as np
import pandas as pd
from iris_pipeline_module import get_iris_model, get_iris_preprocessed
[...]
class TestIrisPipeline(unittest.TestCase):
[...]
def test_get_iris_model(self) -> None:
"""
NOTE: The code below is provided as scaffold/template.
Please adapt it to your specific testing context.
"""
# Prepare function input (adapt as needed)
df = pd.read_csv("some_path_or_url/new_iris_preprocessed.csv")
# Generate function output (adapt as needed)
sample_output_generated = get_iris_model(df)
# Perform tests (add/adapt as needed)
assert round(sample_output_generated.intercept_, 2) == 3.24
assert all(np.round(sample_output_generated.coef_, 2) == [0.78, -1.5, -1.84])

Note: In adapting the testing scaffold/template, we can go beyond equality evaluation. For instance, if the tested
function outputs a model, we can check whether the model behaves “reasonably” by feeding it with particular input
values and observing whether it returns output values within a certain range. This type of testing is especially valuable
for models involving inherent stochasticity, where the same procedure does not necessarily guarantee exactly identical
results.
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2.3.16 Contributing
First of all, thank you for your interest in contributing to LineaPy! We believe that it is the community that makes an
open source project truly great and successful, so we welcome contribution from any new members.
Contribution Process
To contribute to LineaPy, you can take the following three steps: 1) open an issue; 2) triage the issue; and 3) implement
the solution.
1. Open an Issue
First, check existing tickets on LineaPy’s issue tracker to see if any of them already addresses your concern. If none,
open a new one with as much detail about your issue as possible. We currently provide templates for two types of issues
(Feature Request and Bug Report), but feel free to adapt them to suit your particular needs/contexts.
2. Triage the Issue
Once a new issue has been filed, LineaPy’s core development team will be soon in touch through replies in the issue
ticket. The main purpose of this interaction is to clarify and flesh out any missing details about the issue so that the ticket
can be turned into a concrete action plan with clearer scope and priority. You will also collaborate with the core development team to decide stakeholders for the issue resolution, such as implementation owner and reviewers/approvers.
Note: If your issue demands more prompt attention and/or tighter interaction, please get in touch in our Slack community’s #support channel.

3. Implement the Solution
Unless the issue resolution requires deeper expertise or larger scope (e.g., architectural change), you will be highly
encouraged to be the implementation owner. If so, you can follow instructions in Setup and Basics to start your work.
We view implementation as a collaborative process too, so please feel free to engage the LineaPy community for any
questions, concerns, and/or advice.
Setup and Basics
If you encounter issues you cannot resolve, simply ask in our Slack community’s #support channel. We are always
happy and ready to help you!
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Installation
Cloning Repo
First fork the lineapy repo. Then, clone the forked repo to your development environment:
cd <PATH-TO-DESIRED-LOCATION>
git clone <URL-TO-FORKED-REPO>
To keep the forked repo in sync with the original one, set an “upstream”:
git remote add upstream https://github.com/LineaLabs/lineapy.git

Setting up Virtual Environment

Note: Here, we use venv for virtual environment setup because it comes with Python core distribution. If you prefer
a different option (e.g., conda), you can skip this section.
When done cloning, move into the repo and initiate a virtual environment:
cd <FORKED-REPO-NAME>
python -m venv env
where <FORKED-REPO-NAME> is lineapy unless modified during/after forking.
This creates env/ subfolder inside the repo, and you can activate the associated virtual environment like so:
source env/bin/activate
To deactivate the virtual environment, you can type:
deactivate

Warning: If you use a different name for this virtual environment subfolder, you will need to register the new
name in several config files including .gitignore, .flake8, pyproject.toml lest it will create friction for
other workflows such as pre-commit. Hence, we strongly recommend you name the subfolder env/ as instructed
above.

Installing Dependencies
Once the virtual environment is activated, install packages necessary for running and developing lineapy:
pip
pip
pip
pip

install
install
install
install

--upgrade pip
--upgrade setuptools
-r requirements.txt
-e '.[dev]'

Note that this may take a while to complete.
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Running LineaPy
During development, you may want to check how your changes affect the behavior of the package. LineaPy supports
several interfaces to run on, and the relevant instructions are documented here. Please select the most convenient option
for you.
Note: When running LineaPy, make sure that the virtual environment has been activated.

Development
Making Changes
With development dependencies installed, you are now ready to contribute to the source code! First, make a separate
branch for your development work. Please use an informative name so that others can get good sense of what your
changes are about.
git checkout -b <NEW-BRANCH-NAME>
After making changes you desire, save them to your development branch:
git add <PATH-TO-CHANGED-FILE>
git commit -m "<COMMIT-MESSAGE>"

Note: To learn more about saving changes in Git, check this tutorial.

Note: LineaPy provides several pre-commit hooks to automatically standardize styles and formats across its codebase.
To run these hooks automatically upon every new commit:
pre-commit install
To run the hooks even when there are no changes:
pre-commit run --all-files
LineaPy’s pre-commit hooks do not run tests since tests are too time-consuming to run on every commit. For testing,
see the section below.
Note that these changes have been saved only locally at this point, and you need to “push” them to your forked repo on
GitHub:
git push
If the new (development) branch has not been pushed before, you will need to create its counterpart on GitHub with:
git push --set-upstream origin <NEW-BRANCH-NAME>

2.3. Use Case 3: Building Pipelines
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Testing Changes
Testing is an important part of lineapy’s development as it ensures that all features stay functional after changes.
Hence, we strongly recommend you add tests for changes you introduce (check this tutorial for adding tests).
To run all tests (beware that this may take a while to complete):
pytest tests
Or, to run select tests (e.g., those that you added/modified):
# Example: Run all tests in a folder
pytest tests/unit/plugins
# Example: Run all tests in a file
pytest tests/unit/plugins/test_writer.py
# Example: Run a particular test
pytest tests/unit/plugins/test_writer.py::test_pipeline_generation
# Example: Run a parametrized test with a particular set of parameter values
pytest tests/unit/plugins/test_writer.py::test_pipeline_generation[script_pipeline_a0_b0]

Integrating Changes
As you make your changes in your development branch, it is very possible that the original lineapy repo is updated by
other developers. To ensure that your changes are compatible with these updates by others, you will need to regularly
“sync” your development branch with the original lineapy repo. You can do this by first syncing the main branch
between your local (forked) repo and the original lineapy repo:
git fetch upstream
git checkout main
git merge upstream/main
Then, sync your development branch with the updated main branch:
git checkout <DEV-BRANCH-NAME>
git rebase main

Note: If updates in the original lineapy repo are not compatible with changes in your development branch, you will
need to resolve merge conflict(s). Check this tutorial to learn how.
If the issue persists, please get in touch with LineaPy’s core development team on Slack.
Once you are content with your changes and ready to integrate them into the original lineapy project, you can open a
pull request following instructions here. Make sure that base repository is set to LineaLabs/lineapy and base
to main. To facilitate the review, please provide as much detail as possible about your changes in your pull request.
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Recommended Practices
Organize each PR with relevant changes
To maintain a linear/cleaner project history, the project was set up to apply “squashing” when merging a PR. That is,
if a PR contains more than one commit, GitHub will combine them into a single commit where the summary equals
the PR title (followed by the PR number) and the description consists of commit messages for all squashed commits
(in date order). Hence, we ask you to organize each PR with related changes only so that it can represent a single unit
of meaningful change.
Areas to Contribute
As an open source project, LineaPy invites contributions of all kinds. To help contributors use their time more effectively, however, we compiled a select list of areas that might be particularly helpful for the project’s future growth.
Following is the list of such contribution areas, along with their step-by-step tutorials.
Annotate Packages
If you encounter issues you cannot resolve, simply ask in our Slack community’s #support channel. We are always
happy and ready to help you!
One big strength of the Python language is its large and active development community. This means that we have a
lot of interesting and useful Python packages that are not part of the core Python distribution. These third-party packages often come with their own new APIs, and LineaPy is not guaranteed to handle all of them properly when removing
extraneous code. For such “unrecognized” APIs, we can add instructions for LineaPy, which we call “package annotation”. Specifically, package annotation is done by creating or updating a YAML file in lineapy/annotations/external/
(check the link for existing annotations).
Warning: Note that YAML files are sensitive to indentation. To ensure that you use correct indentation, we
recommend you consult/adapt existing annotation files.

Annotating APIs that modify external states
A common group of APIs that LineaPy needs annotation for are those that modify external states such as the local file
system and external databases.
For instance, without relevant package annotation, running
import pandas as pd
import lineapy
df = pd.read_csv("https://raw.githubusercontent.com/LineaLabs/lineapy/main/examples/
˓→tutorials/data/iris.csv")
df["variety_color"] = df["variety"].map({"Setosa": 0, "Versicolor": 1, "Virginica": 2})
df.to_csv("df_augmented.csv", index=False)
artifact = lineapy.save(lineapy.file_system, "df_augmented")
print(artifact.get_code())
would display nothing. This is because lineapy does not recognize to_csv as an API that modifies external states
(local file system, in this case) and hence skips it during the relevant code cleanup.
2.3. Use Case 3: Building Pipelines
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In contrast, we would get the correct code cleanup with the following package annotation (currently in the source code):
# pandas.annotations.yaml
- module: pandas.core.generic
annotations:
- criteria:
class_instance: NDFrame
class_method_names:
- to_csv
side_effects:
- mutated_value:
external_state: file_system
where
• module refers to the third-party package/module that the annotation is associated with.
• criteria specifies what each annotation is for. In this example, it instructs that the annotation is for to_csv
method of NDFrame class.
• side_effects specifies what each annotation is about. In this example, it instructs that the annotation is about
mutation of an external state, specifically the local file system.
In sum, these instructions tell lineapy to recognize to_csv method of NDFrame class (defined under pandas.core.
generic module) as an API that mutates the local file system, and to treat it as such in relevant downstream tasks such
as code cleanup.
Note: NDFrame is a parent class of DataFrame, where the latter inherits to_csv method from the former. Hence, the
annotation above is done at a more fundamental level, which is recommended to avoid redundant annotations among
related classes (i.e., other data classes that inherit from NDFrame). In practice, identifying the right “root” level to
annotate at often involves exploring the target package’s codebase for some time.

Note: Hyphen at the beginning of each keyword indicates that the indented block is an item of a list. For instance, in
the example above, - criteria means that the indented block following it, i.e.,
criteria:
class_instance: NDFrame
class_method_names:
- to_csv
side_effects:
- mutated_value:
external_state: file_system
is an item of annotations list. Hence, we can add another annotation for to_json like so:
# pandas.annotations.yaml
- module: pandas.core.generic
annotations:
- criteria:
class_instance: NDFrame
class_method_names:
- to_csv
(continues on next page)
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side_effects:
- mutated_value:
external_state: file_system
- criteria:
class_instance: NDFrame
class_method_names:
- to_json
side_effects:
- mutated_value:
external_state: file_system
In fact, since the two items share much in common (the only difference is in class_method_names), we can condense
the above annotation to the following:
# pandas.annotations.yaml
- module: pandas.core.generic
annotations:
- criteria:
class_instance: NDFrame
class_method_names:
- to_csv
- to_json
side_effects:
- mutated_value:
external_state: file_system
where we simply extend class_method_names list instead.

Annotating APIs that modify the caller itself
Another group of APIs that need annotation are those that modify their caller.
For instance, without relevant package annotation, running
from sklearn.linear_model import LinearRegression
import pandas as pd
import lineapy
df = pd.read_csv("https://raw.githubusercontent.com/LineaLabs/lineapy/main/examples/
˓→tutorials/data/iris.csv")
mod = LinearRegression()
mod.fit(X=df[["petal.width"]], y=df["sepal.width"])
artifact = lineapy.save(mod, "fitted_model")
print(artifact.get_code())
would display
from sklearn.linear_model import LinearRegression
(continues on next page)
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mod = LinearRegression()
where the critical step of model fitting is missing. This is because lineapy does not recognize fit as an API that
modifies the caller (mod of LinearRegression type, in this case) and hence skips it during the relevant code cleanup.
In contrast, we would get the correct code cleanup with the following package annotation (currently in the source code):
# sklearn.annotations.yaml
- module: sklearn.base
annotations:
- criteria:
class_instance: BaseEstimator
class_method_name: fit
side_effects:
- mutated_value:
self_ref: SELF_REF
- views:
- self_ref: SELF_REF
- result: RESULT
where
• BaseEstimator is a parent class of LinearModel, which is in turn a parent class of LinearRegression.
• views specifies entities whose modifications should be linked to one another. In this example, result and
self_ref are set to be views of each other, which means that modification of the fit call’s output (e.g.,
fitted_mod in fitted_mod = mod.fit(...)) will modify the fit caller itself (e.g., mod in fitted_mod
= mod.fit(...)), and vice versa. Differently put, views establishes links between objects that need to be
tracked together because a change in one will change the other(s).
In sum, instructions above tell lineapy to recognize fit method of BaseEstimator class (defined under sklearn.
base module) as an API that mutates the function caller itself, and to treat it as such in relevant downstream tasks such
as code cleanup.
Integrate a New Pipeline Framework
If you encounter issues you cannot resolve, simply ask in our Slack community’s #support channel. We are always
happy and ready to help you!
One major feature of Lineapy is the ability to create pipelines that run various pipeline orchestration frameworks.
We believe that supporting pipeline frameworks to meet data engineers where they are with their current stacks provides
the best user experience for reducing manual work of pipeline writing.
Read more about the concept of a pipeline here and Lineapy Pipelines here.
In this tutorial we will go through how to write an new pipeline integration. We’ll first go through important concepts
before diving into concrete steps. If you want to dive right into the concrete steps, skip ahead to the checklist.
This tutorial will use airflow as an illustrative example, but there may not be a one-size-fits-all approach for all integrations so please adapt the content in this guide to suite your individual needs.
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The module file
The module file contains all the user code from the original notebook needed to run a pipeline. The module file is one
of a few files that Lineapy generates to create pipelines, an overview of which can be found here here.
The module file contains code that is already cleaned and refactored based on parameters passed to a to_pipeline
call and is presented as a python module file.
This file can and should be used by integrations. The key for new integrations is to figure out how to call these functions
within the constraints of their framework. Fortunately, we provide another abstraction to help make this easy.
What is a TaskDefinition?
TaskDefinition is the abstraction that Lineapy provides integration writers that provides all the information needed to
call the functions in the module file. Our goal is to have TaskDefinition provide modular blocks that can be used by
multiple frameworks with some help from Jinja templating to provide framework specific syntax.
Note: The key idea behind a TaskDefinition is that we believe that a task should correspond to whatever the “unit of
execution” is for your framework. For example, in Airflow, this would be the concept of an Operator.
For the latest attributes in TaskDefinition, please refer to our API reference:
TaskDefinition.

lineapy.plugins.task.

Note: If you feel a code block is missing from TaskDefinition create a separate PR to add it along with an example of
why your framework needs it.

Getting TaskDefinitions
Functions to get TaskDefinitions should be located in lineapy/plugins/taskgen.py.
For integration writer the most important function is get_task_graph. Given a task breakdown granularity, it will
return a dictionary mapping function name to TaskDefinitions along with a TaskGraph that specifies the dependencies
needed to be added between tasks. Framework specific pipeline integrations should call this to get TaskDefinitions that
can be rendered using framework specific syntax.
Writing a new integration checklist
1. Create new pipeline writer file in lineapy/plugins/
2. Register a new PipelineType in lineapy/data/types.py
3. Add your new pipeline
pipeline_writer_factory

writer

to

the

PipelineWriterFactory

in

lineapy/plugins/

4. Ensure your Pipeline writer will write the module file.
• Make sure your Pipeline writer inherits _write_module, usually this will be automatically inherited from
BasePipelineWriter
• Make sure your Pipeline writer implementation of write_pipeline_files which calls _write_module.
5. Implement _write_dag for your pipeline writer.
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Suggested steps for _write_dag with examples in AirflowPipelineWriter:
1. Get TaskGraph
task_defs, task_graph = get_task_graph( ... )
2. Handle dependencies between tasks
dependencies = {
task_names[i + 1]: {task_names[i]}
for i in range(len(task_names) - 1)
}
3. Render TaskDefinitions
TASK_FUNCTION_TEMPLATE = load_plugin_template(
"task/task_function.jinja"
)
rendered_task_defs: List[str] = []
for task_name, task_def in task_defs.items():
...
task_def_rendered = TASK_FUNCTION_TEMPLATE.render(
...
)
rendered_task_defs.append(task_def_rendered)
return rendered_task_defs
4. Render rest of DAG
DAG_TEMPLATE = load_plugin_template("airflow_dag_PythonOperator.jinja")
...
full_code = DAG_TEMPLATE.render(
DAG_NAME=self.pipeline_name,
MODULE_NAME=self.pipeline_name + "_module",
...
task_definitions=rendered_task_defs,
task_dependencies=task_dependencies,
)
6. If your framework can be run in a dockerized container, write a Jinja template that sets up an environment
with your pipeline framework installed that can run the produced DAGs. Specify the docker_template_name
property so the write _write_docker function loads the correct Jinja template.
@property
def docker_template_name(self) -> str:
return "airflow_dockerfile.jinja"
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Using Templates
You may have noticed at this point that the last few bullet points in the checklist involve rendering and using Jinja
templates. Jinja templates are Lineapy’s preferred way of templating the code that we generate.
All of the templates that are used in Lineapy can be found in the templates directory. These templates are loaded using
the load_plugin_template command as illustrated in the examples above, and can be rendered using the render
method while passing in values for the placeholder variables.
Feel free to skim some of the templates we have already created for an idea on how we use these templates. Online
tutorials are also helpful, the “Getting started with Jinja” sections on this one are a good place to start.
Testing
As a pipeline integration contributor we also greatly appreciate adding tests for your new integration!
Snapshot tests should be added to tests/unit/plugins/test_writer.py::test_pipeline_generation by
adding new parameters corresponding to your framework. Be sure to also run pytest with the --snapshot-update
flag and commit the snapshot files.
# Example pytest param to test AIRFLOW framework on simple pipeline
pytest.param(
"simple",
"",
["a", "b0"],
"AIRFLOW",
"airflow_pipeline_a_b0_inputpar",
{},
{"dag_flavor": "PythonOperatorPerArtifact"},
["b0"],
id="airflow_pipeline_a_b0_input_parameter_per_artifact",
)
End to end tests such as the one found for airflow in tests/test_pipeline_run_airflow.py are also highly recommended but much more involved as they require setting up a environment that can run the framework you are providing
an integration for and having APIs to check the dag runs successfully. Please consult your individual framework’s
documentation and add these tests if possible.

2.3.17 Troubleshooting
If you encounter issues you cannot resolve, simply ask in our Slack community’s #support channel. We are always
happy and ready to help you!
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Database Lock
By default, LineaPy uses SQLite for artifact store, which keeps the package light and simple. However, SQLite has
several limitations, one of which is that it does not support multiple concurrent writes to a database (it will result in
a database lock). Such concurrent writes to a database can happen, for instance, when multiple scripts or notebook
sessions are running at the same time. If your SQLite is locked, you can unlock it by terminating the exact process
locking the file. Specifically, navigate to your home directory and run:
$ fuser .lineapy/db.sqlite
which will list process ID(s) connecting to the database, like so:
.lineapy/db.sqlite: 78638
You can then terminate the troublesome process(es) with:
$ kill 78638
which will unlock the database.
Warning: Be cautious about terminating a process as it may result in loss of ongoing work. For instance, if your
notebook involved heavy computation and the database got locked while storing the result as an artifact, you may
consider storing it in a different form (e.g., a Parquet file) before terminating the notebook’s process.
If database locking is a persisting issue in your usage, we recommend you use a more robust database such as PostgreSQL, for which relevant instructions can be found here.
No Attribute Error for black
Lineapy uses the black library to format produced code. Make sure you have the version of black as specified in
LineaPy’s requirements.txt.

2.3.18 More Help
Community
The quickest way to get support for your unresolved issue is to join our community on Slack. You can post your issue
on the #support channel, and it will be answered promptly. We are always happy and ready to help you!

2.3.19 API Reference
lineapy
lineapy package
Subpackages
lineapy.api package
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Subpackages
lineapy.api.models package
Submodules
lineapy.api.models.linea_artifact module
class lineapy.api.models.linea_artifact.LineaArtifact(db: lineapy.db.db.RelationalLineaDB,
_execution_id: LineaID, _node_id: LineaID,
_session_id: LineaID, name: str, _version:
int, _artifact_id: Optional[int] = None,
date_created: Optional[datetime.datetime] =
None)
exposes functionalities we offer around the artifact.
date_created: Optional[datetime.datetime] = None
Optional because date_created and _artifact_id cannot be set by the user. it is supposed to be automatically
set when the artifact gets saved to the db. so when creating lineaArtifact the first time, it will be unset.
When you get the artifact or list of artifacts as an artifact store, we retrieve the date from db directly
execute() → object
Executes the artifact graph.
static get_artifact_from_def(db: lineapy.db.db.RelationalLineaDB, artifactdef:
lineapy.data.types.LineaArtifactDef) →
lineapy.api.models.linea_artifact.LineaArtifact
Return LineaArtifact from LineaArtifactDef
static get_artifact_from_name_and_version(db: lineapy.db.db.RelationalLineaDB, artifact_name:
str, version: Optional[int] = None) →
lineapy.api.models.linea_artifact.LineaArtifact
Return LineaArtifact from artifact name and version
static get_artifact_from_orm(db: lineapy.db.db.RelationalLineaDB, artifactorm:
lineapy.db.relational.ArtifactORM) →
lineapy.api.models.linea_artifact.LineaArtifact
Return LineaArtifact from artifactorm
get_code(use_lineapy_serialization: bool = True, keep_lineapy_save: bool = False,
include_non_slice_as_comment: bool = False) → str
Return the slices code for the artifact
Parameters
• use_lineapy_serialization – If True, will use the lineapy serialization to get the
code. We will hide the serialization and the value pickler irrespective of the value type. If
False, will use remove all the lineapy references and instead use the underlying serializer
directly. Currently, we use the native pickle serializer.
• keep_lineapy_save – Whether to retain lineapy.save() in code slice. Defaults to
False.
get_metadata(lineapy_only: bool = False) → lineapy.data.types.ArtifactInfo
Get artifact backend storage metadata
Parameters lineapy_only – If False, will include both LineaPy related metadata and metadata from storage backend(if it is not LineaPy). If True, will only return LineaPy related
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metadata no matter which storage backend is using.
Returns Metadata for artifact backend storage.
get_session_code(use_lineapy_serialization=True) → str
Return the raw session code for the artifact. This will include any comments and non-code lines.
Parameters use_lineapy_serialization – If True, will use the lineapy serialization to get
the code. We will hide the serialization and the value pickler irrespective of the value type.
If False, will use remove all the lineapy references and instead use the underlying serializer
directly. Currently, we use the native pickle serializer.
get_value() → object
Get and return the value of the artifact
name: str
name of the artifact
visualize(path: Optional[str] = None) → None
Displays the graph for this artifact.
If a path is provided, will save it to that file instead.
lineapy.api.models.linea_artifact.get_lineaartifactdef(art_entry: Union[str, Tuple[str,
Optional[int]]]) →
lineapy.data.types.LineaArtifactDef
Convert artifact entry (string) or (string, integer) to LineaArtifactDef
lineapy.api.models.linea_artifact_store module
class lineapy.api.models.linea_artifact_store.LineaArtifactStore(db)
A simple way to access meta data about artifacts in Linea.
property export
a dictionary of artifact information, which the user can then manipulate with their favorite dataframe tools,
such as pandas, e.g., cat_df = pd.DataFrame(artifact_store.export()).
Type return
lineapy.api.models.pipeline module
Module contents
Submodules
lineapy.api.api module
User facing APIs.
lineapy.api.api.artifact_store() → lineapy.api.models.linea_artifact_store.LineaArtifactStore
Returns An object of the class LineaArtifactStore that allows for printing and exporting artifacts
metadata.
Return type LineaArtifactStore
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lineapy.api.api.delete(artifact_name: str, version: Union[int, str]) → None
Deletes an artifact from artifact store. If no other artifacts refer to the value, the value is also deleted from both
the value node store and the pickle store.
Parameters
• artifact_name – Key used to while saving the artifact
• version – version number or ‘latest’ or ‘all’
Raises ValueError – if arifact not found or version invalid
lineapy.api.api.get(artifact_name: str, version: Optional[int] = None) →
lineapy.api.models.linea_artifact.LineaArtifact
Gets an artifact from the DB.
Parameters
• artifact_name (str) – name of the artifact. Note that if you do not remember the artifact,
you can use the artifact_store to browse the options
• version (Optional[str]) – version of the artifact. If None, the latest version will be
returned.
Returns returned value offers methods to access information we have stored about the artifact
Return type LineaArtifact
lineapy.api.api.get_function(artifacts: List[Union[str, Tuple[str, int]]], input_parameters: List[str] = [],
reuse_pre_computed_artifacts: List[Union[str, Tuple[str, int]]] = []) →
Callable
Extract the process that creates selected artifacts as a python function
Parameters
• artifacts (List[Union[str, Tuple[str, int]]]) – List of artifact names(with optional version) to be included in the function return.
• input_parameters (List[str]) – List of variable names to be used in the function arguments. Currently, only accept variable from literal assignment; such as a=’123’. There
should be only one literal assignment for each variable within all artifact calculation code.
For instance, if both a=’123’ and a=’abc’ are existing in the code, we cannot specify a as
input variables since it is confusing to specify which literal assignment we want to replace.
• reuse_pre_computed_artifacts (List[Union[str, Tuple[str, int]]]) – List
of artifacts(name with optional version) for which we will use pre-computed values from
the artifact store instead of recomputing from original code.
Returns
• Callable – A python function that takes input_parameters as args and returns a dictionary
with each artifact name as the dictionary key and artifact value as the value.
• Note that,
• 1.
If an input parameter is only used to calculate artifacts in the –
reuse_pre_computed_artifacts list, that input parameter will be passed around as a
dummy variable. LineaPy will create a warning.
• 2. If an artifact name has been saved multiple times within a session, – multiple sessions or mutated. You might want to specify version number in artifacts or
reuse_pre_computed_artifacts. The best practice to avoid searching artifact version is don’t
reuse artifact name in different notebooks and don’t save same artifact multiple times within
the same session.
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lineapy.api.api.get_module_definition(artifacts: List[Union[str, Tuple[str, int]]], input_parameters:
List[str] = [], reuse_pre_computed_artifacts: List[Union[str,
Tuple[str, int]]] = []) → str
Create a python module that includes the definition of :func::get_function.
Parameters
• artifacts (List[Union[str, Tuple[str, int]]]) – same as get_function()
• input_parameters (List[str]) – same as get_function()
• reuse_pre_computed_artifacts (List[Union[str, Tuple[str, int]]]) – same
as get_function()
Returns A python module that includes the definition of :func::get_function as run_all_sessions.
Return type str
lineapy.api.api.reload() → None
Reloads lineapy context.
Note: Currently only reloads annotations but in the future can be a container for other items like configs etc.
lineapy.api.api.save(reference: object, name: str, storage_backend:
Optional[lineapy.data.types.ARTIFACT_STORAGE_BACKEND] = None, **kwargs)
→ lineapy.api.models.linea_artifact.LineaArtifact
Publishes the object to the Linea DB.
Parameters
• reference (Union[object, ExternalState]) – The reference could be a variable
name, in which case Linea will save the value of the variable, with out default serialization
mechanism. Alternatively, it could be a “side effect” reference, which currently includes either lineapy.file_system or lineapy.db. Linea will save the associated process that
creates the final side effects. We are in the process of adding more side effect references,
including assert statements.
• name (str) – The name is used for later retrieving the artifact and creating new versions if
an artifact of the name has been created before.
• storage_backend (Optional[ARTIFACT_STORAGE_BACKEND]) – The storage backend
used to save the artifact. Currently support lineapy and mlflow(for mlflow supported model
flavors). In case of mlflow, lineapy will use mlflow.sklearn.log_model or other supported
flavors equivalent to save artifacts into mlflow.
• **kwargs – Keyword arguments passed into underlying storage mechanism to overwrite
default behavior. For storage_backend=’mlflow’, this can overwrite default arguments in the
mlflow.sklearn.log_model or other supported flavors equivalent.
Returns returned value offers methods to access information we have stored about the artifact (value,
version), and other automation capabilities, such as to_pipeline().
Return type LineaArtifact
lineapy.api.api.to_pipeline(artifacts: List[str], framework: str = 'SCRIPT', pipeline_name: Optional[str] =
None, dependencies: Dict[str, Set[str]] = {}, output_dir: str = '.',
input_parameters: List[str] = [], reuse_pre_computed_artifacts: List[str] = [],
generate_test: bool = False, pipeline_dag_config: Optional[Dict] = {},
include_non_slice_as_comment: bool = False) → pathlib.Path
Writes the pipeline job to a path on disk.
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Parameters
• artifacts (List[str]) – Names of artifacts to be included in the pipeline.
• framework (str) – “AIRFLOW” or “SCRIPT”. Defaults to “SCRIPT” if not specified.
• pipeline_name (Optional[str]) – Name of the pipeline.
• dependencies (TaskGraphEdge) – Task dependencies in graphlib format, e.g., {"B": {
"A", "C"}} means task A and C are prerequisites for task B. LineaPy is smart enough
to figure out dependency relations within the same session, so there is no need to specify
this type of dependency information; instead, the user is expected to provide dependency
information among artifacts across different sessions.
• output_dir (str) – Directory path to save DAG and other pipeline files.
• input_parameters (List[str]) – Names of variables to be used as parameters in the
pipeline. Currently, it only accepts variables from literal assignment such as a = '123'.
For each variable to be parametrized, there should be only one literal assignment across
all artifact code for the pipeline. For instance, if both a = '123' and a = 'abc' exist
in the pipeline’s artifact code, we cannot make a an input parameter since its reference is
ambiguous, i.e., we are not sure which literal assignment a refers to.
• reuse_pre_computed_artifacts (List[str]) – Names of artifacts in the pipeline for
which pre-computed value is to be used (rather than recomputing the value).
• generate_test (bool) – Whether to generate scaffold/template for pipeline testing. Defaults to False. The scaffold contains placeholders for testing each function in the pipeline
module file and is meant to be fleshed out by the user to suit their needs. When run out of
the box, it performs a naive form of equality evaluation for each function’s output, which
demands validation and customization by the user.
• pipeline_dag_config (Optional[AirflowDagConfig]) – A dictionary of parameters
to configure DAG file to be generated. Not applicable for “SCRIPT” framework as it does
not generate a separate DAG file. For “AIRFLOW” framework, Airflow-native config params
such as “retries” and “schedule_interval” can be passed in.
Returns Directory path where DAG and other pipeline files are saved.
Return type Path
lineapy.api.api_utils module
lineapy.api.api_utils.de_lineate_code(code: str, db: lineapy.db.db.RelationalLineaDB) → str
De-linealize the code by removing any lineapy api references
lineapy.api.api_utils.read_pickle(pickle_filename)
Read pickle file from artifact storage dir
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lineapy.api.artifact_serializer module
lineapy.api.artifact_serializer.serialize_artifact(value_node_id: LineaID, execution_id: LineaID,
reference: Any, name: str, storage_backend: Optional[lineapy.data.types.ARTIFACT_STORAGE_BACKEND]
= None, **kwargs) → Dict[str, Any]
Serialize artifact using various backend.
Currently, most objects are using lineapy as the backend for serialization. The only exception is mlflow supported
model flavors. In order to use mlflow for ml model serialization, following conditions need to be satisified: 1.
the artifact(ML model) should be a mlflow supported flavor 2. mlflow is installed 3. storage_backend should be
mlflow or storage_backend is None and options.get(“default_ARTIFACT_STORAGE_BACKEND”)==’mlflow’
Parameters
• value_node_id (LineaID) – Value node id in Linea Graph
• execution_id (LineaID) – Execution id
• reference (Union[object, ExternalState]) – Same as reference in lineapy.api.
save()
• name (str) – Same as reference in lineapy.api.save()
• storage_backend (Optional[ARTIFACT_STORAGE_BACKEND]) – Same as reference in
lineapy.api.save()
• **kwargs – Same as reference in lineapy.api.save()
Returns returned a dictionary with following key-value pair backend: storage backend used to save
the artifact metadata: metadata of the storage backed
Return type Dict
Module contents
lineapy.cli package
Submodules
lineapy.cli.cli module
lineapy.cli.cli.remove_annotations_file_extension(filename: str) → str
Remove ‘.annotations.yaml’ or ‘.yaml’.
lineapy.cli.cli.setup_ipython_dir() → None
Set the ipython directory to include the lineapy extension.
If IPython configure files exist, we copy them to temp the folder and append a line to add lineapy into
extra_extensions. If they do not exist, we create new config files in the temp folder and add a line to specify
extra_extensions.
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Module contents
lineapy.data package
Submodules
lineapy.data.graph module
lineapy.data.graph.queue_get_when(queue: Queue[T], filter_fn: Callable[[lineapy.data.graph.T], bool]) →
lineapy.data.graph.T
Gets the first element in the queue that satisfies the filter function.
lineapy.data.types module
class lineapy.data.types.ARTIFACT_STORAGE_BACKEND(value)
Artifact storage backend
class lineapy.data.types.Artifact(*, node_id: LineaID, execution_id: LineaID, date_created:
datetime.datetime, name: str, version: int)
An artifact points to the value of a node during some execution.
class lineapy.data.types.ArtifactInfo(**kwargs)
Artifact backend storage metadata - lineapy : storage backend for LineaPy - mlflow : storage backend metadata
for MLflow (only exists when the
artifact is saved in MLflow)
class lineapy.data.types.AssignedVariable
For local variables, this is the node that is assigned to.
class lineapy.data.types.BaseNode(*, id: LineaID, session_id: LineaID, node_type:
lineapy.data.types.NodeType = NodeType.Node, source_location:
lineapy.data.types.SourceLocation = None, control_dependency:
LineaID = None)
• id: string version of UUID, which we chose because we do not need to coordinate to make it unique
• lineno, col_offset, end_lino, end_col_offsets: these record the position of the calls. They are optional
because it’s not required some nodes, such as side-effects nodes, which do not correspond to a line of code.
• control_dependency: points to a ControlFlowNode which the generation of the current node is dependent
upon. For example, in the snippet if condition: l.append(0), the append instruction’s execution depends on
the condition being true or not, hence the MutateNode corresponding to the append instruction will have
it’s control_dependency field pointing to the IfNode of the condition. Refer to tracer.py for usage.
• class Config’s orm_mode allows us to use from_orm to convert ORM objects to pydantic objects
parents() → Iterable[LineaID]
Returns the parents of this node.
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class lineapy.data.types.CallNode(*, id: LineaID, session_id: LineaID, node_type:
lineapy.data.types.NodeType = NodeType.CallNode, source_location:
lineapy.data.types.SourceLocation = None, control_dependency:
LineaID = None, function_id: LineaID, positional_args:
List[lineapy.data.types.PositionalArgument] = [], keyword_args:
List[lineapy.data.types.KeywordArgument] = [], global_reads: Dict[str,
LineaID] = {}, implicit_dependencies: List[LineaID] = [])
• function_id: node containing the value of the function call, which could be from various places: (1) locally
defined, (2) imported, and (3) magically existing, e.g. from builtins (min), or environment like get_ipython.
• value: value of the call result, filled at runtime. It may be cached by the data asset manager
parents() → Iterable[LineaID]
Returns the parents of this node.
class lineapy.data.types.ControlFlowNode(*, id: LineaID, session_id: LineaID, node_type:
lineapy.data.types.NodeType = NodeType.Node,
source_location: lineapy.data.types.SourceLocation = None,
control_dependency: LineaID = None, companion_id:
LineaID = None, unexec_id: LineaID = None)
Represents a control flow node like if, else, for, while
parents() → Iterable[LineaID]
Returns the parents of this node.
class lineapy.data.types.ElseNode(*, id: LineaID, session_id: LineaID, node_type:
lineapy.data.types.NodeType = NodeType.ElseNode, source_location:
lineapy.data.types.SourceLocation = None, control_dependency:
LineaID = None, companion_id: LineaID, unexec_id: LineaID = None)
Represents the else keyword
class lineapy.data.types.Execution(*, id: LineaID, timestamp: datetime.datetime = None)
An execution is one session of running many nodes and recording their values.
class lineapy.data.types.GlobalNode(*, id: LineaID, session_id: LineaID, node_type:
lineapy.data.types.NodeType = NodeType.GlobalNode,
source_location: lineapy.data.types.SourceLocation = None,
control_dependency: LineaID = None, name: str, call_id: LineaID)
Represents a lookup of a global variable, that was set as a side effect in another node.
parents() → Iterable[LineaID]
Returns the parents of this node.
class lineapy.data.types.IfNode(*, id: LineaID, session_id: LineaID, node_type:
lineapy.data.types.NodeType = NodeType.IfNode, source_location:
lineapy.data.types.SourceLocation = None, control_dependency: LineaID
= None, companion_id: LineaID = None, unexec_id: LineaID = None,
test_id: LineaID)
Represents the if keyword
parents() → Iterable[LineaID]
Returns the parents of this node.
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class lineapy.data.types.ImportNode(*, id: LineaID, session_id: LineaID, node_type:
lineapy.data.types.NodeType = NodeType.ImportNode,
source_location: lineapy.data.types.SourceLocation = None,
control_dependency: LineaID = None, name: str, version: str =
None, package_name: str = None, path: str = None)
Imported libraries.
version and package_name are retrieved at runtime. package_name may be different from import name, see
get_lib_package_version.
These are optional because the info is acquired at runtime.
Note: This node is not actually used for execution (using l_import CallNodes), but more a decoration for
metadata retrieval.
class lineapy.data.types.LineaArtifactDef(**kwargs)
Definition of an artifact, can extend new keys(user, project, . . . ) in the future.
class lineapy.data.types.LineaArtifactInfo(artifact_id: int, name: str, version: int, execution_id:
LineaID, session_id: LineaID, node_id: LineaID,
date_created: datetime.datetime, storage_path: str,
storage_backend:
lineapy.data.types.ARTIFACT_STORAGE_BACKEND)
Backend storage metadata for LineaPy
class lineapy.data.types.LiteralNode(*, id: LineaID, session_id: LineaID, node_type:
lineapy.data.types.NodeType = NodeType.LiteralNode,
source_location: lineapy.data.types.SourceLocation = None,
control_dependency: LineaID = None, value: Any = None)
class lineapy.data.types.LiteralType(value)
An enumeration.
class lineapy.data.types.LookupNode(*, id: LineaID, session_id: LineaID, node_type:
lineapy.data.types.NodeType = NodeType.LookupNode,
source_location: lineapy.data.types.SourceLocation = None,
control_dependency: LineaID = None, name: str)
For unknown/undefined variables e.g. SQLcontext, get_ipython, int.
class lineapy.data.types.MLflowArtifactInfo(id: int, artifact_id: int, tracking_uri: str, registry_uri:
Optional[str], model_uri: str, model_flavor: str)
Backend storage metadata for MLflow
class lineapy.data.types.MutateNode(*, id: LineaID, session_id: LineaID, node_type:
lineapy.data.types.NodeType = NodeType.MutateNode,
source_location: lineapy.data.types.SourceLocation = None,
control_dependency: LineaID = None, source_id: LineaID, call_id:
LineaID)
Represents a mutation of a node’s value.
After a call mutates a node then later references to that node will instead refer to this mutate node.
parents() → Iterable[LineaID]
Returns the parents of this node.
class lineapy.data.types.NodeType(value)
An enumeration.
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class lineapy.data.types.PipelineType(value)
Pipeline types allow the to_pipeline to know what to expect - SCRIPT : the pipeline is wrapped as a python script
- AIRFLOW : the pipeline is wrapped as an airflow dag - DVC : the pipeline is wrapped as a DVC
• KUBEFLOW : the pipeline is defined using Kubeflow’s python SDK
class lineapy.data.types.SessionContext(*, id: LineaID, environment_type:
lineapy.data.types.SessionType, python_version: str,
creation_time: datetime.datetime, working_directory: str,
session_name: str = None, user_name: str = None,
execution_id: LineaID)
Each trace of a script/notebook is a “Session”.
Parameters working_directory – captures where the code ran by the user
class lineapy.data.types.SessionType(value)
Session types allow the tracer to know what to expect - JUPYTER: the tracer need to progressively add more
nodes to the graph - SCRIPT: the easiest case, run everything until the end
class lineapy.data.types.SourceCode(*, id: LineaID, code: str, location: Union[pathlib.Path,
lineapy.data.types.JupyterCell])
The source code of the code that was executed.
class lineapy.data.types.SourceLocation(*, lineno: int, col_offset: int, end_lineno: int, end_col_offset:
int, source_code: lineapy.data.types.SourceCode)
The location of the original source.
eventually we need to also be able to support fused locations, like MLIR: https://mlir.llvm.org/docs/Dialects/
Builtin/#location-attributes but for now we just point at the original user source location.
class lineapy.data.types.ValueType(value)
Lower case because the API with the frontend assume the characters “chart” exactly as is.
Todo: rename (need coordination with linea-server)
• really dataset is a table
• value means its a literal (e.g., int/str)

Module contents
lineapy.db package
Submodules
lineapy.db.db module
class lineapy.db.db.RelationalLineaDB(url: str)
• Note that LineaDB coordinates with asset manager and relational db.
– The asset manager deals with binaries (e.g., cached values) The relational db deals with more structured
data, such as the Nodes and edges.
• Also, at some point we might have a “cache” such that the readers don’t have to go to the database if it’s
already loaded, but that’s low priority.
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artifact_in_db(node_id: LineaID, execution_id: LineaID, name: str, version: int) → bool
Returns true if the artifact is already in the DB.
close()
Close the database connection.
commit() → None
End the transaction and commit the changes.
delete_artifact_by_name(artifact_name: str, version: Union[int, str])
Deletes the most recent artifact with a certain name. If a version is not specified, it will delete the most
recent version sorted by date_created
delete_mlflow_metadata_by_artifact_id(artifact_id: int) → None
Delete MLflow metadata for the artifact
Add current timestamp to delete_time to the mlflowartifactmetadata table
classmethod from_config(options: lineapy.utils.config.lineapy_config) →
lineapy.db.db.RelationalLineaDB
Creates a new database.
If no url is provided, it will use the result of lineapy_config.safe_get("database_url")
classmethod from_environment(url: str) → lineapy.db.db.RelationalLineaDB
Creates a new database.
If no url is provided, it will use the result of lineapy_config.safe_get("database_url")
get_all_artifacts() → List[lineapy.db.relational.ArtifactORM]
Used by the artifact store to get all the artifacts
get_artifactorm_by_name(artifact_name: str, version: Optional[int] = None) →
lineapy.db.relational.ArtifactORM
Gets the most recent artifact with a certain name. If a version is not specified, it will return the most recent
version sorted by date_created
get_artifacts_for_session(session_id: LineaID) → List[lineapy.db.relational.ArtifactORM]
Gets a code slice for an artifact by name, assuming there is only one artifact with that name,
get_latest_artifact_version(artifact_name: str) → int
Get the latest version number of an artifact. If the artifact does not exist, it will return -1
get_libraries_for_session(session_id: LineaID) → List[lineapy.db.relational.ImportNodeORM]
Gets all dependencies for a session, assuming all the libs in a particular session will be required to set up a
new env.
get_mlflowartifactmetadataorm_by_artifact_id(artifact_id: int) →
lineapy.db.relational.MLflowArtifactMetadataORM
Get MLflow metadata for the artifact
get_node_by_id(linea_id: LineaID) → Union[lineapy.data.types.ImportNode, lineapy.data.types.CallNode,
lineapy.data.types.LiteralNode, lineapy.data.types.LookupNode,
lineapy.data.types.MutateNode, lineapy.data.types.GlobalNode, lineapy.data.types.IfNode,
lineapy.data.types.ElseNode]
Returns the node by looking up the database by ID SQLAlchemy is able to translate between the two types
on demand
get_node_value_path(node_id: LineaID, execution_id: LineaID) → Optional[str]
Get the path to the value of the artifact.
Parameters other – Additional argument to let you query another artifact’s value path. This is
set to be optional and if its not set, we will use the current artifact
2.3. Use Case 3: Building Pipelines
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get_nodes_for_session(session_id: LineaID) → List[Union[lineapy.data.types.ImportNode,
lineapy.data.types.CallNode, lineapy.data.types.LiteralNode,
lineapy.data.types.LookupNode, lineapy.data.types.MutateNode,
lineapy.data.types.GlobalNode, lineapy.data.types.IfNode,
lineapy.data.types.ElseNode]]
Get all the nodes associated with the session, which does NOT include things like SessionContext
get_variable_by_id(linea_id: LineaID) → List[str]
Returns the variable names(as a list) for a node with a certain ID
get_variables_for_session(session_id: LineaID) → List[Tuple[LineaID, str]]
Returns the variable names for a session, as (LineaID, variable_name)
node_value_in_db(node_id: LineaID, execution_id: LineaID) → bool
Returns true if the node value is already in the DB.
number_of_artifacts_per_node(node_id: LineaID, execution_id: LineaID) → int
Returns number of artifacts that refer to the same execution node.
write_mlflow_artifactmetadata(artifactorm: ArtifactORM, modelinfo: ModelInfo) → None
Write MLflow metadata for the artifact
write_source_code(source_code: lineapy.data.types.SourceCode) → None
Writes a source code object to the database.
It first has to convert it to a SourceCodeORM object, which has the fields inlined instead of a union
lineapy.db.relational module
This file contains the ORM versions of the graph node in types.py. Pydantic allows us to extract out a Dataclass
like object from the ORM, but not let us directly write to the ORM.
Relationships

Warning: non exhaustive list
SessionContext - ImportNode (One to Many) - HardwareSpec (Many to One)
Node - SessionContext (Many to One)
CallNode - Node (Many to Many)
class lineapy.db.relational.ArtifactDependencyORM(**kwargs)
class lineapy.db.relational.ArtifactORM(**kwargs)
An artifact is a named pointer to a node.
class lineapy.db.relational.BaseNodeORM(**kwargs)
node.source_code has a path value if node.session.environment_type == “script” otherwise the environment type
is “jupyter” and it has a jupyter execution count and session id, which is equal to the node.session
Note:
• Because other nodes are inheriting from BaseNodeORM, finding a node based on its id is easy (something
like the following):
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session.query(BaseNodeORM).filter(BaseNodeORM.id == linea_id)
• Each node inheriting from BaseNodeORM must have non null values for all of lineno, col_offset,
end_lineno, end_col_offset and source_code_id or nulls for all of them.
class lineapy.db.relational.CallNodeORM(**kwargs)
class lineapy.db.relational.ElseNodeORM(**kwargs)
class lineapy.db.relational.ExecutionORM(**kwargs)
An execution represents one Python interpreter invocation of some number of nodes
class lineapy.db.relational.GlobalNodeORM(**kwargs)
class lineapy.db.relational.GlobalReferenceORM(**kwargs)
class lineapy.db.relational.IfNodeORM(**kwargs)
class lineapy.db.relational.ImplicitDependencyORM(**kwargs)
class lineapy.db.relational.ImportNodeORM(**kwargs)
class lineapy.db.relational.KeywordArgORM(**kwargs)
class lineapy.db.relational.LiteralNodeORM(**kwargs)
class lineapy.db.relational.LookupNodeORM(**kwargs)
class lineapy.db.relational.MLflowArtifactMetadataORM(**kwargs)
class lineapy.db.relational.MutateNodeORM(**kwargs)
class lineapy.db.relational.NodeValueORM(**kwargs)
A node value represents the value of a node during some execution.
It is uniquely identified by the node_id and execution_id.
The following invariant holds: value.node.session == value.execution.session
class lineapy.db.relational.PipelineORM(**kwargs)
class lineapy.db.relational.PositionalArgORM(**kwargs)
class lineapy.db.relational.SessionContextORM(**kwargs)
class lineapy.db.relational.SourceCodeORM(**kwargs)
class lineapy.db.relational.VariableNodeORM(**kwargs)
lineapy.db.utils module
lineapy.db.utils.create_lineadb_engine(url: str) → sqlalchemy.engine.base.Engine
Create a SQLAlchemy engine for LineaDB. Take care of the SQLite database file name and configuration.
lineapy.db.utils.parse_artifact_version(version) → Union[int, str]
Attempts to parse user-passed artifact version into a valid artifact version. A valid artifact version is either postive int - string “all” or “latest”
Raises ValueError on failure to parse known types. Raises NotImplementedError on unknown types.
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Module contents
lineapy.editors package
Submodules
lineapy.editors.ipython module
Transforms all executions in IPython to execute with lineapy, by adding to input_transformers_post. You can find more
documentations below: https://ipython.readthedocs.io/en/stable/config/inputtransforms.html
lineapy.editors.ipython.start(session_name: Optional[str] = None, db_url: Optional[str] = None, ipython:
Optional[IPython.core.interactiveshell.InteractiveShell] = None) → None
Initializing the runtime so that the cells are traced with lineapy.
lineapy.editors.ipython.stop() → None
Stop tracing if the stop() was called in the cell and should_stop was set. Also track the lib information (would be
the most complete).
lineapy.editors.ipython.visualize(*, live=False) → None
Display a visualization of the Linea graph from this session using Graphviz.
If live=True, then this visualization will live update after cell execution. Note that this comes with a substantial
performance penalty, so it is False by default.
Note: If the visualization is not live, it will print out the visualization as of the previous cell execution, not the
one where visualize is executed.
lineapy.editors.ipython_cell_storage module
lineapy.editors.ipython_cell_storage.cleanup_cells()
Remove the temporary directory with all of the files
lineapy.editors.ipython_cell_storage.get_cell_path(cell: lineapy.data.types.JupyterCell) →
pathlib.Path
Return the path to the temporary file for the given cell. This is used for both generating the file and accessing the
file.
lineapy.editors.ipython_cell_storage.get_location_path(location: Union[pathlib.Path,
lineapy.data.types.JupyterCell]) →
pathlib.Path
Currently, this function is used exclusively for accurate error reporting (e.g., when there is an exception, such as
1/0). Without providing a file path, the errors will show up as “?” in both IPython and CLI executions.
We had add the get_cell_path as a special case because the file location is managed separately by us (not the user
provided file path).
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Module contents
lineapy.exceptions package
Submodules
lineapy.exceptions.create_frame module
Copied from https://naleraphael.github.io/blog/posts/devlog_create_a_builtin_frame_object/
lineapy.exceptions.create_frame.P_MEM_TYPE
alias of lineapy.exceptions.create_frame.LP_c_ulong
lineapy.exceptions.create_frame.create_frame(code: code) → frame
Creates a new frame object from a code object.
lineapy.exceptions.db_exceptions module
exception lineapy.exceptions.db_exceptions.ArtifactSaveException
lineapy.exceptions.excepthook module
lineapy.exceptions.excepthook.custom_excepthook(*args)
CLI support. Sets an exception hook, so that if an exception is raised, if it’s a user exception, then the traceback
will only be the inner cause, not the outer frames.
lineapy.exceptions.excepthook.set_custom_excepthook()
To support CLI error reporting (or the repl, which we do not currently have).
lineapy.exceptions.excepthook.transform_except_hook_args(args: Tuple[Type[Exception], Exception,
Optional[types.TracebackType]],
*changes:
Union[lineapy.exceptions.user_exception.RemoveFrames,
lineapy.exceptions.user_exception.AddFrame,
lineapy.exceptions.user_exception.RemoveFramesWhile])
→ Tuple[Type[Exception], Exception,
Optional[types.TracebackType]]
Used by both CLI and Jupyter to pull out the cause from a user exception and also apply the changes to the frames
if it’s a UserException, which is a custom exception that WE created.
changes is for Jupyter notebook support. They were discovered through trial and error with different type of
executions, as seen in executor.py.
If the error is from lineapy, we keep the original frames.
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lineapy.exceptions.flag module
lineapy.exceptions.l_import_error module
exception lineapy.exceptions.l_import_error.LImportError
lineapy.exceptions.user_exception module
class lineapy.exceptions.user_exception.AddFrame(filename: str, lineno: int)
Add a dummy frame with a filename and line number.
class lineapy.exceptions.user_exception.RemoveFrames(n: int)
Remove n frames from the top
class lineapy.exceptions.user_exception.RemoveFramesWhile(predicate: Callable[[frame], bool])
Remove frames while the predicate is true
exception lineapy.exceptions.user_exception.UserException(cause: Exception, *changes:
Union[lineapy.exceptions.user_exception.RemoveFrames,
lineapy.exceptions.user_exception.AddFrame,
lineapy.exceptions.user_exception.RemoveFramesWhile])
Create a traceback based on an original traceback with a number of changes applied to it.
lineapy.exceptions.user_exception.apply_changes(exc: Exception, changes: Iterable[Union[lineapy.exceptions.user_exception.RemoveFrames,
lineapy.exceptions.user_exception.AddFrame, lineapy.exceptions.user_exception.RemoveFramesWhile]])
→ None
Update an exception’s traceback with the changes provided.
Module contents
lineapy.execution package
Submodules
lineapy.execution.context module
This module contains a number of globals, which are set by the execution when it is processing call nodes.
They are used as a side channel to pass values from the executor to special functions which need to know more about
the execution context, like in the exec to know the source code of the current node.
This module exposes three global functions, which are meant to be used like:
1. The executor calls set_context before executing every call node.
2. The function being called can call get_context to get the current context.
3. The executor calls teardown_context after its finished executing
I.e. the context is created for every call.
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class lineapy.execution.context.ContextResult(added_or_modified: 'Dict[str, object]', side_effects:
'SideEffects')
class lineapy.execution.context.ExecutionContext(node: CallNode, executor: Executor,
_input_node_ids: Mapping[str, LineaID],
_input_globals_mutable: Mapping[str, bool],
input_nodes: Mapping[LineaID, object],
function_calls: Optional[List[FunctionCall]] =
None)
This class is available during execution of CallNodes to the functions which are being called.
It is used as a side channel to pass in metadata about the execution, such as the current node, and other global
nodes (used during exec).
The side_effects property is read after the function is finished, by the executor, so that the function can pass
additional side effects that were triggered back to it indirectly. This is also used by the exec functions.
property global_variables: Dict[str, object]
The current globals dictionary
lineapy.execution.context.set_context(executor: Executor, variables: Optional[Dict[str, LineaID]], node:
CallNode) → None
Sets the context of the executor to the given node.
lineapy.execution.context.teardown_context() → lineapy.execution.context.ContextResult
Tearsdown the context, returning the nodes that were accessed and a mapping variables to new values that were
added or crated
lineapy.execution.executor module
class lineapy.execution.executor.Executor(db: RelationalLineaDB, _globals: dict[str, object],
module_file: Optional[str] = None, _function_inspector:
FunctionInspector = <factory>, _id_to_value: dict[LineaID,
object] = <factory>, _execution_time: dict[LineaID,
Tuple[datetime, datetime]] = <factory>,
_node_to_bound_self: Dict[LineaID, LineaID] = <factory>,
_node_to_globals: Dict[LineaID, Dict[str, object]] =
<factory>, _value_to_node: Dict[Hashable, LineaID] =
<factory>)
An executor that is responsible for executing a graph, either node by node as it is created, or in a batch, after the
fact.
To use the executor, you first instantiate it. Then you can execute nodes, by calling execute_node. This returns a
list of side effects that executing that node causes.
You can also query for the time a node took to execute or its value, using get_value and get_execution_time.
execute_graph(graph: lineapy.data.graph.Graph) → None
Executes a graph in visit order making sure to setup the working directory first.
TODO: Possibly move to graph instead of on executor, since it rather cleanly uses the executor’s public
API? Or move to function?
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execute_node(node: Union[lineapy.data.types.ImportNode, lineapy.data.types.CallNode,
lineapy.data.types.LiteralNode, lineapy.data.types.LookupNode,
lineapy.data.types.MutateNode, lineapy.data.types.GlobalNode, lineapy.data.types.IfNode,
lineapy.data.types.ElseNode], variables: Optional[Dict[str, LineaID]] = None) →
Iterable[Union[lineapy.execution.side_effects.MutatedNode,
lineapy.execution.side_effects.ViewOfNodes, lineapy.execution.side_effects.AccessedGlobals,
lineapy.execution.side_effects.ImplicitDependencyNode]]
Variables is the mapping from local variable names to their nodes. It is passed in on the first execution, but
on re-executions it is empty.
At that point we know which variables each call node depends on, since the first time we executed we
captured that.
Does the following:
• Executes a node
• And records
– value (currently: only for call nodes and all call nodes)
– execution time
• Add a new frame to the stack to support error reporting. Without it, the traceback will be empty.
• Returns the SideEffects of this node that’s analyzed at runtime (hence in the executor).
get_execution_time(node_id: LineaID) → Tuple[datetime.datetime, datetime.datetime]
Returns the (startime, endtime) for a node that was execute.
Only applies for function call nodes.
get_value(node_id: LineaID) → object
Gets the Python in memory value for a node which was already executed.
lookup_external_state(state: lineapy.instrumentation.annotation_spec.ExternalState) →
Optional[LineaID]
Returns the node ID if we have created a node already for some external state.
Otherwise, returns None.
class lineapy.execution.executor.PrivateExecuteResult(value: 'object', start_time: 'datetime',
end_time: 'datetime', side_effects:
'List[SideEffect]')
lineapy.execution.globals_dict module
class lineapy.execution.globals_dict.GlobalsDict
A custom dict that is meant to be accessed in a particular way, in order to record getitems. It is used for setting
as the globals when executing some code, so we can try to understand which globals were accessed.
It is meant to be used like:
1. Instantiate it empty like GlobalsDict()
2. Call setup_globals(d) to update it with the input globals
3. Execute some code that uses it as globals, which will call __setitem__ as well as our custom __getitem__.
4. Call teardown_globals() which will return the Result, containing the a record of all the original globals that
were accessed and any new globals that were updated or added.
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We cannot overload the __setitem__ method, since Python will not respect it for custom globals, but we can
overload the __getitem__ method.
See https://stackoverflow.com/a/12185315/907060 which refers to https://bugs.python.org/issue14385
class lineapy.execution.globals_dict.GlobalsDictResult(accessed_inputs: 'List[str]',
added_or_modified: 'Dict[str, object]')
class lineapy.execution.globals_dict.State(inputs: 'Dict[str, object]', accessed_inputs: 'List[str]' =
<factory>)
process_getitem(k: str, v: object) → None
If we haven’t recorded this key and its value is the same as the value in the input globals (meaning we
haven’t overwritten it), then record it as a getitem.
lineapy.execution.inspect_function module

class lineapy.execution.inspect_function.FunctionInspector(specs: Dict[str,
List[lineapy.instrumentation.annotation_spec.Annotation]
= <factory>, parsed: lineapy.execution.inspect_function.FunctionInspectorParsed
= <factory>)
The FunctionInspector does two different loading steps.
1. Load all the specs from disk with get_specs. This happens once on creation of the object.
2. On initialization, and before every spec call, go through all the specs and “parse” any for modules we have
already imported, which means turning the criteria into in memory objects, we can compare against when
inspecting.
inspect(function: Callable, args: list[object], kwargs: dict[str, object], result: object) →
Iterable[InspectFunctionSideEffect]
Inspects a function and returns how calling it mutates the args/result and creates view relationships between
them.
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class lineapy.execution.inspect_function.FunctionInspectorParsed(function_to_side_effects:
Dict[Callable,
List[Union[lineapy.instrumentation.annotation_sp
lineapy.instrumentation.annotation_spec.MutatedVal
lineapy.instrumentation.annotation_spec.ImplicitDep
= <factory>,
method_name_to_type_to_side_effects:
Dict[str, Dict[type,
List[Union[lineapy.instrumentation.annotation_sp
lineapy.instrumentation.annotation_spec.MutatedVal
lineapy.instrumentation.annotation_spec.ImplicitDep
= <factory>, keyword_name_and_value_to_type_to_side_effects:
Dict[Tuple[str, Hashable],
Dict[type,
List[Union[lineapy.instrumentation.annotation_sp
lineapy.instrumentation.annotation_spec.MutatedVal
lineapy.instrumentation.annotation_spec.ImplicitDep
= <factory>)
Contains the parsed function inspector criteria.
add_annotations(module: module, annotations:
List[lineapy.instrumentation.annotation_spec.Annotation]) → None
Parse a list of annotations and look them up to add them to our parsed criteria.
inspect(fn: Callable, kwargs: Dict[str, object]) →
Optional[List[Union[lineapy.instrumentation.annotation_spec.ViewOfValues,
lineapy.instrumentation.annotation_spec.MutatedValue,
lineapy.instrumentation.annotation_spec.ImplicitDependencyValue]]]
Inspect a function call and return a list of side effects, if it matches any of the annotations
lineapy.execution.inspect_function.get_imported_module(name: str) → Optional[module]
Return a module, if it has been imported.
Also handles the corner case where a submodule has not been imported, but is accessible as an attribute on the
parent module. This is needed for the example tensorflow.keras.utils, which is not imported when importing
tensorflow, but is accessible as a property of tensorflow.
lineapy.execution.inspect_function.get_specs() → Dict[str,
List[lineapy.instrumentation.annotation_spec.Annotation]]
yaml specs are for non-built in functions. Captures all the .annotations.yaml files in the lineapy directory.
lineapy.execution.inspect_function.is_mutable(obj: object) → bool
Returns true if the object is mutable.
Note that currently, tempfile.NamedTemporaryFile() is not mutable, and the semantics is actually correct, because
it doesn’t end up changing the file system. However, the following registers as normal files (which are mutable).
`python filename = NamedTemporaryFile().name handle = open(filename, "wb") `
lineapy.execution.inspect_function.logger = <Logger lineapy.execution.inspect_function
(INFO)>
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helper functions

lineapy.execution.inspect_function.new_side_effect_without_all_positional_arg(side_effect:
lineapy.instrumentation.annotation_
args: list) →
lineapy.instrumentation.annotation_
This method must NOT modify the original side_effect, since these annotations are dependent on the runtime
values that are different for each call—AllPositionalArgs will have a different set of arguments.
Note that we might need to add something like “all keyword arguments”, but that use case hasn’t come up yet.
lineapy.execution.inspect_function.validate(item: Dict) → Optional[lineapy.instrumentation.annotation_spec.ModuleAnnotation]
We cannot filer the specs by module, because it might be loaded later. This causes a bit of inefficiency in our
function inspection, but we can fix later if it’s a problem.
lineapy.execution.side_effects module
class lineapy.execution.side_effects.AccessedGlobals(retrieved: List[str], added_or_updated:
List[str])
Represents some global variables that were retrieved or changed during this call.
class lineapy.execution.side_effects.ID(id: 'LineaID')
class lineapy.execution.side_effects.ImplicitDependencyNode(pointer:
Union[lineapy.execution.side_effects.ID,
lineapy.execution.side_effects.Variable,
lineapy.instrumentation.annotation_spec.ExternalState])
Represents that the call node has an implicit dependency on another node.
class lineapy.execution.side_effects.MutatedNode(pointer: Union[lineapy.execution.side_effects.ID,
lineapy.execution.side_effects.Variable, lineapy.instrumentation.annotation_spec.ExternalState])
Represents that a node has been mutated.
class lineapy.execution.side_effects.Variable(name: 'str')
class lineapy.execution.side_effects.ViewOfNodes(pointers:
List[Union[lineapy.execution.side_effects.ID,
lineapy.execution.side_effects.Variable, lineapy.instrumentation.annotation_spec.ExternalState]])
Represents that a set of nodes are now “views” of each other, meaning that if any are mutated they all could be
mutated.
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Module contents
lineapy.graph_reader package
Submodules
lineapy.graph_reader.artifact_collection module
class lineapy.graph_reader.artifact_collection.ArtifactCollection(db: lineapy.db.db.RelationalLineaDB,
target_artifacts:
List[lineapy.data.types.LineaArtifactDef],
input_parameters: List[str] = [],
reuse_pre_computed_artifacts:
List[lineapy.data.types.LineaArtifactDef]
= [], dependencies: Dict[str,
Set[str]] = {})
ArtifactCollection can be thought of as a box where the inserted group of artifacts and their graph(s) get refactored
into reusable components (i.e., functions with non-overlapping operations). With this modularization, it can then
support various downstream code generation tasks such as pipeline file writing.
For now, ArtifactCollection is meant to be kept and used as an abstraction/tool for internal dev use only. That is,
the class and its methods will NOT be exposed directly to the user. Instead, it is intended to be used by/in/for
other user-facing APIs.
sort_session_artifacts() → List[lineapy.graph_reader.session_artifacts.SessionArtifacts]
Use the user-provided artifact dependencies to topologically sort a list of SessionArtifacts objects. Raise
an exception if the graph contains a cycle.
NOTE: Current implementation of LineaPy demands it be able to linearly order different sessions, which
prohibits any circular dependencies between sessions, e.g., Artifact A (Session 1) -> Artifact B (Session
2) -> Artifact C (Session 1). We need to implement inter-session graph merge if we want to support such
circular dependencies between sessions, which is a future project.
lineapy.graph_reader.graph_printer module
class lineapy.graph_reader.graph_printer.GraphPrinter(graph: Graph, include_source_location: bool
= True, include_id_field: bool = True,
include_session: bool = True,
include_imports: bool = False,
include_timing: bool = True, nest_nodes:
bool = True, id_to_attribute_name:
Dict[LineaID, str] = <factory>,
node_type_to_count: Dict[NodeType, int] =
<factory>, source_code_count: int = 0)
Pretty prints a graph, in a similar way as how you would create it by hand.
This representation should be consistent despite UUIDs being different.
lineapy.graph_reader.graph_printer.pretty_print_node_type(type: lineapy.data.types.NodeType) →
str
Turns a node type into something that can be used as a variable name.
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lineapy.graph_reader.graph_printer.pretty_print_str(s: str) → str
Pretty prints a string, so that if it has a newline, prints it as a triple quoted string.
lineapy.graph_reader.node_collection module
class lineapy.graph_reader.node_collection.ArtifactNodeCollection(node_list: Set[LineaID],
name: str, assigned_variables:
Set[str] = <factory>,
dependent_variables: Set[str]
= <factory>, all_variables:
Set[str] = <factory>,
input_variables: Set[str] =
<factory>, tracked_variables:
Set[str] = <factory>,
predecessor_nodes:
Set[LineaID] = <factory>,
return_variables: List[str] =
<factory>, is_pre_computed:
bool = False,
pre_computed_artifact: Optional[lineapy.data.types.LineaArtifactDef]
= None)
ArtifactNodeCollection is a special subclass of UserCodeNodeCollection which return Artifacts.
If is_pre_computed is True, this means that this NodeCollection should use a precomputed Artifact’s value.
get_function_definition(graph: lineapy.data.graph.Graph, include_non_slice_as_comment=False,
indentation=4) → str
Return a function body code block from code in the graph segment.
If self.is_pre_computed_artifact is True, will replace the calculation block with lineapy.get().get_value()
class lineapy.graph_reader.node_collection.BaseNodeCollection(node_list: Set[LineaID], name:
str)
BaseNodeCollection represents a collection of Nodes in a Graph.
Used for defining modules and functions.
class lineapy.graph_reader.node_collection.ImportNodeCollection(node_list: Set[LineaID], name:
str)
ImportNodeCollection contains all the nodes used to import libraries in a Session.
get_import_block(graph: lineapy.data.graph.Graph, indentation=0) → str
Return a code block for import statement of the graph segment
class lineapy.graph_reader.node_collection.InputVarNodeCollection(node_list: Set[LineaID],
name: str)
InputVarNodeCollection contains all the nodes that are needed as input parameters to the Session.
get_input_parameters_block(graph: lineapy.data.graph.Graph, indentation=4) → str
Return a code block for input parameters of the graph segment
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class lineapy.graph_reader.node_collection.NodeInfo(assigned_variables: Set[str] = <factory>,
assigned_artifact: Optional[str] = None,
dependent_variables: Set[str] = <factory>,
predecessors: Set[LineaID] = <factory>,
tracked_variables: Set[str] = <factory>,
module_import: Set[str] = <factory>,
artifact_name: Optional[str] = None)
Assigned_variables variables assigned at this node
Assigned_artifact this node is pointing to some artifact
Dependent_variables union of if any variable is assigned at predecessor node, use the assigned
variables. otherwise, use the dependent_variables
Tracked_variables variables that this node is point to
Predecessors predecessors of the node
Module_import module name/alias that this node is point to
Artifact_name this node belong to which artifact calculating block
class lineapy.graph_reader.node_collection.UserCodeNodeCollection(node_list: Set[LineaID],
name: str, assigned_variables:
Set[str] = <factory>,
dependent_variables: Set[str]
= <factory>, all_variables:
Set[str] = <factory>,
input_variables: Set[str] =
<factory>, tracked_variables:
Set[str] = <factory>,
predecessor_nodes:
Set[LineaID] = <factory>,
return_variables: List[str] =
<factory>)
This class is used for holding a set of node(as a subgraph) corresponding to user code that can be sliced on.
It is initiated with list of nodes:
seg = NodeCollection(node_list)
For variable calculation calculation purpose, it can identify all variables related to these by running:
seg._update_variable_info()
For all code generating purpose, it need to initiate a real graph objects by:
seg.update_raw_codeblock()
get_function_definition(graph: lineapy.data.graph.Graph, include_non_slice_as_comment=False,
indentation=4) → str
Return a standalone function to define the function of the graph segment.
get_input_variable_sources(node_context) → Dict[str, Set[str]]
Get information about which input variable is originated from which artifact.
update_variable_info(node_context, input_parameters_node)
Update variable information to add user defined input parameters.
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lineapy.graph_reader.program_slice module
class lineapy.graph_reader.program_slice.CodeSlice(import_lines: List[str], body_lines: List[str])
lineapy.graph_reader.program_slice.get_program_slice(graph: lineapy.data.graph.Graph, sinks:
List[LineaID], keep_lineapy_save: bool =
False) →
lineapy.graph_reader.program_slice.CodeSlice
Find the necessary and sufficient code for computing the sink nodes.
Parameters
• graph – The computation graph.
• sinks – Artifacts to get the code slice for.
• keep_lineapy_save – Whether to retain lineapy.save() in code slice. Defaults to
False.
Returns String containing the necessary and sufficient code for computing sinks.
lineapy.graph_reader.program_slice.get_slice_graph(graph: lineapy.data.graph.Graph, sinks:
List[LineaID], keep_lineapy_save: bool = False)
→ lineapy.data.graph.Graph
Takes a full graph from the session and produces the subset responsible for the “sinks”.
Parameters
• graph – A full graph objection from a session.
• sinks – A list of node IDs desired for slicing.
• keep_lineapy_save – Whether to retain lineapy.save() in code slice. Defaults to
False.
Returns A subgraph extracted (i.e., sliced) for the desired node IDs.
lineapy.graph_reader.program_slice.get_source_code_from_graph(slice_nodes: Set[LineaID],
session_graph:
lineapy.data.graph.Graph, include_non_slice_as_comment=False)
→ lineapy.graph_reader.program_slice.CodeSlice
Returns the code from some subgraph, by including all lines that are included in the graphs source.
Todo: We need better analysis than just looking at the source code. For example, what if we just need one
expression from a line that defines multiple expressions?
We should probably instead regenerate the source from our graph representation.
lineapy.graph_reader.program_slice.get_subgraph_nodelist(graph: lineapy.data.graph.Graph, sinks:
List[LineaID], keep_lineapy_save: bool)
→ Set[LineaID]
Computes a preliminary slice first evaluates what all nodes serve as sinks, and then for each of the sinks from
what all nodes in the graph, can the sinks be reached (all ancestors of all sinks) Note that this function is not
the final slice as it is possible that some relevant nodes are not included through the ancestor relation. For more
details see _include_dependencies_for_indirectly_included_nodes_in_slice
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lineapy.graph_reader.session_artifacts module
class lineapy.graph_reader.session_artifacts.SessionArtifacts(db:
lineapy.db.db.RelationalLineaDB,
target_artifacts:
List[lineapy.api.models.linea_artifact.LineaArtifact],
input_parameters: List[str] = [],
reuse_pre_computed_artifacts:
List[lineapy.api.models.linea_artifact.LineaArtifact]
= [])
Refactor a given session graph for use in a downstream task (e.g., pipeline building).
get_libraries() → List[lineapy.db.relational.ImportNodeORM]
Return a list of ImportNodeORM’s containing the libraries associated with this SessionArtifact.
This function works by taking the imported library information from the whole session and checking if the
library is used for this SessionArtifact by trying to match with the relevant nodes in the Session Artifacts
import_nodes attribute.
Specifically we look for CallNodes with function l_import and a single argument. The value of the argument
Literal node will contain the base library name we want because CallNodes with a single argument are the
ones importing without the base_module optional argument, which is only the case when we are importing
the base library which we want the name of.
lineapy.graph_reader.types module
class lineapy.graph_reader.types.InputVariable(variable_name, value, value_type)
Class to generate code related input variable and it’s default value
Parameters
• variable_name – variable name
• value – variable value
• value_type – variable objec type
default_args
ex: a = 1
parser_body
ex: parser.add_arguemnt('--a', default=1, type=int)
parser_args
ex: a = args.a
lineapy.graph_reader.utils module
lineapy.graph_reader.utils.get_artifacts_from_artifactdef(db: lineapy.db.db.RelationalLineaDB,
artifact_entries:
List[lineapy.data.types.LineaArtifactDef])
→
List[lineapy.api.models.linea_artifact.LineaArtifact]
Converts LineaArtifactDef list to a LineaArtfact list by initializing the artifacts from the db provided Artifact
entries are specified as name and optionally version as the end user would specify.
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lineapy.graph_reader.utils.group_artifacts_by_session(all_linea_artifacts:
List[lineapy.api.models.linea_artifact.LineaArtifact])
→ Iterable[Tuple[LineaID,
List[lineapy.api.models.linea_artifact.LineaArtifact]]]
This helper function is used to group target and reuse_precomputed artifacts so that we can create SessionArtifacts for each Session.
lineapy.graph_reader.utils.is_import_node(graph: lineapy.data.graph.Graph, node_id: LineaID) → bool
Given node_id, check whether it is a CallNode doing module import
Module contents
lineapy.instrumentation package
Submodules
lineapy.instrumentation.annotation_spec module

Note: You can find a higher level documentation about how library annotations in lineapy work, and how to contribute
here.
class lineapy.instrumentation.annotation_spec.AllPositionalArgs(*, all_positional_arguments:
str)
References all positional arguments. E.g., in foo(a, b), a and b.
Expecting the string to be set the value “ALL_POSITIONAL_ARGUMENTS”—see Result for an explanation

class lineapy.instrumentation.annotation_spec.Annotation(*, criteria:
Union[lineapy.instrumentation.annotation_spec.KeywordArg
lineapy.instrumentation.annotation_spec.FunctionNames,
lineapy.instrumentation.annotation_spec.ClassMethodNames,
lineapy.instrumentation.annotation_spec.FunctionName,
lineapy.instrumentation.annotation_spec.ClassMethodName],
side_effects:
List[Union[lineapy.instrumentation.annotation_spec.ViewOf
lineapy.instrumentation.annotation_spec.MutatedValue,
lineapy.instrumentation.annotation_spec.ImplicitDependencyVa
An annotation contains a single criteria for the function call, and the corresponding side_effects of the function
call.
There are currently six types of criteria, all of which are explained in their respective classes:
• KeywordArgumentCriteria
• FunctionNames
• ClassMethodNames
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• FunctionName
• ClassMethodName
There are currently three types of side_effects:
• ViewOfValues
• MutatedValue
• ImplicitDependencyValue
class lineapy.instrumentation.annotation_spec.BaseModel
Forbid extras on baseclass so typos will raise an error
class lineapy.instrumentation.annotation_spec.BoundSelfOfFunction(*, self_ref: str)
References the bound self of a function. E.g., in foo.test(a, b), foo would be the bound self.
If the function is a bound method, this refers to the instance that was bound of the method.
We are expecting “SELF_REF”—see Result for an explanation.
class lineapy.instrumentation.annotation_spec.ClassMethodName(*, class_instance: str,
class_method_name: str)
Specifies a class method name (as opposed to a function). An example is df.to_sql:
- criteria:
class_method_name: to_sql
class_instance: DataFrame
class lineapy.instrumentation.annotation_spec.ClassMethodNames(*, class_instance: str,
class_method_names: List[str])
A shorthand for a list of class method names (vs. a single one as in ClassMethodName).
- criteria:
class_method_names:
- to_csv
- to_parquet
class_instance: DataFrame
class lineapy.instrumentation.annotation_spec.ExternalState(*, external_state: str)
Represents some reference to some state outside of the Python program. The two types of external state supported
are DB and file_system.
If we ever make a reference to an external state instance, we assume that it depends on any mutations of previous
references.
class lineapy.instrumentation.annotation_spec.FunctionName(*, function_name: str)
A single function name (vs. a list in FunctionNames).
class lineapy.instrumentation.annotation_spec.FunctionNames(*, function_names: List[str])
References a list of function names (vs. a single one in FunctionName).
One example is for the module boto3 (you can find all the annotations here):
- criteria:
function_names:
- upload_file
- upload_fileobj
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class lineapy.instrumentation.annotation_spec.ImplicitDependencyValue(*, dependency:
Union[lineapy.instrumentation.annotation_s
lineapy.instrumentation.annotation_spec.Keyw
lineapy.instrumentation.annotation_spec.Resul
lineapy.instrumentation.annotation_spec.Boun
lineapy.instrumentation.annotation_spec.Exter
lineapy.instrumentation.annotation_spec.AllPo
References state that is implicitly depended on by the function. Currently it’s used for external state like db +
filesystem.
class lineapy.instrumentation.annotation_spec.KeywordArgument(*, argument_keyword: str)
References a keyword argument. E.g., in foo(a=1, b=2), a would have a keyword argument of a.
class lineapy.instrumentation.annotation_spec.KeywordArgumentCriteria(*, keyword_arg_name:
str, keyword_arg_value:
int, class_instance: str)
Currently only used for the pandas in-place argument. We might need to augment how we parse it in the future
for other inputs.

class lineapy.instrumentation.annotation_spec.ModuleAnnotation(*, module: str, annotations:
List[lineapy.instrumentation.annotation_spec.Annota
An annotation yaml file is composed of a list of ModuleAnnotations (this class), which is to say that the
annotations are hierarchically organized by what module the annotation is associated with, such as pandas and
boto3.

class lineapy.instrumentation.annotation_spec.MutatedValue(*, mutated_value:
Union[lineapy.instrumentation.annotation_spec.PositionalA
lineapy.instrumentation.annotation_spec.KeywordArgument,
lineapy.instrumentation.annotation_spec.Result,
lineapy.instrumentation.annotation_spec.BoundSelfOfFunctio
lineapy.instrumentation.annotation_spec.ExternalState,
lineapy.instrumentation.annotation_spec.AllPositionalArgs])
A value that is mutated when the function is called. Consider the example of the dump function in joblib. It
mutates the file_system, which is represented by ExternalState.
- module: joblib
annotations:
- criteria:
function_name: dump
side_effects:
- mutated_value:
external_state: file_system
class lineapy.instrumentation.annotation_spec.PositionalArg(*, positional_argument_index: int)
References a positional argument. E.g., in foo(a, b), a would have a positional argument of 0.
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class lineapy.instrumentation.annotation_spec.Result(*, result: str)
References the result of a function. E.g., in bar = foo(a, b), bar would The result of a function call.
We are expecting “RESULT” for the field result—though it’s not needed for the python class, it is needed for
yaml, and setting a default value makes the loader we use, pydantic, confused.

class lineapy.instrumentation.annotation_spec.ViewOfValues(*, views:
List[Union[lineapy.instrumentation.annotation_spec.Positi
lineapy.instrumentation.annotation_spec.KeywordArgument,
lineapy.instrumentation.annotation_spec.Result,
lineapy.instrumentation.annotation_spec.BoundSelfOfFunctio
lineapy.instrumentation.annotation_spec.ExternalState,
lineapy.instrumentation.annotation_spec.AllPositionalArgs]]
A set of values which all potentially refer to shared pointers So that if one is mutated, the rest might be as well.
They are unique, like a set, but ordered for deterministic behavior, hence a list.
Take the fit function in scikit-learn, if its assigned to a new variable, then the variable is aliased to the original
variable. So we have the following annotation:
- base_module: sklearn.base
annotations:
- criteria:
base_class: BaseEstimator
class_method_name: fit
side_effects:
- mutated_value:
self_ref: SELF_REF # self is a keyword...
- views:
- self_ref: SELF_REF
- result: RESULT

lineapy.instrumentation.control_flow_tracker module

class lineapy.instrumentation.control_flow_tracker.ControlFlowContext(control_node:
Union[lineapy.data.types.IfNode,
lineapy.data.types.ElseNode],
control_flow_tracker:
lineapy.instrumentation.control_flow_tracker.C
class lineapy.instrumentation.control_flow_tracker.ControlFlowTracker(control_flow_node_stack:
List[LineaID] =
<factory>)
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lineapy.instrumentation.mutation_tracker module
class lineapy.instrumentation.mutation_tracker.MutationTracker(source_to_mutate: Dict[LineaID,
LineaID] = <factory>, viewers:
Dict[LineaID, List[LineaID]] =
<factory>)
get_latest_mutate_node(node_id: LineaID) → LineaID
Find the latest mutate node, that refers to it. Call this before creating a object based on another node.
set_as_mutated(source_id: LineaID) → Iterable[Tuple[LineaID, LineaID]]
To process mutating a node, we create new mutate nodes for each views of this node and update the source
to view mapping to point to the new nodes.
set_as_viewers_of_each_other(*ids: LineaID) → None
To process adding views between nodes, update the viewers data structure with all new viewers.
lineapy.instrumentation.mutation_tracker.set_as_viewers_generic(ids:
List[lineapy.instrumentation.mutation_tracker.T],
viewers:
Dict[lineapy.instrumentation.mutation_tracker.T,
List[lineapy.instrumentation.mutation_tracker.T]])
→ None
Generic version of method, so that we can use it in the settrace tracker as well
lineapy.instrumentation.tracer module
class lineapy.instrumentation.tracer.Tracer(db: lineapy.db.db.RelationalLineaDB, session_type:
dataclasses.InitVar, session_name: dataclasses.InitVar =
None, globals_: dataclasses.InitVar = None,
variable_name_to_node: Dict[str,
Union[lineapy.data.types.ImportNode,
lineapy.data.types.CallNode,
lineapy.data.types.LiteralNode,
lineapy.data.types.LookupNode,
lineapy.data.types.MutateNode,
lineapy.data.types.GlobalNode, lineapy.data.types.IfNode,
lineapy.data.types.ElseNode]] = <factory>,
module_name_to_node: Dict[str,
Union[lineapy.data.types.ImportNode,
lineapy.data.types.CallNode,
lineapy.data.types.LiteralNode,
lineapy.data.types.LookupNode,
lineapy.data.types.MutateNode,
lineapy.data.types.GlobalNode, lineapy.data.types.IfNode,
lineapy.data.types.ElseNode]] = <factory>,
mutation_tracker:
lineapy.instrumentation.mutation_tracker.MutationTracker
= <factory>, control_flow_tracker: lineapy.instrumentation.control_flow_tracker.ControlFlowTracker
= <factory>)
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assign(variable_name: str, value_node: Union[lineapy.data.types.ImportNode, lineapy.data.types.CallNode,
lineapy.data.types.LiteralNode, lineapy.data.types.LookupNode, lineapy.data.types.MutateNode,
lineapy.data.types.GlobalNode, lineapy.data.types.IfNode, lineapy.data.types.ElseNode],
from_import: bool = False) → None
Assign updates a local mapping of variable nodes.
call(function_node: Union[lineapy.data.types.ImportNode, lineapy.data.types.CallNode,
lineapy.data.types.LiteralNode, lineapy.data.types.LookupNode, lineapy.data.types.MutateNode,
lineapy.data.types.GlobalNode, lineapy.data.types.IfNode, lineapy.data.types.ElseNode],
source_location: Optional[lineapy.data.types.SourceLocation], *arguments:
Union[lineapy.data.types.ImportNode, lineapy.data.types.CallNode, lineapy.data.types.LiteralNode,
lineapy.data.types.LookupNode, lineapy.data.types.MutateNode, lineapy.data.types.GlobalNode,
lineapy.data.types.IfNode, lineapy.data.types.ElseNode, Tuple[bool,
Union[lineapy.data.types.ImportNode, lineapy.data.types.CallNode, lineapy.data.types.LiteralNode,
lineapy.data.types.LookupNode, lineapy.data.types.MutateNode, lineapy.data.types.GlobalNode,
lineapy.data.types.IfNode, lineapy.data.types.ElseNode]]], **keyword_arguments:
Union[lineapy.data.types.ImportNode, lineapy.data.types.CallNode, lineapy.data.types.LiteralNode,
lineapy.data.types.LookupNode, lineapy.data.types.MutateNode, lineapy.data.types.GlobalNode,
lineapy.data.types.IfNode, lineapy.data.types.ElseNode]) → lineapy.data.types.CallNode
Parameters
• function_node – the function node to call/execute
• source_location – the source info from user code
• arguments – positional arguments. These are passed as either Nodes (named nodes, constants, etc) or tuples (starred, the node) where the starred is a boolean to indicate whether
the argument is supposed to be splatted before passing to the function (This is the case
where you might call a function like so foo(1, *[2, 3]) ). The boolean is made optional simply to support the legacy way of calling this function and not having to pass the
tuples for every single case from node_transformer
• keyword_arguments – keyword arguments. These are passed as a dictionary of keyword
arguments to the function. Similar to *positional_arguments, the keyword arguments
can also be splatted by naming the key as unpack_<index> where <index> is the index
of the argument. In this case, the dictionary will be unpacked and passed as keyword
arguments to the function. The keyword arguments are processed in order of passing so
any keyword conflicts will result in the last value accepted as the value for the keyword.
Returns a call node
Note:
• It’s important for the call to return the call node so that we can programmatically chain the the nodes
together, e.g., for the assignment call to modify the previous call node.
• The call looks up if it’s a locally defined function. We decided that this is better for program slicing.
import_module(name: str, source_location: Optional[lineapy.data.types.SourceLocation] = None) →
Union[lineapy.data.types.ImportNode, lineapy.data.types.CallNode,
lineapy.data.types.LiteralNode, lineapy.data.types.LookupNode,
lineapy.data.types.MutateNode, lineapy.data.types.GlobalNode, lineapy.data.types.IfNode,
lineapy.data.types.ElseNode]
Import a module. If we have already imported it, just return its ID. Otherwise, create new module nodes
for each submodule in its parents and return it.
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lookup_node(variable_name: str, source_location: Optional[lineapy.data.types.SourceLocation] = None)
→ Union[lineapy.data.types.ImportNode, lineapy.data.types.CallNode,
lineapy.data.types.LiteralNode, lineapy.data.types.LookupNode,
lineapy.data.types.MutateNode, lineapy.data.types.GlobalNode, lineapy.data.types.IfNode,
lineapy.data.types.ElseNode]
Cases for the node that we are looking up:
• user defined variable & function definitions
• imported libs
• unknown runtime magic functions—special case to LookupNode
– builtin functions, e.g., min
– custom runtime, e.g., get_ipython
process_node(node: Union[lineapy.data.types.ImportNode, lineapy.data.types.CallNode,
lineapy.data.types.LiteralNode, lineapy.data.types.LookupNode,
lineapy.data.types.MutateNode, lineapy.data.types.GlobalNode, lineapy.data.types.IfNode,
lineapy.data.types.ElseNode]) → None
Execute a node, and adds it to the database.
trace_import(name: str, source_location: Optional[lineapy.data.types.SourceLocation] = None, alias:
Optional[str] = None, attributes: Optional[Dict[str, str]] = None) → None
• name: the name of the module
• alias: the module could be aliased, e.g., import pandas as pd
• attributes: a list of functions imported from the library. It keys the aliased name to the original
name.
Note:
• The input args would _either_ have alias or attributes, but not both
• Didn’t call the function import because I think that’s a protected name
note that version and path will be introspected at runtime
property values: Dict[str, object]
Returns a mapping of variable names to their values, by joining the scoping information with the executor
values.
lineapy.instrumentation.tracer_context module
class lineapy.instrumentation.tracer_context.TracerContext(db: lineapy.db.db.RelationalLineaDB,
session_context:
lineapy.data.types.SessionContext)
This context will be used by tracer to store any data that is needed after the tracer has exited. This will hold
reference to any internal dicts that are used outside the tracer and its session.
property artifacts: Dict[str, str]
Returns a mapping of artifact names to their sliced code.
property graph: lineapy.data.graph.Graph
Creates a graph by fetching all the nodes about this session from the DB.
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Module contents
lineapy.plugins package
Subpackages
lineapy.plugins.serializers package
Submodules
lineapy.plugins.serializers.mlflow_io module
lineapy.plugins.serializers.mlflow_io.mlflow_io = {}
This dictionary holds information about how to serialize and deserialize for each MLflow supported model flavors. Each individual key is a module name; i.e., MLflow supported flavor, sklearn for instance. Each value is
a dictionary with following three keys:
1. class: list of object class with the module that can be log/save in MLflow
2. serializer: the method in MLflow to log the model flavor
3. deserializer is the method in MLflow to retrieve the model
lineapy.plugins.serializers.mlflow_io.read_mlflow(mlflow_metadata:
lineapy.data.types.MLflowArtifactInfo) → Any
Read model from MLflow artifact store
In case the saved tracking_uri or the registry_uri is different from lineapy configs(i.e., multiple MLflow backends), we recored current lineapy related mlflow configs for tracking/registry and set tracking/registry based on
metadata to load the model and reset back to the original configs.
lineapy.plugins.serializers.mlflow_io.try_write_to_mlflow(value: Any, name: str, **kwargs) →
Optional[Any]
Try to save artifact with MLflow. If success return mlflow ModelInfo, return None if fail.
Parameters
• value (Any) – value(ML model) to save with mlflow
• name (str) – artifact_path and registered_model_name used in mlflow.sklearn.log_model or
equivalent flavors
• **kwargs – args to pass into mlflow.sklearn.log_model or equivalent flavors
Returns return a ModelInfo(MLflow model metadata) if successfully save with mlflow; otherwise
None. Note that, using Any not ModelInfo here in case mlflow is not installed and cause error
when loading lineapy
Return type Optional[Any]
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Module contents
Submodules
lineapy.plugins.airflow_pipeline_writer module
class lineapy.plugins.airflow_pipeline_writer.AirflowDagConfig(**kwargs)
class lineapy.plugins.airflow_pipeline_writer.AirflowDagFlavor(value)
An enumeration.

class lineapy.plugins.airflow_pipeline_writer.AirflowPipelineWriter(artifact_collection: lineapy.graph_reader.artifact_collection.ArtifactC
keep_lineapy_save: bool =
False, pipeline_name: str =
'pipeline', output_dir: str =
'.', generate_test: bool =
False, dag_config:
Optional[Dict] = None, include_non_slice_as_comment:
Optional[bool] = False)
Class for pipeline file writer. Corresponds to “AIRFLOW” framework.
get_rendered_task_definitions(task_defs: Dict[str, lineapy.plugins.task.TaskDefinition],
task_serialization: lineapy.plugins.task.TaskSerializer) → List[str]
Returns rendered tasks for the pipeline tasks.
lineapy.plugins.base_pipeline_writer module

class lineapy.plugins.base_pipeline_writer.BasePipelineWriter(artifact_collection: lineapy.graph_reader.artifact_collection.ArtifactCollectio
keep_lineapy_save: bool = False,
pipeline_name: str = 'pipeline',
output_dir: str = '.', generate_test:
bool = False, dag_config:
Optional[Dict] = None,
include_non_slice_as_comment:
Optional[bool] = False)
Pipeline writer uses modularized artifact code to generate and write out standard pipeline files, including Python
modules, DAG script, and infra files (e.g., Dockerfile).
Base class for pipeline file writer corresponds to “SCRIPT” framework.
get_pipeline_args() → Dict[str, lineapy.graph_reader.types.InputVariable]
get_pipeline_args returns the arguments that are required as inputs to the whole pipeline.
Returns a pipeline_args dictionary, which maps a key corresponding to the argument name to Linea’s InputVariable object. Specific framework implementations of PipelineWriters should serialize the InputVariable
objects to match the format for pipeline arguments that is expected by that framework.
write_pipeline_files() → None
Write out pipeline files.
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lineapy.plugins.dvc_pipeline_writer module
class lineapy.plugins.dvc_pipeline_writer.DVCDagConfig(**kwargs)
class lineapy.plugins.dvc_pipeline_writer.DVCDagFlavor(value)
An enumeration.
class lineapy.plugins.dvc_pipeline_writer.DVCPipelineWriter(artifact_collection: lineapy.graph_reader.artifact_collection.ArtifactCollection,
keep_lineapy_save: bool = False,
pipeline_name: str = 'pipeline',
output_dir: str = '.', generate_test:
bool = False, dag_config:
Optional[Dict] = None,
include_non_slice_as_comment:
Optional[bool] = False)
lineapy.plugins.loader module
lineapy.plugins.loader.load_as_module(writer: lineapy.plugins.base_pipeline_writer.BasePipelineWriter)
Writing module text to a temp file and load module with names of session_art1_art2_...`
lineapy.plugins.pipeline_writer_factory module
lineapy.plugins.session_writers module
class lineapy.plugins.session_writers.BaseSessionWriter
BaseSessionWriter contains helper functions to turn the various components of a SessionArtifacts object to
runnable code components, including code to define and run the NodeCollection defined subgraphs as well as
the Session as a whole.
Terminology
Take the following example function and the line to call it:
def function_name(input_parameters):
code_line_1
code_line_2
return return_values
function_name(input_parameters)
We define the code block
code_line_1
code_line_2
return return_values
as the function body.
The code block that calls the function
function_name(input_parameters)
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is called the function call block.
get_session_artifact_function_call_block(coll: lineapy.graph_reader.node_collection.UserCodeNodeCollection,
keep_lineapy_save=False, return_dict_name=None,
source_module='') → str
Return a codeblock to call the function that returns various variables.
The actual function to produce the output variables is implemented in get_function_definition by the various
implementations of NodeCollection.
Parameters
• coll (UserCodeNodeCollection) – the NodeCollection subgraph that we want to produce a call block for.
• keep_lineapy_save (bool) – whether do lineapy.save() after execution
• result_placeholder (Optional[str]) – if not null, append the return result to the
result_placeholder
• source_module (str) – which module the function is coming from
Example output:
p = get_multiplier()
˓→calculates multiplier
lineapy.save(p, "multiplier")
artifacts["multiplier"]=copy.deepcopy(p)
˓→specified

# function call block that␣
# only with keep_lineapy_save=True
# only with return_dict_name␣

The result_placeholder is a list to capture the artifact variables right after calculation. Considering following
code:
a = 1
lineapy.save(a,'a')
a+=1
b = a+1
lineapy.save(b,'b')
c = a+1
lineapy.save(c,'c')
we need to record the artifact a before it is mutated.
get_session_artifact_functions(session_artifact:
lineapy.graph_reader.session_artifacts.SessionArtifacts,
include_non_slice_as_comment=False) → List[str]
Return the function definition of the NodeCollection subgraphs that make up the Session.
get_session_function(session_artifact, return_dict_name='artifacts') → str
Return the session function that executes the calculation of all targeted artifacts.
Example output:
def run_session_including_multiplier(
a=1,
p=2,
):
artifacts = dict()
(continues on next page)
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(continued from previous page)

p = get_multiplier()
artifacts["multiplier"] = copy.deepcopy(p)
b = get_prod_p(a, p)
artifacts["prod_p"] = copy.deepcopy(b)
return artifacts
get_session_function_body(session_artifact: lineapy.graph_reader.session_artifacts.SessionArtifacts,
return_dict_name='artifacts') → str
Return a codeblock that runs functions needed to reproduce a session.
This codeblock uses get_function_call_block to call all of the functions defined by NodeCollections in the
session specified bt session_artifact. The result codeblock can be used as the body of function that runs all
the code in a session.
Example output:
# Session contains artifacts for "multiplier" and "prod_p"
p = get_multiplier()
artifacts["multiplier"]=copy.deepcopy(p)
b = get_prod_p(a, p)
artifacts["prod_p"]=copy.deepcopy(b)
All artifacts in the session are saved in the return dictionary artifacts
get_session_function_callblock(session_artifact:
lineapy.graph_reader.session_artifacts.SessionArtifacts) → str
get_session_function_callblock returns the code to make the call to the session function.
Example output:
run_session_including_multiplier(a, p)
get_session_function_name(session_artifact: lineapy.graph_reader.session_artifacts.SessionArtifacts) →
str
Return the session function name: run_session_including_{first_artifact_name}
get_session_input_parameters_lines(session_artifact:
lineapy.graph_reader.session_artifacts.SessionArtifacts,
indentation=4) → str
get_session_input_parameters_lines returns lines of session code that are replaced by user selected input_parameters. These lines also serve as the default values of these variables.
Example output:
# User called lineapy api with input_parameters=['a', 'p']
a = 1,
p = 2,
get_session_input_parameters_spec(session_artifact) → Dict[str,
lineapy.graph_reader.types.InputVariable]
get_session_input_parameters_spec returns a session_input_variables dictionary, which maps a key corresponding to the argument name to Linea’s InputVariable object for each input parameter to a Session.
Resulting InputVariable can be serialized by frameworks that may require non-pythonic format where the
raw code lines are insufficient.
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get_session_module_imports(session_artifact: lineapy.graph_reader.session_artifacts.SessionArtifacts)
→ str
Return all the import statement for the session.
lineapy.plugins.task module
class lineapy.plugins.task.DagTaskBreakdown(value)
Enum to define how to break down a graph into tasks for the pipeline.
class lineapy.plugins.task.TaskDefinition(function_name: str, user_input_variables: List[str],
loaded_input_variables: List[str], typing_blocks: List[str],
pre_call_block: str, call_block: str, post_call_block: str,
return_vars: List[str], pipeline_name: str)
Definition of an artifact, can extend new keys(user, project, . . . ) in the future.
function_name: suggested function name this task that wont conflict with other linea generated tasks user_input_variables: arguments that must be provided through the framework
loaded_input_variables: arguments that are provided by other tasks and must be loaded through inter
task communication typing_blocks: for user_input_variables, casts the input variables to the correct
type call_block: line of code to call the function in module file return_vars: outputs that need to be
serialized to be used pipeline_name: overall pipeline name
class lineapy.plugins.task.TaskGraph(nodes: List[str], edges: Dict[str, Set[str]] = {})
Graph represents for task dependency It is constructed based on the “edges” variable
Parameters edges – Dictionary with task name as key and set of prerequisite tasks as value. This is
the standard library graphlib style graph definition. For instance, {‘C’:{‘A’,’B’}} means A and
B are prerequisites for C. Both examples give us following task dependency:
A ---\
\
>---> C
/
B ---/

Note:
• If we only support Python 3.9+, we prefer to use graphlib in standard library instead of networkx for graph
operation.
• We might want to get rid of the mapping for renaming slice_names to task_names.
insert_setup_task(setup_task_name: str)
insert_setup_task adds a setup task that will be run before all the original source tasks
insert_teardown_task(cleanup_task_name: str)
insert_cleanup_task adds a cleanup task that will be run after all the original sink tasks
class lineapy.plugins.task.TaskSerializer(value)
Enum to define what type of object serialization to use for inter task communication.
lineapy.plugins.task.render_task_io_serialize_blocks(taskdef: lineapy.plugins.task.TaskDefinition,
task_serialization:
lineapy.plugins.task.TaskSerializer) →
Tuple[List[str], List[str]]
render_task_io_serialize_blocks renders object ser and deser code blocks.
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These code blocks can be used for inter task communication. This function returns the task deserialization block
first, since this block should be included first in the function to load the variables.
lineapy.plugins.taskgen module
This taskgen files contains helper functions to create tasks.

lineapy.plugins.taskgen.get_allsessions_task_definition_graph(artifact_collection: lineapy.graph_reader.artifact_collection.ArtifactCollectio
pipeline_name: str) →
Tuple[Dict[str, lineapy.plugins.task.TaskDefinition],
lineapy.plugins.task.TaskGraph]
get_allsessions_task_definition returns a single task definition for the whole pipeline.
lineapy.plugins.taskgen.get_artifact_task_definition_graph(artifact_collection: lineapy.graph_reader.artifact_collection.ArtifactCollection,
pipeline_name: str) → Tuple[Dict[str,
lineapy.plugins.task.TaskDefinition],
lineapy.plugins.task.TaskGraph]
get_artifact_task_definitions returns a task definition for each artifact the pipeline produces. This may include
tasks that produce common variables that were not initially defined as artifacts.
lineapy.plugins.taskgen.get_localpickle_setup_task_definition(pipeline_name)
Returns a TaskDefinition that is used to set up pipeline that uses local pickle type serialization for inter task
communication.
This task should be used at the beginning of a pipeline.
lineapy.plugins.taskgen.get_localpickle_teardown_task_definition(pipeline_name)
Returns a TaskDefinition that is used to teardown a pipeline that uses local pickle type serialization for inter task
communication.
This task should be used at the end of a pipeline.
lineapy.plugins.taskgen.get_noop_setup_task_definition(pipeline_name)
Returns a TaskDefinition that no-ops so that users can write their own setup tasks by replacing the setup call
block.
This task should be used at the beginning of a pipeline.
lineapy.plugins.taskgen.get_noop_teardown_task_definition(pipeline_name)
Returns a TaskDefinition that no-ops so that users can write their own teardown tasks by replacing the teardown
call block.
This task should be used at the end of a pipeline.
lineapy.plugins.taskgen.get_session_task_definition_graph(artifact_collection: lineapy.graph_reader.artifact_collection.ArtifactCollection,
pipeline_name: str) → Tuple[Dict[str,
lineapy.plugins.task.TaskDefinition],
lineapy.plugins.task.TaskGraph]
get_session_task_definition returns a task definition for each session in the pipeline.
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lineapy.plugins.taskgen.get_task_graph(artifact_collection:
lineapy.graph_reader.artifact_collection.ArtifactCollection,
pipeline_name: str, task_breakdown:
lineapy.plugins.task.DagTaskBreakdown) → Tuple[Dict[str,
lineapy.plugins.task.TaskDefinition],
lineapy.plugins.task.TaskGraph]
get_task_graph returns a dictionary of TaskDefinitions
This function breaks down the artifact_collection into tasks based on the task_breakdown parameter. This will
give the main bulk of tasks that should be included in a pipeline dag file.
Returns a task_definitions dictionary, which maps a key corresponding to the task name to Linea’s TaskDefinition
object. Specific framework implementations of PipelineWriters should serialize the TaskDefinition objects to
match the format for pipeline arguments that is expected by that framework.
lineapy.plugins.utils module
lineapy.plugins.utils.load_plugin_template(template_name: str) → jinja2.environment.Template
Loads a jinja template for a plugin (currently only airflow) from the jinja_templates folder.
lineapy.plugins.utils.slugify(value, allow_unicode=False)
Taken from https://github.com/django/django/blob/master/django/utils/text.py
Convert to ASCII if ‘allow_unicode’ is False. Convert spaces or repeated dashes to single dashes. Remove
characters that aren’t alphanumerics, underscores, or hyphens. Convert to lowercase. Also strip leading and
trailing whitespace, dashes, and underscores. Lastly, replace all dashes with underscores.
Copyright (c) Django Software Foundation and individual contributors. All rights reserved.
Module contents
lineapy.system_tracing package
Submodules
lineapy.system_tracing.exec_and_record_function_calls module

lineapy.system_tracing.exec_and_record_function_calls.exec_and_record_function_calls(code:
code,
globals_:
Dict[str,
object])
→
lineapy.system_tracing._
Execute the code while recording all the function calls which originate from the code object.
While recording function calls, we use sys.settrace() with LineaPy’s tracer to extract relevant information during
the runtime of the user’s code’s function, and reset the tracer after the user function has completed execution to
prevent unnecessary logging. However, to ensure LineaPy works correctly while debugging using VSCode, we
first capture any existing tracers using sys.gettrace(), perform our analysis using the LineaPy tracer, and reset the
existing tracer using sys.settrace()
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lineapy.system_tracing.function_call module
class lineapy.system_tracing.function_call.FunctionCall(fn: Callable, args: List[Any] = <factory>,
kwargs: Dict[str, Any] = <factory>, res:
Optional[Any] = None)
A record of a function call that happened in the tracer.
lineapy.system_tracing.function_calls_to_side_effects module

lineapy.system_tracing.function_calls_to_side_effects.function_calls_to_side_effects(function_inspector:
lineapy.execution.inspect_f
function_calls:
Iterable[lineapy.system_trac
input_nodes:
Mapping[LineaID,
object],
output_globals:
Mapping[str,
object])
→
Iterable[Union[lineapy.exec
lineapy.execution.side_effe
lineapy.execution.side_effe
lineapy.execution.side_effe
Translates a list of function calls to a list of side effects, by mapping objects to nodes.
Parameters
• function_inspector – The function inspector to use to lookup what side effects each
function call has.
• function_calls – The function calls that were recorded.
• input_nodes – Mapping of node ID to value for all the nodes that were passed in to this
execution.
• output_globals – Mapping of global identifier to the value of all globals that were set
during this execution.
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Module contents
This module adds support for using sys.settrace to understand what happens during a subset of code execution that’s
passed in. In the context of how it’s currently used, it’s limited to the “blackbox” execs—l_exec_statement It can be
used used and tested independently.
At a high level, users could:
1. Use the exec_and_record_function_calls.py as an entry point and uses sys.settrace to trace every bytecode execution and _op_stack.py to look at the bytecode stack during tracing. It translates different bytecode instructions
into the corresponding Python function calls.
2. Use function_calls_to_side_effects.py to translate the sequence of calls that were recorded into the side effects
produced on nodes (mapping Python changes to graph changes).
lineapy.transformer package
Submodules
lineapy.transformer.node_transformer module
class lineapy.transformer.node_transformer.NodeTransformer(source_code:
lineapy.data.types.SourceCode, tracer:
lineapy.instrumentation.tracer.Tracer)

Note:
• Need to be careful about the order by which these calls are invoked so that the transformation do not get
called more than once.
generic_visit(node: _ast.AST )
This will capture any generic blackboxes. Now that we have a clean scope handling, we can separate them
out into two types: expressions that return something and statements that return nothing
visit_Assign(node: _ast.Assign) → None

Todo:
• None variable assignment, should be turned into a setattr call not an assignment, so we might need to
change the return signature from ast.Expr.
visit_Call(node: _ast.Call) → Optional[lineapy.data.types.CallNode]
Returns None if visiting special publish linea publish, which cannot be chained
visit_Import(node: _ast.Import) → None
Similar to visit_ImportFrom, slightly different class syntax
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visit_assign_value(target: _ast.AST, value_node: Union[lineapy.data.types.ImportNode,
lineapy.data.types.CallNode, lineapy.data.types.LiteralNode,
lineapy.data.types.LookupNode, lineapy.data.types.MutateNode,
lineapy.data.types.GlobalNode, lineapy.data.types.IfNode,
lineapy.data.types.ElseNode], source_location:
Optional[lineapy.data.types.SourceLocation] = None) → None
Visits assigning a target node to a value. This is extracted out of visit_assign, so we can call it multiple
times and pass in the value as a node, instead of as AST, when we are assigning to a tuple. Assign currently
special cases for: - Subscript, e.g., ls[0] = 1 - Constant, e.g., a = 1 - Call, e.g., a = foo()
lineapy.transformer.source_giver module
lineapy.transformer.transform_code module
lineapy.transformer.transform_code.transform(code: str, location: Union[pathlib.Path,
lineapy.data.types.JupyterCell], tracer:
lineapy.instrumentation.tracer.Tracer) →
Optional[Union[lineapy.data.types.ImportNode,
lineapy.data.types.CallNode,
lineapy.data.types.LiteralNode,
lineapy.data.types.LookupNode,
lineapy.data.types.MutateNode,
lineapy.data.types.GlobalNode, lineapy.data.types.IfNode,
lineapy.data.types.ElseNode]]
This function is our main entry point to linea-based transformations. It traces the given code, executing it and
writing the results to the DB.
It does the following things in order:
1) accepts the source code and writes it to the db after proper encapsulation
2) determines the transformations that need to be done on this source. The additions currently are mostly
dependent on the python runtime version but can be extended to other variables in the future. These
transforms will be run in order with each transformer fixing the ast so that the final transformer/s
(NodeTransformer and others in future) which do most of the conversion to linea graph are agnostic
of python versions or source format changes.
3) parse code and walk the first level of the ast generated from code. Note that since this is only a
first level walk, all transformers are supposed to walk any sub-trees (eg. check out visit_Index in
py38transformer. not visiting the value will result only in first-level ast to be mutated leaving the
children untouched)
4) Finally writes the linea graph generated from this ast to linea DB
It returns the node corresponding to the last statement in the code, if it exists.
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lineapy.transformer.transformer_util module
Module contents
lineapy.utils package
Subpackages
lineapy.utils.analytics package
Submodules
lineapy.utils.analytics.event_schemas module
class lineapy.utils.analytics.event_schemas.CatalogEvent(catalog_size: int)
class lineapy.utils.analytics.event_schemas.CyclicGraphEvent(dummy_entry: str)
class lineapy.utils.analytics.event_schemas.ErrorType(value)
An enumeration.
class lineapy.utils.analytics.event_schemas.ExceptionEvent(error_type: lineapy.utils.analytics.event_schemas.ErrorType,
error_msg: Union[str, NoneType] =
None)
class lineapy.utils.analytics.event_schemas.GetCodeEvent(use_lineapy_serialization: bool,
is_session_code: bool)
class lineapy.utils.analytics.event_schemas.GetEvent(version_specified: bool)
class lineapy.utils.analytics.event_schemas.GetValueEvent(has_value: bool)
class lineapy.utils.analytics.event_schemas.GetVersionEvent(dummy_entry: str)
class lineapy.utils.analytics.event_schemas.LibImportEvent(name: str, version: str)
class lineapy.utils.analytics.event_schemas.SaveEvent(side_effect: str)
class lineapy.utils.analytics.event_schemas.TagEvent(tag: str)
class lineapy.utils.analytics.event_schemas.ToPipelineEvent(engine: str, artifact_count: int,
has_task_dependency: bool,
has_config: bool)
lineapy.utils.analytics.usage_tracking module
lineapy.utils.analytics.utils module
Module contents
Submodules
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lineapy.utils.benchmarks module
Utilities for computing statistics on benchmark data.
Translated from https://github.com/jupyterlab/jupyterlab/blob/82df0b635dae2c1a70a7c41fe7ee7af1c1caefb2/galata/
src/benchmarkReporter.ts#L150-L244 which was originally added in https://github.com/jupyterlab/benchmarks/blob/
f55db969bf4d988f9d627ba187e28823a50153ba/src/compare.ts#L136-L213
lineapy.utils.benchmarks.distribution_change(old_measures: List[float], new_measures: List[float],
confidence_interval: float = 0.95) →
lineapy.utils.benchmarks.DistributionChange
Compute the performance change based on a number of old and new measurements.
Based on the work by Tomas Kalibera and Richard Jones. See their paper “Quantifying Performance Changes
with Effect Size Confidence Intervals”, section 6.2, formula “Quantifying Performance Change”.
Note: The measurements must have the same length. As fallback, you could use the minimum size of the two
measurement sets.
Parameters
• old_measures – The list of timings from the old system
• new_measures – The list of timings from the new system
• confidence_interval – The confidence interval for the results. The default is a 95%
confidence interval (95% of the time the true mean will be between the resulting mean +the resulting CI)
# Test against the example in the paper, from Table V, on pages 18-19
>>>
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
>>>
>>>
>>>
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res = distribution_change(
old_measures=[
round(mean([9, 11, 5, 6]), 1),
round(mean([16, 13, 12, 8]), 1),
round(mean([15, 7, 10, 14]), 1),
],
new_measures=[
round(mean([10, 12, 6, 7]), 1),
round(mean([9, 1, 11, 4]), 1),
round(mean([8, 5, 3, 2]), 1),
],
confidence_interval=0.95
)
from math import isclose
assert isclose(res.mean, 68.3 / 74.5, rel_tol=0.05)
assert isclose(res.confidence_interval, 60.2 / 74.5, rel_tol=0.05)
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lineapy.utils.config module
class lineapy.utils.config.lineapy_config(home_dir='/home/docs/.lineapy', database_url=None,
artifact_storage_dir=None,
customized_annotation_folder=None, do_not_track=False,
logging_level='INFO', logging_file=None,
storage_options=None, mlflow_registry_uri=None,
mlflow_tracking_uri=None,
default_ml_models_storage_backend=None)
LineaPy Configuration
A dataclass that holds configuration items and sets them as environmental variables. All items are initialized with
default value. Then replace with values in the configuration file (if it is existing in LINEAPY_HOME_DIR, use
this one, otherwise look for home directory) if available. Then, replace with values in environmental variables
if possible. Finally, it sets all values in environmental variables.
Parameters
• home_dir – home directory of LineaPy (must be local)
• database_url – database connection string for LineaPy database
• artifact_storage_dir – directory for storing artifacts
• customized_annotation_folder – directory for storing customized annotations
• do_not_track – opt out or user analytics
• logging_level – logging level
• logging_file – logging file location (only support local for at this time)
• storage_options – a dictionary for artifact storage configuration(same as storage_options
in pandas, Dask and fsspec)
• mlflow_registry_uri – URI for MLflow registry
• mlflow_tracking_uri – URI for MLflow tracking
• default_ml_models_storage_backend – Default storage backend if at least one of
mlflow_tracking_uri or mlflow_registry_uri is not empty
get(key: str) → Any
Get LineaPy config field
set(key: str, value: Any, verbose=True) → None
Set LineaPy config field
lineapy.utils.constants module
lineapy.utils.constants.VERSION_DATE_STRING = '%Y-%m-%dT%H:%M:%S'
sqlalchemy defaults to a type of Optional[str] even when a column is set to be not nullable. This is per their
documentation. One option is to add type:ignore for python objects that should not be nulls and are mapped to
sqlalchemy ORM objects. Alternately, as is here, we can add a placeholder. This will be used like obj.property
= ormobject.property or placeholder. This should separate out the ORM objects and their policy of
setting all columns to be Optional vs app objects that should reflect the app’s expectation of not allowing nulls.
The app object’s property does not get set to None and the ORM object doesn’t need to worry about knowing
what the app is doing.
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lineapy.utils.deprecation_utils module
lineapy.utils.deprecation_utils.get_source_segment(source, node, padded=False)
Get source code segment of the source that generated node.
Note: This is a polyfill for the ast.get_source_segment function that was introduced in python 3.8.
If some location information (lineno, end_lineno, col_offset, or end_col_offset) is missing, return None.
If padded is True, the first line of a multi-line statement will be padded with spaces to match its original position.
class lineapy.utils.deprecation_utils.singledispatchmethod(func)
Single-dispatch generic method descriptor.
Supports wrapping existing descriptors and handles non-descriptor callables as instance methods.
register(cls, func) → func
Registers a new implementation for the given cls on a generic_method.
lineapy.utils.lineabuiltins module
lineapy.utils.lineabuiltins.l_dict(*keys_and_values: Union[Tuple[lineapy.utils.lineabuiltins.K,
lineapy.utils.lineabuiltins.V],
Tuple[lineapy.utils.lineabuiltins._DictKwargsSentinel,
Mapping[lineapy.utils.lineabuiltins.K, lineapy.utils.lineabuiltins.V]]])
→ Dict[lineapy.utils.lineabuiltins.K, lineapy.utils.lineabuiltins.V]
Build a dict from a number of key value pairs.
There is a special case for dictionary unpacking. In this case, the key will be an instance of _DictKwargsSentinel.
For example, if the user creates a dict like {1: 2, **d, 3: 4}, then it will create a call like:
l_dict((1, 2), (l_dict_kwargs_sentinel(), d), (3, 4))
We use a sentinel value instead of None, because None can be a valid dictionary key.
lineapy.utils.lineabuiltins.l_exec_expr(code: str) → object
Executes code expressions. These typically are ast nodes that inherit from ast.expr.
ast.ListComp, ast.Lambda

Examples include

Execute the code with input_locals set as locals, and returns a list of the output_locals pulled from the environment.
Returns it will return the result as well as the last argument.
lineapy.utils.lineabuiltins.l_exec_statement(code: str) → None
Executes code statements. These typically are ast nodes that inherit from ast.stmt.
ast.ClassDef, ast.If, ast.For, ast.FunctionDef, ast.While, ast.Try, ast.With

Examples include

Execute the code with input_locals set as locals, and returns a list of the output_locals pulled from the environment.
Returns None. Since the code is a statement, it will not return anything
lineapy.utils.lineabuiltins.l_import(name: str, base_module: Optional[module] = None) → module
Imports and returns a module. If the base_module is provided, the module will be a submodule of the base.
If a base_module is provided, the base_module will be flagged as ‘mutated’ by our annotations.
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lineapy.utils.lineabuiltins.l_unpack_ex(xs: Iterable[lineapy.utils.lineabuiltins.T], before: int, after: int)
→ List[Union[lineapy.utils.lineabuiltins.T,
List[lineapy.utils.lineabuiltins.T]]]
Slits the iterable xs into three pieces and then joins them [*first, middle, *list] The first of length before, the last
of length after, and the middle whatever is remaining.
Modeled after the UNPACK_EX bytecode to be used in unpacking.
lineapy.utils.lineabuiltins.l_unpack_sequence(xs: Iterable[lineapy.utils.lineabuiltins.T], n: int) →
List[lineapy.utils.lineabuiltins.T]
Asserts the iterable xs is of length n and turns it into a list.
The same as l_list but asserts the length. This was modeled after the UNPACK_SEQUENCE bytecode to be
used in unpacking
The result should be a view of the input.
lineapy.utils.logging_config module
Setup logging config for CLI and debugging.
We don’t do this in our init, because if imported as a library we don’t want to mess up others logging configuration.
lineapy.utils.logging_config.configure_logging(level=None, LOG_SQL=False)
Configure logging for Lineapy.
Logging level is read first from the function parameter, then lineapy_config options and defaults to INFO.
This function should be idempotent.
lineapy.utils.migration module
lineapy.utils.tree_logger module
Logging util for outputting function calls as trees!
This is currently exposed through the –tree-log pytest command, which will log each test case to stdout.
We log every method of the CLASSES, so to change what is logged, modify that list. Also, we color the statements,
based on the class, using the CLASS_TO_COLOR mapping.
lineapy.utils.tree_logger.print_tree_log() → None
Print the tree log with rich.
lineapy.utils.tree_logger.start_tree_log(label: str) → None
Starts logging, by overriding the classes, and also sets the top level label for the tree.
lineapy.utils.utils module
lineapy.utils.utils.get_value_type(val: Any) → Optional[lineapy.data.types.ValueType]
Got a little hacky so as to avoid dependency on external libraries. Current method is to check if the dependent
library is already imported, if they are, then we can reference them.
Note: - Watch out for error here if the Executor tests fail. TODO - We currently just silently ignore cases we cant
handle
lineapy.utils.utils.listify(fn: lineapy.utils.utils.CALLABLE) → lineapy.utils.utils.CALLABLE
TODO: Once we switch to Python 3.10, we can type this properly https://www.python.org/dev/peps/pep-0612/
2.3. Use Case 3: Building Pipelines
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lineapy.utils.utils.remove_duplicates(xs: Iterable[lineapy.utils.utils.T]) → Iterable[lineapy.utils.utils.T]
Remove all duplicate items, maintaining order.
lineapy.utils.utils.remove_value(xs: Iterable[lineapy.utils.utils.T], x: lineapy.utils.utils.T ) →
Iterable[lineapy.utils.utils.T]
Remove all items equal to x.
lineapy.utils.validate_annotation_spec module
Validate the annotations.yaml files in the instrumentation directory.
lineapy.utils.validate_annotation_spec.validate_spec(spec_file: pathlib.Path) → List[Any]
Validate all ‘.annotations.yaml’ files at path and return all invalid items.
Throws yaml.YAMLError
lineapy.utils.version module
Module contents
lineapy.visualizer package
Submodules
lineapy.visualizer.graphviz module
Functionality to display the tracer as a visual graph.
It first convert it to a graph, using visual_graph.py, and then renders that with graphviz.
lineapy.visualizer.graphviz.add_legend(dot: graphviz.graphs.Digraph, options:
lineapy.visualizer.visual_graph.VisualGraphOptions)
Add a legend with nodes and edge styles.
Creates one node for each node style and one edge for each edge style.
It was difficult to get it to appear in a way that didn’t disrupt the main graph. It was easiest to get it to be a
vertically aligned column of nodes, on the left of the graph. To do this, I link all the nodes with invisible edges
so they stay vertically aligned.
https://stackoverflow.com/a/52300532/907060.
lineapy.visualizer.graphviz.edge_labels(options: lineapy.visualizer.visual_graph.VisualGraphOptions)
→ Dict[lineapy.visualizer.visual_graph.VisualEdgeType, str]
Labels for the edge types to use in the legend,
lineapy.visualizer.graphviz.extra_label_labels(options:
lineapy.visualizer.visual_graph.VisualGraphOptions)
→
Dict[lineapy.visualizer.visual_graph.ExtraLabelType,
str]
Labels for the extra label, to use in the legend,
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lineapy.visualizer.graphviz.extra_labels_to_html(extra_labels: List[ExtraLabel], highlighted: bool)
→ str
Convert extra labels into an HTML table, where each label is a row. A single node could have multiple variables
and artifacts pointing at it. So we make a table with a row for each artifact. Why a table? Well we are putting it
in the xlabel and a table was an easy way to have multiple rows with different colors.
lineapy.visualizer.graphviz.get_color(tp: Union[lineapy.data.types.NodeType,
lineapy.visualizer.visual_graph.ExtraLabelType,
lineapy.visualizer.visual_graph.VisualEdgeType], highlighted:
bool) → str
Get the color for a type. Note that graphviz colorscheme indexing is 1 based
lineapy.visualizer.optimize_svg module
Optimizes an SVG file to reduce the size in the notebook.
lineapy.visualizer.visual_graph module
An abstract graph representation that is conducive to being visualized easily.
We include in this graph:
• From the DB about this session: * Nodes * Artifacts * Source code
• From the tracer: * Mutation and view edges * Variables
We currently don’t include, but could:
• Node values
class lineapy.visualizer.visual_graph.ExtraLabel(label: 'str', type: 'ExtraLabelType')
class lineapy.visualizer.visual_graph.ExtraLabelType(value)
An enumeration.
class lineapy.visualizer.visual_graph.SourceLineType
Type used to represent a source code line
class lineapy.visualizer.visual_graph.VisualEdge(source: 'VisualEdgeID', target: 'VisualEdgeID',
type: 'VisualEdgeType', highlighted: 'bool' = True)
class lineapy.visualizer.visual_graph.VisualEdgeID(node_id: 'str', port: 'Optional[str]' = None)
class lineapy.visualizer.visual_graph.VisualEdgeType(value)
A visual edges includes all the possible edges in our DB types, as well as the edges we store temporarily to assist
in tracing
class lineapy.visualizer.visual_graph.VisualGraph(_nodes:
List[lineapy.visualizer.visual_graph.VisualNode] =
<factory>, _edges:
List[lineapy.visualizer.visual_graph.VisualEdge] =
<factory>, _node_id_to_parent_edges: Dict[str,
List[lineapy.visualizer.visual_graph.VisualEdge]]
= <factory>, _node_id_to_node: Dict[str,
lineapy.visualizer.visual_graph.VisualNode] =
<factory>)
A visual graph contains a number of nodes and directed edges
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highlight_ancestors(node_id: str) → None
Update a graph to only highlight the ancestors of a certain node.
We could instead do this graph traversal with the original nodes, as we do when computing the program
slice. However we have some graph only nodes, like the source code, so for now we are re-walking the
graph to determine the slice at the visual graph level.
class lineapy.visualizer.visual_graph.VisualGraphOptions(graph: lineapy.data.graph.Graph, tracer:
Optional[lineapy.instrumentation.tracer.Tracer],
highlight_node: Optional[str],
show_implied_mutations: bool,
show_views: bool, show_artifacts: bool,
show_variables: bool)
Class to store options for the visualizer, so that we can properly type them as we pass this down the stack.
class lineapy.visualizer.visual_graph.VisualNode(id: 'str', type: 'VisualNodeType', contents: 'str',
extra_labels: 'ExtraLabels', highlighted: 'bool' =
True)
lineapy.visualizer.visual_graph.process_node(vg: lineapy.visualizer.visual_graph.VisualGraph, node:
Union[lineapy.data.types.ImportNode,
lineapy.data.types.CallNode,
lineapy.data.types.LiteralNode,
lineapy.data.types.LookupNode,
lineapy.data.types.MutateNode,
lineapy.data.types.GlobalNode, lineapy.data.types.IfNode,
lineapy.data.types.ElseNode], options:
lineapy.visualizer.visual_graph.VisualGraphOptions) →
str
Returns the contents of a node and add its edges.
lineapy.visualizer.visual_graph.to_visual_graph(options:
lineapy.visualizer.visual_graph.VisualGraphOptions)
→ lineapy.visualizer.visual_graph.VisualGraph
Returns a visual graph based on the options.
Module contents
class lineapy.visualizer.Visualizer(options: dataclasses.InitVar)
Stores a rendered graphviz digraph. Has helper classmethods to use for construction, as well as methods for
output as different useful formats.
classmethod for_public(tracer: lineapy.instrumentation.tracer.Tracer) → lineapy.visualizer.Visualizer
Create a graph for our public API, when showing the whole graph.
classmethod for_public_node(graph: lineapy.data.graph.Graph, node_id: str) →
lineapy.visualizer.Visualizer
Create a graph for our public API, when showing a single node.
Note: The tracer won’t be passed in this case, since it is happening inside the executor and we don’t have
access to the tracer.
classmethod for_test_cli(tracer: lineapy.instrumentation.tracer.Tracer) → lineapy.visualizer.Visualizer
Create a graph to use when visualizing after passing in –visualize during testing.
Show as much as we can for debugging.
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classmethod for_test_snapshot(tracer: lineapy.instrumentation.tracer.Tracer) →
lineapy.visualizer.Visualizer
Create a graph for saving as a snapshot, to help with visual diffs in PRs.
render_pdf_file(filename: str = 'tracer') → None
Renders a PDF file for the graph and tries to open it.
Module contents
class lineapy.SessionType(value)
Session types allow the tracer to know what to expect - JUPYTER: the tracer need to progressively add more
nodes to the graph - SCRIPT: the easiest case, run everything until the end
class lineapy.Tracer(db: lineapy.db.db.RelationalLineaDB, session_type: dataclasses.InitVar, session_name:
dataclasses.InitVar = None, globals_: dataclasses.InitVar = None,
variable_name_to_node: Dict[str, Union[lineapy.data.types.ImportNode,
lineapy.data.types.CallNode, lineapy.data.types.LiteralNode,
lineapy.data.types.LookupNode, lineapy.data.types.MutateNode,
lineapy.data.types.GlobalNode, lineapy.data.types.IfNode, lineapy.data.types.ElseNode]]
= <factory>, module_name_to_node: Dict[str, Union[lineapy.data.types.ImportNode,
lineapy.data.types.CallNode, lineapy.data.types.LiteralNode,
lineapy.data.types.LookupNode, lineapy.data.types.MutateNode,
lineapy.data.types.GlobalNode, lineapy.data.types.IfNode, lineapy.data.types.ElseNode]]
= <factory>, mutation_tracker:
lineapy.instrumentation.mutation_tracker.MutationTracker = <factory>,
control_flow_tracker: lineapy.instrumentation.control_flow_tracker.ControlFlowTracker
= <factory>)
assign(variable_name: str, value_node: Union[lineapy.data.types.ImportNode, lineapy.data.types.CallNode,
lineapy.data.types.LiteralNode, lineapy.data.types.LookupNode, lineapy.data.types.MutateNode,
lineapy.data.types.GlobalNode, lineapy.data.types.IfNode, lineapy.data.types.ElseNode],
from_import: bool = False) → None
Assign updates a local mapping of variable nodes.
call(function_node: Union[lineapy.data.types.ImportNode, lineapy.data.types.CallNode,
lineapy.data.types.LiteralNode, lineapy.data.types.LookupNode, lineapy.data.types.MutateNode,
lineapy.data.types.GlobalNode, lineapy.data.types.IfNode, lineapy.data.types.ElseNode],
source_location: Optional[lineapy.data.types.SourceLocation], *arguments:
Union[lineapy.data.types.ImportNode, lineapy.data.types.CallNode, lineapy.data.types.LiteralNode,
lineapy.data.types.LookupNode, lineapy.data.types.MutateNode, lineapy.data.types.GlobalNode,
lineapy.data.types.IfNode, lineapy.data.types.ElseNode, Tuple[bool,
Union[lineapy.data.types.ImportNode, lineapy.data.types.CallNode, lineapy.data.types.LiteralNode,
lineapy.data.types.LookupNode, lineapy.data.types.MutateNode, lineapy.data.types.GlobalNode,
lineapy.data.types.IfNode, lineapy.data.types.ElseNode]]], **keyword_arguments:
Union[lineapy.data.types.ImportNode, lineapy.data.types.CallNode, lineapy.data.types.LiteralNode,
lineapy.data.types.LookupNode, lineapy.data.types.MutateNode, lineapy.data.types.GlobalNode,
lineapy.data.types.IfNode, lineapy.data.types.ElseNode]) → lineapy.data.types.CallNode
Parameters
• function_node – the function node to call/execute
• source_location – the source info from user code
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• arguments – positional arguments. These are passed as either Nodes (named nodes, constants, etc) or tuples (starred, the node) where the starred is a boolean to indicate whether
the argument is supposed to be splatted before passing to the function (This is the case
where you might call a function like so foo(1, *[2, 3]) ). The boolean is made optional simply to support the legacy way of calling this function and not having to pass the
tuples for every single case from node_transformer
• keyword_arguments – keyword arguments. These are passed as a dictionary of keyword
arguments to the function. Similar to *positional_arguments, the keyword arguments
can also be splatted by naming the key as unpack_<index> where <index> is the index
of the argument. In this case, the dictionary will be unpacked and passed as keyword
arguments to the function. The keyword arguments are processed in order of passing so
any keyword conflicts will result in the last value accepted as the value for the keyword.
Returns a call node
Note:
• It’s important for the call to return the call node so that we can programmatically chain the the nodes
together, e.g., for the assignment call to modify the previous call node.
• The call looks up if it’s a locally defined function. We decided that this is better for program slicing.
import_module(name: str, source_location: Optional[lineapy.data.types.SourceLocation] = None) →
Union[lineapy.data.types.ImportNode, lineapy.data.types.CallNode,
lineapy.data.types.LiteralNode, lineapy.data.types.LookupNode,
lineapy.data.types.MutateNode, lineapy.data.types.GlobalNode, lineapy.data.types.IfNode,
lineapy.data.types.ElseNode]
Import a module. If we have already imported it, just return its ID. Otherwise, create new module nodes
for each submodule in its parents and return it.
lookup_node(variable_name: str, source_location: Optional[lineapy.data.types.SourceLocation] = None)
→ Union[lineapy.data.types.ImportNode, lineapy.data.types.CallNode,
lineapy.data.types.LiteralNode, lineapy.data.types.LookupNode,
lineapy.data.types.MutateNode, lineapy.data.types.GlobalNode, lineapy.data.types.IfNode,
lineapy.data.types.ElseNode]
Cases for the node that we are looking up:
• user defined variable & function definitions
• imported libs
• unknown runtime magic functions—special case to LookupNode
– builtin functions, e.g., min
– custom runtime, e.g., get_ipython
process_node(node: Union[lineapy.data.types.ImportNode, lineapy.data.types.CallNode,
lineapy.data.types.LiteralNode, lineapy.data.types.LookupNode,
lineapy.data.types.MutateNode, lineapy.data.types.GlobalNode, lineapy.data.types.IfNode,
lineapy.data.types.ElseNode]) → None
Execute a node, and adds it to the database.
trace_import(name: str, source_location: Optional[lineapy.data.types.SourceLocation] = None, alias:
Optional[str] = None, attributes: Optional[Dict[str, str]] = None) → None
• name: the name of the module
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• alias: the module could be aliased, e.g., import pandas as pd
• attributes: a list of functions imported from the library. It keys the aliased name to the original
name.
Note:
• The input args would _either_ have alias or attributes, but not both
• Didn’t call the function import because I think that’s a protected name
note that version and path will be introspected at runtime
property values: Dict[str, object]
Returns a mapping of variable names to their values, by joining the scoping information with the executor
values.
class lineapy.ValueType(value)
Lower case because the API with the frontend assume the characters “chart” exactly as is.
Todo: rename (need coordination with linea-server)
• really dataset is a table
• value means its a literal (e.g., int/str)
lineapy.artifact_store() → lineapy.api.models.linea_artifact_store.LineaArtifactStore
Returns An object of the class LineaArtifactStore that allows for printing and exporting artifacts
metadata.
Return type LineaArtifactStore
lineapy.delete(artifact_name: str, version: Union[int, str]) → None
Deletes an artifact from artifact store. If no other artifacts refer to the value, the value is also deleted from both
the value node store and the pickle store.
Parameters
• artifact_name – Key used to while saving the artifact
• version – version number or ‘latest’ or ‘all’
Raises ValueError – if arifact not found or version invalid
lineapy.get(artifact_name: str, version: Optional[int] = None) →
lineapy.api.models.linea_artifact.LineaArtifact
Gets an artifact from the DB.
Parameters
• artifact_name (str) – name of the artifact. Note that if you do not remember the artifact,
you can use the artifact_store to browse the options
• version (Optional[str]) – version of the artifact. If None, the latest version will be
returned.
Returns returned value offers methods to access information we have stored about the artifact
Return type LineaArtifact
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lineapy.get_function(artifacts: List[Union[str, Tuple[str, int]]], input_parameters: List[str] = [],
reuse_pre_computed_artifacts: List[Union[str, Tuple[str, int]]] = []) → Callable
Extract the process that creates selected artifacts as a python function
Parameters
• artifacts (List[Union[str, Tuple[str, int]]]) – List of artifact names(with optional version) to be included in the function return.
• input_parameters (List[str]) – List of variable names to be used in the function arguments. Currently, only accept variable from literal assignment; such as a=’123’. There
should be only one literal assignment for each variable within all artifact calculation code.
For instance, if both a=’123’ and a=’abc’ are existing in the code, we cannot specify a as
input variables since it is confusing to specify which literal assignment we want to replace.
• reuse_pre_computed_artifacts (List[Union[str, Tuple[str, int]]]) – List
of artifacts(name with optional version) for which we will use pre-computed values from
the artifact store instead of recomputing from original code.
Returns
• Callable – A python function that takes input_parameters as args and returns a dictionary
with each artifact name as the dictionary key and artifact value as the value.
• Note that,
• 1.
If an input parameter is only used to calculate artifacts in the –
reuse_pre_computed_artifacts list, that input parameter will be passed around as a
dummy variable. LineaPy will create a warning.
• 2. If an artifact name has been saved multiple times within a session, – multiple sessions or mutated. You might want to specify version number in artifacts or
reuse_pre_computed_artifacts. The best practice to avoid searching artifact version is don’t
reuse artifact name in different notebooks and don’t save same artifact multiple times within
the same session.
lineapy.get_module_definition(artifacts: List[Union[str, Tuple[str, int]]], input_parameters: List[str] = [],
reuse_pre_computed_artifacts: List[Union[str, Tuple[str, int]]] = []) → str
Create a python module that includes the definition of :func::get_function.
Parameters
• artifacts (List[Union[str, Tuple[str, int]]]) – same as get_function()
• input_parameters (List[str]) – same as get_function()
• reuse_pre_computed_artifacts (List[Union[str, Tuple[str, int]]]) – same
as get_function()
Returns A python module that includes the definition of :func::get_function as run_all_sessions.
Return type str
lineapy.reload() → None
Reloads lineapy context.
Note: Currently only reloads annotations but in the future can be a container for other items like configs etc.
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lineapy.save(reference: object, name: str, storage_backend:
Optional[lineapy.data.types.ARTIFACT_STORAGE_BACKEND] = None, **kwargs) →
lineapy.api.models.linea_artifact.LineaArtifact
Publishes the object to the Linea DB.
Parameters
• reference (Union[object, ExternalState]) – The reference could be a variable
name, in which case Linea will save the value of the variable, with out default serialization
mechanism. Alternatively, it could be a “side effect” reference, which currently includes either lineapy.file_system or lineapy.db. Linea will save the associated process that
creates the final side effects. We are in the process of adding more side effect references,
including assert statements.
• name (str) – The name is used for later retrieving the artifact and creating new versions if
an artifact of the name has been created before.
• storage_backend (Optional[ARTIFACT_STORAGE_BACKEND]) – The storage backend
used to save the artifact. Currently support lineapy and mlflow(for mlflow supported model
flavors). In case of mlflow, lineapy will use mlflow.sklearn.log_model or other supported
flavors equivalent to save artifacts into mlflow.
• **kwargs – Keyword arguments passed into underlying storage mechanism to overwrite
default behavior. For storage_backend=’mlflow’, this can overwrite default arguments in the
mlflow.sklearn.log_model or other supported flavors equivalent.
Returns returned value offers methods to access information we have stored about the artifact (value,
version), and other automation capabilities, such as to_pipeline().
Return type LineaArtifact
lineapy.to_pipeline(artifacts: List[str], framework: str = 'SCRIPT', pipeline_name: Optional[str] = None,
dependencies: Dict[str, Set[str]] = {}, output_dir: str = '.', input_parameters: List[str] =
[], reuse_pre_computed_artifacts: List[str] = [], generate_test: bool = False,
pipeline_dag_config: Optional[Dict] = {}, include_non_slice_as_comment: bool = False)
→ pathlib.Path
Writes the pipeline job to a path on disk.
Parameters
• artifacts (List[str]) – Names of artifacts to be included in the pipeline.
• framework (str) – “AIRFLOW” or “SCRIPT”. Defaults to “SCRIPT” if not specified.
• pipeline_name (Optional[str]) – Name of the pipeline.
• dependencies (TaskGraphEdge) – Task dependencies in graphlib format, e.g., {"B": {
"A", "C"}} means task A and C are prerequisites for task B. LineaPy is smart enough
to figure out dependency relations within the same session, so there is no need to specify
this type of dependency information; instead, the user is expected to provide dependency
information among artifacts across different sessions.
• output_dir (str) – Directory path to save DAG and other pipeline files.
• input_parameters (List[str]) – Names of variables to be used as parameters in the
pipeline. Currently, it only accepts variables from literal assignment such as a = '123'.
For each variable to be parametrized, there should be only one literal assignment across
all artifact code for the pipeline. For instance, if both a = '123' and a = 'abc' exist
in the pipeline’s artifact code, we cannot make a an input parameter since its reference is
ambiguous, i.e., we are not sure which literal assignment a refers to.
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• reuse_pre_computed_artifacts (List[str]) – Names of artifacts in the pipeline for
which pre-computed value is to be used (rather than recomputing the value).
• generate_test (bool) – Whether to generate scaffold/template for pipeline testing. Defaults to False. The scaffold contains placeholders for testing each function in the pipeline
module file and is meant to be fleshed out by the user to suit their needs. When run out of
the box, it performs a naive form of equality evaluation for each function’s output, which
demands validation and customization by the user.
• pipeline_dag_config (Optional[AirflowDagConfig]) – A dictionary of parameters
to configure DAG file to be generated. Not applicable for “SCRIPT” framework as it does
not generate a separate DAG file. For “AIRFLOW” framework, Airflow-native config params
such as “retries” and “schedule_interval” can be passed in.
Returns Directory path where DAG and other pipeline files are saved.
Return type Path
lineapy.visualize(*, live=False) → None
Display a visualization of the Linea graph from this session using Graphviz.
If live=True, then this visualization will live update after cell execution. Note that this comes with a substantial
performance penalty, so it is False by default.
Note: If the visualization is not live, it will print out the visualization as of the previous cell execution, not the
one where visualize is executed.
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lineapy.execution.side_effects), 83
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Annotation
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eapy.exceptions.user_exception), 78
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in
linmethod), 72
eapy.utils.analytics.event_schemas), 107
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lin- ClassMethodName
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eapy.instrumentation.annotation_spec), 90
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ClassMethodNames
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eapy.instrumentation.annotation_spec), 90
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ContextResult (class in lineapy.execution.context), 78
ArtifactSaveException, 77
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(lineapy.instrumentation.tracer.Tracer
eapy.instrumentation.control_flow_tracker),
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ControlFlowNode (class in lineapy.data.types), 70
ControlFlowTracker
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in
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module
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ExternalState
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method), 114
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distribution_change()
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DVCDagConfig
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linfrom_environment()
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eapy.plugins.dvc_pipeline_writer), 98
DVCPipelineWriter
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FunctionCall
(class
in
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eapy.system_tracing.function_call),
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FunctionInspector
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eapy.execution.inspect_function),
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FunctionInspectorParsed
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eapy.execution.inspect_function),
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ErrorType
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in
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eapy.instrumentation.annotation_spec),
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ExceptionEvent
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get() (lineapy.utils.config.lineapy_config method), 109
eapy.db.db.RelationalLineaDB
method),
get_all_artifacts()
(lin73
eapy.db.db.RelationalLineaDB
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method), 64
eapy.utils.analytics.event_schemas), 107
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(lineapy.plugins.session_writers.BaseSessionWriter
eapy.execution.context.ExecutionContext
method), 99
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in
lineapy.graph_reader.program_slice), 87
eapy.instrumentation.annotation_spec), 90
get_task_graph() (in module lineapy.plugins.taskgen), import_module()
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eapy.instrumentation.tracer.Tracer
method),
get_value() (lineapy.api.models.linea_artifact.LineaArtifact
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method), 64
import_module() (lineapy.Tracer method), 116
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method), 80
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is_import_node()
(in
module
eapy.graph_reader.utils), 89
is_mutable()
(in
module
eapy.execution.inspect_function), 82

lin- lineapy.data
module, 72
lin- lineapy.data.graph
module, 69
lineapy.data.types
K
module, 69
lineapy.db
KeywordArgORM (class in lineapy.db.relational), 75
module, 76
KeywordArgument
(class
in
linlineapy.db.db
eapy.instrumentation.annotation_spec), 91
module, 72
KeywordArgumentCriteria
(class
in
linlineapy.db.relational
eapy.instrumentation.annotation_spec), 91
module, 74
lineapy.db.utils
L
module, 75
l_dict() (in module lineapy.utils.lineabuiltins), 110
lineapy.editors
l_exec_expr() (in module lineapy.utils.lineabuiltins),
module, 77
110
lineapy.editors.ipython
l_exec_statement()
(in
module
linmodule, 76
eapy.utils.lineabuiltins), 110
lineapy.editors.ipython_cell_storage
l_import() (in module lineapy.utils.lineabuiltins), 110
module, 76
l_unpack_ex() (in module lineapy.utils.lineabuiltins),
lineapy.exceptions
110
module, 78
l_unpack_sequence()
(in
module
linlineapy.exceptions.create_frame
eapy.utils.lineabuiltins), 111
module, 77
LibImportEvent
(class
in
linlineapy.exceptions.db_exceptions
eapy.utils.analytics.event_schemas), 107
module, 77
LImportError, 78
lineapy.exceptions.excepthook
LineaArtifact
(class
in
linmodule, 77
eapy.api.models.linea_artifact), 63
lineapy.exceptions.flag
LineaArtifactDef (class in lineapy.data.types), 71
module, 78
LineaArtifactInfo (class in lineapy.data.types), 71
lineapy.exceptions.l_import_error
LineaArtifactStore
(class
in
linmodule, 78
eapy.api.models.linea_artifact_store), 64
lineapy.exceptions.user_exception
lineapy
module, 78
module, 115
lineapy.execution
lineapy.api
module, 84
module, 68
lineapy.execution.context
lineapy.api.api
module, 78
module, 64
lineapy.execution.executor
lineapy.api.api_utils
module, 79
module, 67
lineapy.execution.globals_dict
lineapy.api.artifact_serializer
module, 80
module, 68
lineapy.execution.inspect_function
lineapy.api.models
module, 81
module, 64
lineapy.execution.side_effects
lineapy.api.models.linea_artifact
module, 83
module, 63
lineapy.graph_reader
lineapy.api.models.linea_artifact_store
module, 89
module, 64
lineapy.graph_reader.artifact_collection
lineapy.api.models.pipeline
module, 84
module, 64
lineapy.graph_reader.graph_printer
lineapy.cli
module, 84
module, 69
lineapy.graph_reader.node_collection
lineapy.cli.cli
module, 85
module, 68
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lineapy.graph_reader.program_slice
lineapy.transformer.node_transformer
module, 87
module, 105
lineapy.graph_reader.session_artifacts
lineapy.transformer.source_giver
module, 88
module, 106
lineapy.graph_reader.types
lineapy.transformer.transform_code
module, 88
module, 106
lineapy.graph_reader.utils
lineapy.transformer.transformer_util
module, 88
module, 107
lineapy.instrumentation
lineapy.utils
module, 96
module, 112
lineapy.instrumentation.annotation_spec
lineapy.utils.analytics
module, 89
module, 107
lineapy.instrumentation.control_flow_tracker lineapy.utils.analytics.event_schemas
module, 92
module, 107
lineapy.instrumentation.mutation_tracker
lineapy.utils.analytics.usage_tracking
module, 93
module, 107
lineapy.instrumentation.tracer
lineapy.utils.analytics.utils
module, 93
module, 107
lineapy.instrumentation.tracer_context
lineapy.utils.benchmarks
module, 95
module, 108
lineapy.plugins
lineapy.utils.config
module, 103
module, 109
lineapy.plugins.airflow_pipeline_writer
lineapy.utils.constants
module, 97
module, 109
lineapy.plugins.base_pipeline_writer
lineapy.utils.deprecation_utils
module, 97
module, 110
lineapy.plugins.dvc_pipeline_writer
lineapy.utils.lineabuiltins
module, 98
module, 110
lineapy.plugins.loader
lineapy.utils.logging_config
module, 98
module, 111
lineapy.plugins.pipeline_writer_factory
lineapy.utils.migration
module, 98
module, 111
lineapy.plugins.serializers
lineapy.utils.tree_logger
module, 97
module, 111
lineapy.plugins.serializers.mlflow_io
lineapy.utils.utils
module, 96
module, 111
lineapy.plugins.session_writers
lineapy.utils.validate_annotation_spec
module, 98
module, 112
lineapy.plugins.task
lineapy.utils.version
module, 101
module, 112
lineapy.plugins.taskgen
lineapy.visualizer
module, 102
module, 114
lineapy.plugins.utils
lineapy.visualizer.graphviz
module, 103
module, 112
lineapy.system_tracing
lineapy.visualizer.optimize_svg
module, 105
module, 113
lineapy.system_tracing.exec_and_record_function_calls
lineapy.visualizer.visual_graph
module, 103
module, 113
lineapy.system_tracing.function_call
lineapy_config (class in lineapy.utils.config), 109
module, 104
listify() (in module lineapy.utils.utils), 111
lineapy.system_tracing.function_calls_to_side_effects
LiteralNode (class in lineapy.data.types), 71
module, 104
LiteralNodeORM (class in lineapy.db.relational), 75
lineapy.transformer
LiteralType (class in lineapy.data.types), 71
module, 107
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load_as_module() (in module lineapy.plugins.loader),
98
load_plugin_template()
(in
module
lineapy.plugins.utils), 103
logger (in module lineapy.execution.inspect_function),
82
lookup_external_state()
(lineapy.execution.executor.Executor
method),
80
lookup_node() (lineapy.instrumentation.tracer.Tracer
method), 94
lookup_node() (lineapy.Tracer method), 116
LookupNode (class in lineapy.data.types), 71
LookupNodeORM (class in lineapy.db.relational), 75

M
mlflow_io
(in
module
lineapy.plugins.serializers.mlflow_io), 96
MLflowArtifactInfo (class in lineapy.data.types), 71
MLflowArtifactMetadataORM
(class
in
lineapy.db.relational), 75
module
lineapy, 115
lineapy.api, 68
lineapy.api.api, 64
lineapy.api.api_utils, 67
lineapy.api.artifact_serializer, 68
lineapy.api.models, 64
lineapy.api.models.linea_artifact, 63
lineapy.api.models.linea_artifact_store,
64
lineapy.api.models.pipeline, 64
lineapy.cli, 69
lineapy.cli.cli, 68
lineapy.data, 72
lineapy.data.graph, 69
lineapy.data.types, 69
lineapy.db, 76
lineapy.db.db, 72
lineapy.db.relational, 74
lineapy.db.utils, 75
lineapy.editors, 77
lineapy.editors.ipython, 76
lineapy.editors.ipython_cell_storage, 76
lineapy.exceptions, 78
lineapy.exceptions.create_frame, 77
lineapy.exceptions.db_exceptions, 77
lineapy.exceptions.excepthook, 77
lineapy.exceptions.flag, 78
lineapy.exceptions.l_import_error, 78
lineapy.exceptions.user_exception, 78
lineapy.execution, 84
lineapy.execution.context, 78
lineapy.execution.executor, 79
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lineapy.graph_reader.program_slice, 87
lineapy.graph_reader.session_artifacts,
88
lineapy.graph_reader.types, 88
lineapy.graph_reader.utils, 88
lineapy.instrumentation, 96
lineapy.instrumentation.annotation_spec,
89
lineapy.instrumentation.control_flow_tracker,
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lineapy.instrumentation.mutation_tracker,
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lineapy.instrumentation.tracer, 93
lineapy.instrumentation.tracer_context,
95
lineapy.plugins, 103
lineapy.plugins.airflow_pipeline_writer,
97
lineapy.plugins.base_pipeline_writer, 97
lineapy.plugins.dvc_pipeline_writer, 98
lineapy.plugins.loader, 98
lineapy.plugins.pipeline_writer_factory,
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lineapy.plugins.serializers, 97
lineapy.plugins.serializers.mlflow_io, 96
lineapy.plugins.session_writers, 98
lineapy.plugins.task, 101
lineapy.plugins.taskgen, 102
lineapy.plugins.utils, 103
lineapy.system_tracing, 105
lineapy.system_tracing.exec_and_record_function_calls,
103
lineapy.system_tracing.function_call, 104
lineapy.system_tracing.function_calls_to_side_effects,
104
lineapy.transformer, 107
lineapy.transformer.node_transformer, 105
lineapy.transformer.source_giver, 106
lineapy.transformer.transform_code, 106
lineapy.transformer.transformer_util, 107
lineapy.utils, 112
lineapy.utils.analytics, 107
lineapy.utils.analytics.event_schemas,
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lineapy.utils.analytics.utils, 107
lineapy.utils.benchmarks, 108
lineapy.utils.config, 109
lineapy.utils.constants, 109
lineapy.utils.deprecation_utils, 110
lineapy.utils.lineabuiltins, 110
lineapy.utils.logging_config, 111
lineapy.utils.migration, 111
lineapy.utils.tree_logger, 111
lineapy.utils.utils, 111
lineapy.utils.validate_annotation_spec,
112
lineapy.utils.version, 112
lineapy.visualizer, 114
lineapy.visualizer.graphviz, 112
lineapy.visualizer.optimize_svg, 113
lineapy.visualizer.visual_graph, 113
ModuleAnnotation
(class
in
lineapy.instrumentation.annotation_spec), 91
MutatedNode (class in lineapy.execution.side_effects),
83
MutatedValue
(class
in
lineapy.instrumentation.annotation_spec), 91
MutateNode (class in lineapy.data.types), 71
MutateNodeORM (class in lineapy.db.relational), 75
MutationTracker
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in
lineapy.instrumentation.mutation_tracker),
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N
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